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32356 south coast highway . laguna beach, california 92651 . 949.494.3600 . www.homgroup.com

www.johnstanaland.com

dana point | $24,995,000  

33 strand beach drive
This recently completed Pacific Island-style abode presents a sublime oceanfront oasis and introduces an exotic fusion 
of natural textures and finishes to a contemporary design. Resort ambiance begins curbside with Jerusalem Limestone 
and Mahogany trimmed exterior, secured courtyard entry with bronze” Buddha Hands” gate pulls and finger scan access 
technology. Fountains, tropical foliage and gas lanterns lead to the tall glass entry and a brilliant panorama of the blue 
Pacific. The two story foyer, with impactful custom Italian light fixture, unfolds to the main living areas and ocean view 
office. Floor to ceiling Mahogany doors retract into walls, opening the home to outdoor lounge, terrace and infinity edge 
pool. With 9,000 square feet on three levels, the home grants seamless transition from indoor to outdoor spaces with 
heated interior and exterior f loors, and every amenity needed for gracious living. 

32356 south coast highway . laguna beach, california 92651 . 949.494.3600 . www.homgroup.com

dana point | $24,995,000  

33 strand beach drive



32356 south coast highway . laguna beach, california 92651 . 949.494.3600 . www.homgroup.com32356 south coast highway . laguna beach, california 92651 . 949.494.3600 . www.homgroup.com

laguna beach | $7,495,000  

star pine point
Designed by a noted architect for himself, the home was artfully positioned on the large double lot to capture views as though 
they were composed on an artist’s canvas. The parcel is sited on a natural promontory offering privacy and unobstructed views 
of the breaking surf, Santa Catalina, city lights and the coastline stretching to the Malibu Hills. The gently sloping lot in Upper 
Diamond presented a rare opportunity to build this 5,450 square foot masterpiece on two levels allowing the living areas to spill 
directly onto the expansive lawn, a fusion of lush foliage, and a remote lounging viewpoint. The home offers a tranquil ambiance 
throughout the generously scaled rooms that are enhanced by high ceilings, custom moldings, walnut wood flooring, custom 
stone and tile, original custom lighting and hardware, laminated windows - perfectly aligned with the best views, and three marble 
and limestone fireplaces. Beyond superlatives, this estate truly offers the penultimate Laguna living experience. 

john
stanaland

m 949.689.9047
t 949.342.3635 
f 949.342.3635 
j s tanaland@homgroup.com
www.johnstanaland.com
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46. living the green life
Local families are taking 
sustainability to the next level.
By Karlee Prazak

52. getting Around green
From golf carts to biking, many 
Laguna residents are finding earth-
friendly alternatives to the traditional 
car or SUV.
By Sharael Kolberg 

56. deeply rooted
Laguna’s multigenerational families 
recount the histories, memories and 
changes that they’ve seen through 
decades of living here.
By Cheryl Pruett

60. StorieS of SurvivAl 
The Pacific Marine Mammal Center 
helps heal and protect the seals 
and sea lions of California’s coastal 
communities. 
By J.P. Freeman and Allison Hata
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40. Swinging for the fenceS
dave Hobrecht combines his 
lifelong passions to carve out a 
unique niche in the art world.
By Bruce Porter

66. SAil into Spring
Spring styles inspire adventure 
with bold colors, striking patterns 
and a dash of whimsy.

72. the wedding top 10 
recent wedding trends offer 
couples looking to marry in Laguna 
more options than ever for creating 
the event of their dreams.
By Lisa Marie Hart

78. SonorAn Adventure
outdoor adventures are just as 
much a draw to the Phoenix-
Scottsdale area as the famed golf, 
spas and spring training. 
By Micaela Myers

84. hAbitAt: bluebird cAnyon 
rebuilt 
The restored Flamingo road 
in Bluebird Canyon thrives as 
a sanctuary where wildlife and 
humans can coexist. 
By Sally Eastwood

90. reAl eStAte ShowcASe
Tour some of Laguna’s top homes 
currently on the market.

106. tASte of the town
A restaurant resource for dining 
out in Laguna Beach. 

116. ArtiStS & gAllerieS
The latest interviews and 
information on the arts and 
upcoming gallery events.
By Hannah Ostrow 
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8. A Letter from the 
editor

12. CALendAr of events

16. Around town
A look at the latest happenings 
around Laguna.

24. Community 
Uncorked; Sip, Snack & Surf; 
Art Stars

28. wine & dine: A 
fAmiLy AffAir
From coloring to activities 
and special menus, many of 
Laguna’s restaurants 
go the extra mile for family-
friendly dining.

32. home: sustAinAbLe 
design soLutions 
A local architect is LEEDing
the way for stylish 
environmental design.
By Somer Flaherty

34. ACtive: yogA, 
fAmiLy styLe
The ancient practice draws a 
new generation of followers.

36. Q&A: hAute 
treAsure hunter
For local vintage shop owner 
Rachiel Macalistaire, the oldest 
fashions are also the newest. 

38. oCinsite.Com: dAte 
with An oLympiAn
Sugar Mama recalls her brief 
romance with a track star.

120. why not in LAgunA? 
A Firebrand Media editor and 
local dromophobe proposes 
improved crosswalk safety.
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EDITOR’S LETTER

My original goal in college was to major in environmental science. At the time, 
being green was the “thing”—a real movement. We wore T-shirts that said, “Recycle, Reuse or 
Refuse” and similar slogans. Recycling took effort—not everyone did it back then. I was on 

the bandwagon, preaching to everyone I knew, attending Earth Day 
celebrations and ready to ride the movement to the planet’s rescue. 

Unfortunately, soon I realized majoring in environmental science 
required a huge number of math and science credits. I’m a word 
girl, not a math/science girl, so I decided to major in writing instead. 
But I’ve continued to live green as a lifelong vegetarian, driving 
low-emission vehicles, recycling and reusing. Not long after my 
college years, cities began offering curbside recycling, and it became 
something everyone could easily do. Many of the things that were 
battle cries back in the day are now standard practice. 

But what happened to the green movement since? Why did it lose 
its momentum instead of promoting new rally cries (like solar and 
wind power, rainwater catchment and electric vehicles) to help take 
us all to the next level? Sure, there are many people devoted to living 
green, but it’s now more of an individual decision than a movement 
with passionate protestors and advocates working to create massive 
change and awareness. While most people do now recycle thanks to 
the grassroots movement I saw in my youth, we’ve slipped back in 
other areas. The Harris Poll has been tracking Americans and their 
green tendencies since the summer of 2009. The 2012 study reports 
a decline in the number of Americans reusing things, a decline in 
individual efforts to use less water, and a decline in the purchasing 
of all-natural and organic products. The poll also reports that fewer 

Americans describe themselves as environmentally conscious. “Most signifi cantly, in 2012, only 
about one in three U.S. adults say they are concerned about the planet we are leaving behind 
for future generations—an almost 10 percentage point decrease since 2009,” the report states. 

Clearly the green movement has lost some of its fervor, and a new bandwagon needs to be 
rolled out for everyone to jump on. 

Luckily, many Laguna families are already going the extra mile to teach their children the way. In 
our fi rst green and family issue, we highlight some of the things these families are doing to reduce 
their impact on the planet. We also spotlight a few of the town’s greenest vehicles and more. 

So light up your solar-powered LED bulb and enjoy this issue of Laguna Beach Magazine.

Sincerely,
Micaela Myers, Group Editor
Micaela@fi rebrandmediainc.com

WHERE DID THE GREEN GO?



The highest standard of care: At Hoag, we believe that you deserve no less. That’s why 
it is our mission to bring together world-class expertise with a commitment to providing 
exceptional care for every member of our community. It’s that commitment that inspires 
us in everything we do, as your loyal health partner, for life.
Contact our Personal Service Team at 800-400-HOAG or HOAG.ORG
Cancer Institute    •    Neurosciences Institute    •    Orthopedic Institute    •    Women’s Health Institute
Heart & Vascular Institute    •    2 Hospitals    •    5 Urgent Care Centers    •    7 Health Centers

There’s nothing else like it.
Life.
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to ouR READERs: Laguna Beach Magazine invites you 
to share with us your reactions to our latest stories. send 
your correspondence to Editor, Laguna Beach Magazine, 
250 Broadway, Laguna Beach, 92651 or to editor@laguna 
beachmag.com. the magazine accepts freelance contributions; 
however, unsolicited materials cannot be returned, and 
Laguna Beach Magazine accepts no responsibility for loss or 
damage to unsolicited materials. ADvERtIsERs: For inquiries, 
please contact scott sanchez at scott@firebrandmedia 
inc.com. Laguna Beach Magazine, 250 Broadway., Laguna 
Beach, CA 92651; 949-715-4100; info@lagunabeachmag.
com; lagunabeachmag.com.

Magazine

Visit oCinSite.com for local news, 
provocative commentary from 
a diverse group of bloggers, as 
well as comprehensive lifestyle 

content for coastal Orange County, 
including restaurant listings and 

reviews, fashion coverage, people 
and business profiles, a burgeoning 
events calendar and much more. 
oCinSite.com is updated daily, 

and users can also sign up for free 
weekly e-newsletters with exclusive 
content and details on unique and 

compelling upcoming events. 

When you find oCinSite 
on Facebook—“like” it. Fans will 

receive quick-hits of what’s new on 
the site, delivered along with  

a captivating bit of snark, but only 
when absolutely necessary.  

What’s not to like?

tHE BESt CoaStal liFEStYlE  
WEBSitE in orangE CountY

ProFilES

BloggErS

EvEntS

liFEStYlE



NEW SUMMER COLLECTIONS FROM 
STOULS, CARVEN, THIERRY COLSON, 
LISA MARIE FERNANDEZ, EDITH A . 
MILLER, PETER PILOTTO, 

ORGANIC BY JOHN PATRICK, 
ROBERT CLERGERIE, LAURENCE 
DACADE, APIECE APART, V::ROOM, 
A DETACHER, AND MORE!

574 SOUTH COAST HW Y, 
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651 
T 949·715·3254   W W W·11THMOON·COM
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ART | ENTERTAINMENT | ACTIVITIES | CHARITY 

calendarof events
APRIL / MAY

Clayton-Hamilton Jazz orCHestra 
April 20, The lAgunA plAyhouse 
Enjoy the sophisticated sounds of the award-winning Clayton-Hamilton Jazz Orchestra whose 
success has been credited to the exceptional talent and dedication of its leaders, bassist John 
Clayton, his brother, reed player Jeff Clayton, and drummer Jeff Hamilton. The readers of DownBeat 
Magazine rated the orchestra as the top big band in jazz, and today it’s considered one of the best 
around. (949-715-9713; lagunabeachlive.org) 

ART
imagination Celebration
April 20, lAgunA ArT MuseuM 
This annual countywide event hosts exciting art 
activities as well as face painting, story time, art 
detective games and live performances by El 
Morro and Top of the World elementary schools’ 
honor choruses, and more. (949-494-8971; 
lagunaartmuseum.org)

gems of tHe mediCi 
Through sepT. 15, Bowers MuseuM, sAnTA AnA 
On display is a world premier exhibition 
that highlights some of the oldest and 

most treasured pieces of the Medici family 
collections. (714-567-3600; bowers.org). 

Palette to Palate 
MAy 10, lAgunA ArT MuseuM 
This annual event offers guests an exclusive event 
that combines art and fine dining in the Steele 
Gallery, where the work of 10 artists will be on 
display. (949-494-8971; lagunaartmuseum.org)

balboa island artwalk 
MAy 19, souTh BAyfronT proMenAde, newporT BeAch
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., explore more than a mile 
of art and live music on Balboa Island, meet local 

artists and purchase unique pieces for your own 
collection. (balboaislandartwalk.info)

ENTERTAINMENT 
“singin’ in tHe rain” 
MAy 9 - 11, segersTroM concerT hAll, cosTA MesA 
Experience the 1952 American musical classic on 
the big screen as Pacific Symphony performs the 
score live. (714-755-5788; pacificsymphony.org) 

tHe olson trio 
MAy 9, lAgunA ArT MuseuM
The Olson Trio features Jenni Olson (flute), Marcia 
Dickstein (harp) and Christin Webb (bassoon), 
who perform classic, jazz and pop tunes. (949-
494-8971; lagunaartmuseum.org) 

doHeny blues festival 
MAy 18 - 19, doheny sTATe BeAch, dAnA poinT 
Rock out at three stages of musical 
performances, an international food court, 
educational exhibits and more. (949-360-7800; 
dohenybluesfestival.com) 

“tHe best years of our lives” 
MAy 23, lAgunA ArT MuseuM 
This seven-time Academy Award-winning  
drama from 1946 tells the story of the social 
readjustment of three World War II servicemen.  
(949-494-8971; lagunaartmuseum.org)

ACTIVITIES 
first annual HealtHy girl festival 
April 27, fesTivAl of ArTs, lAgunA BeAch 
Soroptimist International of Laguna Beach invites 
girls ages 12 to 18 and their mothers to enjoy a 
healthy living expo, entertainment and more. (949-
484-4830; silagunabeach.org/healthygirl.com) 

gate & garden tour 
MAy 3, lAgunA nursery
Tour eight private gardens and explore 
architectural gems with garden club volunteers 
available to guide and answer questions. 
(lagunabeachgardenclub.org)



My Montage Memory.

To learn more about memories made at  Montage or to start  

making your own vis i t  montagelagunabeachweddings.com  

Beverly Hi l ls  |   Deer Val ley®  |   Laguna  Beach  |   montagehotels .com
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ONGOING

Dana Point Grand Prix of Cycling

Laguna Canyon Foundation nature hikes

Visit OCinSite.com to check out the 
latest happenings and sign up for a 
free weekly e-newsletter.

DANA POINT GRAND PRIX OF CYCLING 
MAY 5, DANA POINT 
Cyclists of all experience levels are invited to 
participate in the Dana Point Grand Prix of 
Cycling and the new Cinco de Mayo Street 
Festival, featuring food, beer, music and more. 
(619-504-9977; danapointgrandprix.com) 

YAPPY HOUR 
MAY 16, THE RITZ-CARLTON, LAGUNA NIGUEL 
Mix and mingle while your four-legged friends 
enjoy complimentary hand-made dog treats and 
refreshing fl avored water at this monthly cocktail 
party. (949-240-5020; ritzcarlton.com)

CHARITY 
LIFE.LINKS.LOVE
MAY 1, PELICAN HILL GOLF CLUB, NEWPORT BEACH 
Support the Southern California Hospice 
Foundation through golf, dinner, auctions and 
more. Proceeds support patients and educational 
programs. (949-467-6800; pelicanhill.com) 

CANVAS FOR A CAUSE
MAY 4, WOMAN’S CLUB OF LAGUNA BEACH 
Bid on works from 40 LPAPA artists at this silent 
auction event in support of LPAPA’s programs. 
(949-376-3635; lpapa.org)

TEE OFF FOR DOGS 
MAY 5, MONARCH BEACH GOLF LINKS, DANA POINT 
This tournament supports the visually-impaired 
community, including guide-dog programs, 
research foundations and more. 
(714-662-2397; teeofffordogs.com) 

A TASTE FOR CHARITY 
MAY 16, TIVOLI TOO!, LAGUNA BEACH
The Laguna Board of Realtors hosts an online 
auction and live event featuring food, fun and art 
to benefi t local nonprofi ts. (949-497-2474)

BOUTIQUE BENEFIT SALE
MAY 18, NEIGHBORHOOD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Shop a selection of new and gently used designer 
clothing and accessories donated in support of 
Laguna Resource Center, Laguna Friendship 
Shelter, Women for Women and Impact Giving. 
(949-415-8144; boutiquebenefi t.com) 

TASTE OF THE NATION
JUNE 2, MONTAGE LAGUNA BEACH 
Guests will enjoy food, wine, specialty cocktails 
and ocean views. Proceeds benefi t Community 
Action Partnership of Orange County and Second 
Harvest Orange County Food Bank Capistrano. 
(949-715-6000; montagelagunabeach.com) 

LIVE! AT THE MUSEUM SECOND 
THURSDAY OF THE MONTH, 7 P.M., 
LAGUNA ART MUSEUM (949-494-8971; 
LAGUNAARTMUSEUM.ORG) FOOD AND 
WINE CLASSES VARIOUS DATES/TIMES, 
LAGUNA CULINARY ARTS (949-494-
0745; LAGUNACULINARYARTS.COM) 
SAWDUST STUDIO ART CLASSES FRIDAYS 
AND SATURDAYS, 10 A.M. AND 2 P.M., 
SAWDUST ART FESTIVAL GROUNDS  
(949-494-3030; SAWDUSTARTFESTIVAL.
ORG) MONTHLY WINE TASTING PARTY
FIRST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH, LAGUNA 
CANYON WINERY (949-715-9463; 
LAGUNACANYONWINERY.COM) ZERO 
TRASH—ADOPT YOUR STREET AND 
BEACH FIRST SATURDAY OF THE MONTH, 
10 A.M. TO NOON, VARIOUS LOCATIONS  
(ZEROTRASHLAGUNA.ORG) SATURDAY 
AFTERNOON TASTING ROOM SATURDAYS, 
1 TO 4 P.M., LAGUNA CULINARY ARTS  
(949-494-0745; LAGUNACULINARYARTS.
COM) FIRST THURSDAYS ART WALK FIRST 
THURSDAY OF THE MONTH, 6 TO 9 P.M.  
(FIRSTTHURSDAYSARTWALK.COM) FREE 
YOGA IN THE PARK MONDAY - THURSDAY, 
8 A.M., TREASURE ISLAND PARK  (949-
494-9928; YOGAINTHEPARK.BLOGSPOT.
COM) LAGUNA BEACH FARMERS MARKET
SATURDAYS FROM 8 A.M. TO NOON, 
FOREST AVENUE AND LAGUNA CANYON 
ROAD LAGUNA LAUGHTER YOGA
SUNDAY - FRIDAY, 8 A.M., AND SATURDAY, 
10 A.M., MAIN BEACH  (LYINSTITUTE.ORG) 
DIMESTORIES SECOND SUNDAY OF THE 
MONTH, 5:30 P.M., LAGUNA CULINARY 
ARTS (DIMESTORIES.ORG) NATURE 
HIKES VARIOUS DATES/TIMES, LAGUNA 
CANYON FOUNDATION (949-497-8324; 
LAGUNACANYON.ORG) LBM

TO SUBMIT YOUR EVENT: EDITOR@LAGUNABEACHMAG.COM. 
IF YOU’RE ON FACEBOOK, MAKE SURE TO “LIKE” LAGUNA BEACH MAGAZINE! 
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Heart 
ScreeningS 
Save LiveS

Laguna Beach’s tidepool habitats are in danger despite preservation efforts. Although residents and 
visitors are permitted to admire these beautiful zones (which are within a State Marine Conservation 
Area) they are also responsible for lessening the ecological footprint made on the tidepools’ ecosystem. 
How can the community of Laguna Beach protect the tidepools? “Visitors of the tidepool don’t realize 
how important the area is and that it is actually alive,” explains Alex Nicey, tidepool educator. Her 
advice is to walk only on bare rock exposed and out of the water to avoid mobile creatures in pools 
at low tide. Crescent Bay, Shaw’s Cove, Picnic Beach, Rockpile, Bird Rock, Moss Point and Treasure 
Island are all beaches that we can take care to protect, she says, by following these guidelines: Never 
remove or pick up animals shells or rocks, and always walk gently around the plants and animals of 
the tidepools. Although the tidepools are protected under law, all visitors are welcome to explore and 
groups can give prior notification to the marine protection officer at 949-246-2459. —A.Z.

Tidepool Tips
After losing six family members, 

including her father, to a genetic heart 
condition, Laguna Beach resident 
Holly Morrell started Heartfelt Cardiac 
Projects, a nonprofit devoted to helping 
to detect and bring public awareness 
to heart disease, the No. 1 killer in the 
U.S. Several times a month, Heartfelt 
sets up a screening center at schools, 
community centers, churches and 
sports centers, where they provide a 
comprehensive cardiac screening for a 
donation of $85 to people ages 5 and 
older. Over the past 14 years, Holly has 
screened more than 25,000 people and 
found six who had life-threatening heart 
problems that had shown no symptoms. 
All have gone through surgeries or 
treatments, and are now able to live 
normal, healthy lives.

Holly stresses the importance of 
everyone getting screened before there 
is a problem. “Many, many causes of 
cardiac arrest can be asymptomatic,” 
Holly explains. “More often than 
not, the first symptom is death.” 
To schedule an appointment, visit  
heartfeltcardiacprojects.org. —J.A.
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Holly Morrell

The number of stars awarded to two local resorts: 
The St. Regis Monarch Beach in Dana Point and 
Montage Laguna Beach. Montage Laguna Beach 
also received Forbes Five-Star ratings for 2013. 

5
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A Re-ImAgIned SpAce At the 
St. RegIS monARch BeAch

The Forbes Five-Star and AAA Five-Diamond St. Regis Monarch Beach Resort redesigned 
its lobby lounge earlier this year, creating an inviting space that’s reflective of the brand’s 
sophistication and luxury. Los Angeles-based Wimberly Interiors, which specializes in hospitality 
and experiential design, spearheaded the renovations. In keeping with the Tuscan architecture 
and the regional aesthetic of The St. Regis Monarch Beach, the design firm created a feeling 
of Italian villa elegance combined with the relaxed comfort of the California beach style in the 
new lobby lounge. The Lobby Lounge will also feature a brand-new menu from the resort’s 
award-winning Executive Chef Raj Dixit of Michael Mina’s Stonehill Tavern as well as a new 
handcrafted cocktail menu with innovative fresh drinks, including the Monkey Marmalade 
Sour (orange marmalade, Monkey Shoulder scotch, simple syrup, fresh lemon juice). There 
will also be entertainment in the lobby lounge every Thursday, Friday and Saturday evening 
from 8 to 11 p.m. —A.T.

Thurston Middle School 
received the Schools to Watch 
distinction from the National 
Forum to Accelerate Middle-
Grades Reform, just one of 

48 schools in the state to be 
honored since the program 

began in 1999. [ ]

A Suite Gift 
As Montage Laguna Beach celebrates its 10th year, the resort launches a promotion in partnership 

with South Coast Plaza to bring guests an array of fun—and luxurious—gifts throughout 2013. Guests 
that book two or more nights in a suite receive a complimentary gift from a South Coast Plaza retailer, 
including Bally Nigetti lamb slippers, an Oscar de la Renta Essential Luxuries fragrance and Chloe 
candles or business card holders. Each month will feature a different design partner, with offerings for 
April and May from Oscar de la Renta and Bulgari. Those who opt for two nights in the 2,000-square-
foot Catalina Suite in April will be treated to an even grander gift—a Mariela handbag from Oscar de la 
Renta, $1,000 to spend at South Coast Plaza and a St. John jacket, to name a few. —A.H.

JEwELRy fOR A CAuSE 
two Laguna moms who left their 

careers in law and marketing turned 
a passion for collecting jewelry into 
a business with a cause. elizabeth 
hargreaves and paddi Sharifian of 
Rock of eden (rockofeden.com) started 
their online-only business in december 
2012, offering an extensive collection 
of sophisticated and unique jewelry 
pieces for men and women, including 
rings, necklaces, cufflinks and charity 
pieces, where a percentage of proceeds 
benefit a specific cause. Rock of eden’s 
current Remember campaign supports 
the Sandy hook School Support Fund, 
to which $50 of every purchase of a 
Rock of eden “remember” necklace 
will be donated. elizabeth says, “We 
have a passion for unique, beautiful 
jewelry but wanted it to go further than 
e-commerce. tying it in with charities is 
a great way to accomplish that.” —A.T.
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Did you know that giant kelp forests are one of the most productive ecosystems in the world? 
“They’re home to more than 800 [marine] species,” explains biologist Nancy Caruso. “They’re also 
commercially important because we hunt for fish that live in kelp.” But years of overfishing, runoff 
that created polluted, murky water and the El Nino storms of 1983 all led to near-extinction of 
Orange County’s kelp forests. Nancy was inspired to start the Giant Kelp Restoration Project in 
2002, whereby she and some 5,000 volunteers began restoring local kelp forests. “By 2010, it 
had reached historic densities and the animals were returning,” she says. 

To honor the achievement, KelpFest, a celebratory festival of kelp, sprouted. On April 20, the 
annual festival celebrates its fourth year (9 a.m to 5 p.m., Main Beach) with a life-size interactive 
kelp forest model, guided tidepool tours, a community kelp mural, free stand-up paddleboard 
tours and a swim to the kelp forest, arts and crafts for kids, and more. For more information and 
a schedule of events, visit kelpfest.org. —A.B.

Get InspIred 
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Green is 
Beautiful 

We know that what we put into 
our bodies directly affects our health 
(more leafy greens, please!), but many 
proponents of the eco beauty movement 
insist that what we put on our bodies is 
just as important. And it makes sense, 
since topical creams penetrate the 
skin and enter the bloodstream. Laura 
Linsenmayer, owner of the “non-toxic 
cosmetics shop,” ROOTS the Beauty 
Underground, tells us what benefits 
you’ll get from using only organic beauty 
products: 1. Organic products do not use 
parabens or harsh chemical ingredients, 
which affect both your skin and health;        
2. Using only products that are not 
tested on animals is another opportunity 
in your life to contribute to cruelty-free 
living; 3. Organic cosmetics deliver 
results and improve the integrity and look 
of your skin, hair and nails.  We’d like 
to add: Many of these products come in 
pretty (eco-kind!) packaging, infusing a 
little happiness every time you use them. 
Stop by her store April 20 for a natural 
organic makeup event featuring the 
founder of Vapour Organic Beauty. —A.B.

Broadway Gets a Makeover
Broadway street is getting beautified—in February, construction began along the main road between Forest Avenue 

and Cliff drive to improve landscaping and safety. the makeover includes a new decorative sidewalk, water-conserving 
irrigation, drought-intolerant native landscaping and public art pieces, including sculptor Cheryl ekstrom’s eight-foot tall 
entry, “Warriors United,” and Marsh scott’s 72.5-foot-long and, 48-inch-tall freestanding stainless-steel and fused glass 
sculpture titled “Colors of the Canyon,” which will replace the handrail on the creek side of Broadway. Also improving 
safety along the busy intersection, the junction at Cliff drive will be reconfigured to reduce vehicle speed as well as 
shorten the pedestrian crosswalk distance. the improvements, funded by the city and a federal transportation grant, 
are estimated to be complete by late May. —A.T.

Cheryl ekstrom’s “Warriors United”
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At Las Brisas, �   only thing 
we overlook is the Ocean.
Offering breathtaking views of the Pacific Ocean, Las Brisas is proud to serve the freshest 

seafood, exclusive offerings of wine & margaritas, and authentic cuisine of the Mexican Riviera.

361 Cliff Drive  |  Laguna Beach

949.497.5434  |  lasbrisaslagunabeach.com
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The Laguna Beach Magazine app is 
a fi nalist for a Western Publishing 
Association Maggie award. Get yours 
for iPhone/iPad at the app store to see 
the magazine in a whole new way.

Amount Laguna Beach’s most 
expensive home (of 307 transactions) 
sold for in 2012. Our city ranked 
No. 10 overall in million-dollar 
home sales in the state, according to 
DataQuick’s list of 2012 sales. 

GOT 
APP?

$20
Million:

CUSTOM STYLE: At Taim, a women’s 
boutique that opened on Coast Highway 
at the end of last year in Laguna’s Hip 
District, owner Kendra Pearce believes 
that feeling confi dent means embracing 
personal style. Irish for “I am,” Taim 
aims to help women discover their tastes 
and then tailor to them with timeless 
pieces. With the assistance of a team of 
style gurus, fi nd fi gure-fl attering denim, 
classic tops and dresses, and beautiful 
accessories by brands like Farron 
Elizabeth, Mimi & Lu Parker and Dolce 
Vita. (949-715-4200; taimboutique.com) 

IT’S ABOUT TIME: Bareti Jewelers, a 
sophisticated watch and jewelry dealer 
since 2010, moved into a new location in 
Coast Highway’s Panno Plaza at the end of 
January. Inspired by rare, quality pieces, 
the store offers limited-edition timepieces 
with innovative designs, as well as pieces 
crafted by celebrated jewelers who exhibit 
in galleries and independent boutiques 
around the world. Find precious and 

semi-precious stones and precious metals 
created by names such as Roni Tochner and 
Anat Gelbard. (949-715-7084; bareti.com) 

SIMPLE CLASSICS: Simple, a lifestyle store 
for men and women that opened March 1 
on Coast Highway, carries European clothing 
and textiles that are “timelessly classic with 
a twist,” explains owner Jenni Elmished. “We 
edit the market to seek collections from small 
American and European designers who use 
exquisitely soft fabrics to create clothing that 
looks great and feels amazing to wear.” Find 
Italian brands like J. Brand and Vince for 
him, Transit and Marika Charles for her, and 
Bella Notte and Leitner for the home. (949-
494-8100; shopatsimple.com) 

SURF CO.: The one-stop-shop for boards, 
rentals, repairs and lessons, Costa Azul is 
getting a makeover with a new “CA Surf 
Co.” moniker and expanding its space into 
the old KFC location. The new opening 
is planned for June 1. (949-497-1423; 
casurfshop.com) —A.B.

NEW SHOPS ON THE BLOCK 

Approximate street value of the nearly 1,200 
pounds of marijuana seized in February by 
border patrol agents when drug smugglers 
came ashore at Crystal Cove.

$2 
million:

Taim Boutique
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Celebrating Mother earth 
As a preliminary celebration to Earth Day on April 22, Irvine’s Great 

Park will host Runway Dash & e-Recycle Day on April 14, chock-full 
of family activities that include a scenic (and non-competitive) 5K and 
educational activities.

Lower Park Avenue will close and become an “eco village” from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. as an event sponsored by Transition Laguna Beach, 
SEEDS Arts, and Education Inc. All ages can visit three “eco pods”—
village, lounge and expo––to sample eco-friendly and solar baking 
demonstrations, learn to compost food scraps into humus, garden, 
go on bicycle tours and watch environmental films. Sunday’s seventh 
annual Earth Day Blue Water Music Festival at Laguna Village will go 
until 10 p.m. with local musicians. Tickets are available at the Mail Stop 
or by contacting Rick Conkey at 949-573-8624. —A.Z

97
Number of entries in the 2013 Patriots 
Day Parade, which made its way down 
Park Avenue, Glenneyre Street and 
Forest Avenue before ending just past 
City Hall March 2. 
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Animal Crackers Pet Rescue 
and store, founded in Laguna 
Beach and owned by local 
resident Gina Kantzabedian, 
relocated in April to 23410 
Moulton Pkwy., Suites P-R, 
Laguna Hills. Proceeds from 
the store will continue to help 
rescued animals.
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1 Folk band Alturas entertains the crowd. 2 Chef Marco Romero from Starfish creating Korean galbi tacos 3 Beef tongue Reuben sandwich from 370 
Common 4 Bay shrimp salad from OceanView Bar & Grill at Hotel Laguna 5 Wine selection from Muré – Clos St Landelin 6 Diners at the Festival of Arts 
grounds 7 Montage Laguna Beach’s Danielle Young, Nick Guzetta, Juan “Champion” Galeana, Mosaic Bar and Grille Chef de Cuisine Miguel Ruiz

Community
LAGuNA BeACH uNCORKeD!

On March 9, hundreds of food and wine lovers took over the Festival of Arts grounds for Laguna Beach uncorked! An International Wine & Food Fest, 
presented by the Laguna Beach Visitors & Conference Bureau. As the signature event of the Laguna Beach a la Carte weekend, the day of food and wine 
tasting featured 20 different restaurants and 30 wineries with proceeds benefiting the Children’s Hospital of Orange County. The wineries were divided by 
region so that oenophiles could easily find their favorite sips. Guests enjoyed seeing the not-yet-released Fiat 500e electric car, and some opted to sign up 
for a private seminar with master sommelier Michael A. Jordan of The Ranch Restaurant & Saloon. —M.M.
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1 Surfrider volunteers 2 Chef Renato Sampaga of Stadium Brewing Co. 3 Lindsay Mae Lokelani of Sailor Jerry Rum 4 Riviera SUP team 5 Beau Bianchi, 
Megan Singer 6 SUP teams getting ready for the race 7 SUP race 8 SUP Team Infinity

Community
SnaCk, SIP & SURf aT PaCIfIC EdgE 

March 10 was sunny and warm, the perfect day for Pacific Edge’s Snack, Sip & Surf event, part of the Laguna Beach a la Carte food and wine festival. Held 
in the newly redesigned surf cabanas and adjoining decks, the event featured a poke competition between Sundried Tomato Cafe, k’ya Bistro, House of 
Big fish and Ice Cold Beer, Stadium Brewing Co. (winner) and Tommy Bahama Bar & grill. Each cabana was home to a bartender whipping up cocktails 
as part of a cocktail competition showcasing azunia Tequila, Tito’s Vodka, Bianchi, Sailor Jerry and Hendrick’s gin (winner). as guests sipped and snacked, 
they watched a paddleboarding competition between Team Hobie, Team Riviera, Team Infinity (winner), Team SUPCO and Team Surfride. Proceeds from 
the afternoon went to the Surfrider foundation in south Orange County. —M.M.
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Community
Laguna beach aLLiance for the arts art star awards

More than 230 artists, patrons and supporters of the arts came together for the seventh annual art star awards at seven-degrees april 7. the evening, 
presented by the Laguna beach alliance for the arts and emceed by event chair wayne baglin, kicked off with the revealing of last year’s seven-
degrees of inspiration grant winner John barber’s floor-to-ceiling sculpture, “feeding frenzy,” and the announcement of this year’s winner ed Peterson. 
attendees soon found themselves enjoying a steak dinner with an after-dinner treat in the form of keynote speaker rita rudner, who had the crowd in 
stitches as she shared her humorous inisights on gender. the evening went on to reveal seven more winners, each receiving a handcrafted sculpture 
by local artist Louis Longi: summer entertainment on the green won best new arts Programs, terry smith won individual arts Patron of the Year, wells 
fargo bank was named corporate arts Patron of the Year, outstanding arts collaboration went to orange county: destination art & culture, Jonathon 
burke won the arts Leadership award and artist of the Year went to scott an naomi schoenherr. the night culminated with Jacquie Moffett receiving 
the Lifetime achievement award. —K.P.

1 Keynote speaker and comedian rita rudner 2 faye baglin, Karen wood, sharbie higuchi, Karyn Philippsen, fred sattler, cynthia fung, Karin schnell, 
Judy bijlani, Jeff frisch, Malcolm warner 3 art star awards event chair and emcee wayne baglin 4 “feeding frenzy” by John barber 5 artist of the 
Year winners scott and naomi schoenherr 6 Jonathan and Linda burke 7 cocktail reception 8 Jill newton, nick newton, andrea Joel, ruben flores, 
rebecca barber, nelson coates, John barber
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Power Porsche Newport Beach
877-205-6440
445 E. Pacific Coast Highway
Newport Beach, CA 92660
newport-beach.porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

©2013 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times.

This isn’t merely the new Porsche Cayman. This is a world unlocked. It’s finding enlightenment and exhilaration in 
those twists in the road. Something we call the Code of the Curve. It’s mid-engine balance, agility and precision. 
Combined with increased horsepower, lighter weight, a wider stance and acceleration from 0 to 60 in a mere 
4.7 seconds, it translates into adrenaline-fueled curve-carving that opens up a world of possibilities. Unlock the 
Code of the Curve with a test drive. Porsche. There is no substitute. 

Just hugging the curve
isn’t exactly what it had in mind. 

The new Porsche Cayman S.
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A FAmily AFFAir
From coloring to activities and special menus, many of Laguna’s restaurants  

go the extra mile for family-friendly dining. 
By Beth Fhaner

Ice cream sundaes at Nirvana Grille with chef Lindsay Smith-Rosales and son Diego (left) with Brita Corradini and daughters Alabama and Ruby (right)

Whether you prefer a casual atmosphere 
or fancier fare, Laguna is a foodie town, and the 
dining options are plentiful, ranging from fresh 
fish and sustainable cuisine to comfort food and 
Italian fare. Both longtime locals and visitors in 
town for spring break will find many kid-friendly 
restaurants. Whatever type of food you and your 
kids have an appetite for, these Laguna Beach 
restaurants and others around town aim to please 
even the pickiest of palates, while keeping little ones 
entertained and parents satisfied. 

Fresh Fare
Nirvana Grille fits the bill for a healthy, organic 

meal. Specializing in fresh, locally sourced food, 
the kid’s menu features sustainable seafood, 
antibiotic- and hormone-free meats and organic, 
free-range chicken. Gluten-free kids can be 
accommodated as well. Children can choose 
from several delectable dishes including Oodles 
of Noodles (pasta noodles), Little Slugger (a 
quarter-pound, hand-formed, organic grass-fed 
beef patty with fries) or Little Chick-y’s (lightly 

breaded chicken fingers with fries). Desserts 
include a scoop of ice cream or a vanilla ice cream 
sundae with chocolate syrup and whipped cream. 
Additionally, baskets full of toys and games, plus 
crayons and printed coloring pages keep little 
ones occupied here. Local mother Brita Corradini 
says she likes to patronize Nirvana Grille for the 
great kid’s menu, since the chef/owner, Lindsay 
Smith-Rosales, has a son, Diego, whom she 
tries everything out on first. (949-497-0027; 
nirvanagrille.com) 
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IrresIstIble ItalIan
If your family is in the mood for mouthwatering 

pasta, head to Polina’s Salerno, which has been 
cooking up traditional specialties since 1975, 
making it Laguna’s longest-running Italian 
restaurant. Open for dinner only, this family-
style eatery has a small dining room with a warm, 
charming ambience. Children are welcome here, 
and to keep them entertained there are crayons and 
placemats, as well as toys for the smallest tots. On 
the kid’s menu, scrumptious dishes such as a small-
sized pasta plate, cheese pizza, meatballs and cheese 
and meat ravioli are available. For dessert, don’t miss 
the truffle ice cream or cannoli. Local mother Liz 
Dick says her family enjoys Polina’s Salerno due to 
the “fun, friendly atmosphere—and our daughter 
[Natalia] can color on the table [placemats] there.” 
(949-497-2600; polinassalerno.com) 

FIsh Frenzy
At the laid-back House of Big Fish (and Ice Cold 

Beer, for those old enough to imbibe), youngsters are 
greeted with crayons and placemats for coloring—
once they’re done creating art, they can hang their 
pictures on the restaurant’s bulletin board. The 
kid’s menu features large portions of tasty dishes 
including fish and chips, coconut shrimp, a grilled 
fish of the day with rice and veggies, kid’s pasta 
and a chicken quesadilla. For dessert, little ones 

Polina's Salerno: family owned and family friendly

After the sun sets, there’s 

still a whole lot left to watch. 

Enjoy a complimentary movie 

at 15FiftyFive lounge. Sip and 

snack on an a la carte selection 

of cocktails, s’mores, gourmet 

popcorn and more.

SUNSET & CINEMA
THURSDAYS | 4-9PM

(949) 497.4477 SURFANDSANDRESORT.COM/SPRING

JOB #:  JCR 3621         INSERTION ORDER #:
AD TITLE: Sunset & Cinema
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a non toxic cosmetic shop

384 Forest Ave. #9
Laguna Beach, CA 92651

949.424.4266
www.ROOTS-beauty.com

a non toxic cosmetic shop

a non toxic cosmetic shop
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The Cook family creating placemat art at Big Fish

The Grahams enjoy family time at Ruby's Diner.

More Kid-Friendly eateries
AnAsTAsiA CAFe (949-497-1212)
AsADA (949-715-5533; asadalaguna.com)
BJ’s PizzA AnD GRill (949-494-3802; 
bjsrestaurants.com) 
GinA’s PizzA AnD PAsTARiA (south laguna: 
949-494-4342; north laguna: 949-497-4421; 
ginaspizza.com)
HeiDelBeRG CAFe & BisTRo (949-497-4594; 
heidelbergcafe.com)
Hennessey’s TAveRn (949-494-2743; 
hennesseystavern.com)
JoHnny RoCkeTs (949-497-7252; 
johnnyrockets.com)
lA siRenA GRill (Mermaid street location: 
949-497-8226; laguna Beach south: 949-499-
2301; lasirenagrill.com)
sunDRieD ToMATo CAFe (949-494-3312; 
sundriedtomatocafe.com)
zinC CAFe (949-494-6302; zinccafe.com)

can select from special breakfast, lunch and dinner 
menus. Best bets include the silver dollar pancakes 
or pigs in a blanket for breakfast, and a kid-sized 
turkey or beef burger, chicken fingers, grilled 
cheese, or macaroni and cheese for lunch or dinner. 
Ruby’s famous shakes and malts come kid-sized, 
too—try the Oreo Cookie Fantasy or Chocolate 
Banana. “My daughter (a ‘tween’) usually refuses to 
order off the kid’s menu but actually will at Ruby’s 
because even the kids’ burgers are so good,” says 
local Carolyn Graham, the mother of an 8-year-
old and 12-year-old. “We like to go there because 
the kids can get what they like, and there are good 
options for more grown-up burgers, too. And if 
we’ve spent a long day at the beach, we splurge on 
milkshakes.” (949-497-7829; rubys.com)

trendy eats
For parents with well-behaved kids who are 

seeking a more stylish setting, Nick’s Laguna 
Beach—in the heart of downtown Laguna—is an 
excellent choice. They have an Etch A Sketch to 
occupy youngsters, and while there’s no official 
printed kid’s menu, ask your server for options like 
the chicken fingers. Leslie Christen, a mother of 
two young sons, says she likes to take her family to 
Nick’s for breakfast, lunch or dinner. “You’re able to 
get smaller portions for the little ones. My boys love 
to indulge in creme brulee oatmeal for breakfast 
and sides of gourmet macaroni and cheese and 
roasted vegetables for dinner,” she says. “The 
service is friendly and the food is always fantastic.” 
(949-376-8595; thenickco.com) LBM

can indulge in an ice cream sundae or the blue 
raspberry Shark Attack—a sweet concoction that 
consists of blue raspberry syrup and Sprite, served 
with a cherry and gummy shark. Torrey Cook, local 
resident and mother of a 6-year-old daughter, says 
she frequents the eatery because they not only have 
a “great menu for adults, but a great kid’s menu 
with crayons, and the noise level is on the louder 
side, so if you have loud kiddos, they will fit right 
in.” (949-715-4500; houseofbigfish.com)

Beach-View Bites
For families who wish to dine seaside, The 

Beach House is a terrific choice. The kid’s menu 
(for children 12 and under) provides adult-sized 
portions and includes entrees such as linguine with 
butter or marinara, a half-pound cheeseburger, 
crispy chicken tenders with ranch dressing and a 
grilled cheese sandwich with shoestring fries. “The 
delicious, complimentary plate of fruit and muffins 
that they bring out when you sit down is the perfect 
appetizer for the kids,” says local mother Samantha 
Savage Breit. “Plus, the beautiful views of the beach 
and ocean provide kids with a healthy distraction 
to observe nature, as opposed to some electronic 
device.” (949-494-9707; thebeachhouse.com)

tasty nostalgic treats 
With classic cars parked at the entrance and 

a casual, retro ambience, Ruby’s Diner caters to 
those dining with kids. Youngsters 12 and under 



WHERE HEALTHY SKIN BEGINS

BEVERLY HILLS
LAGUNA BEACH

www.obagiskin.com

310.275.3030. 270 North Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90210
Opening in Spring 2013. 883 South Coast Highway, Laguna Beach, California 92651

COSMETIC DERMATOLOGY | AESTHETIC SERVICES | RETAIL

We are very pleased to announce the grand opening of the Obagi Skin Health Institute’s newest office in 
beautiful Laguna Beach, California! This clinic has arisen out of the need to provide patients in the Orange 
County area with the same top-notch, state-of-the-art care previously only offered at our flagship Beverly 
Hills office. 

Come and experience the very latest in advanced skin care programs created by the most well-known, 
internationally-esteemed dermatologist, Dr. Zein Obagi. 

Dr. Obagi and his team of highly-trained medical professionals are dedicated to providing patients with the 
latest and most technologically-advanced treatment options to achieve optimal skin health and beauty. 

We encourage you to personally experience Dr. Obagi’s latest creations, the ZO® Skin Health and ZO® Medical 
product lines, which offer a no nonsense, highly-effective, and results-driven skin care regimen. 

Come see what all of the buzz is about. Obagi Skin Health Institute is where healthy skin begins.
We look forward to seeing you in our spectacular new Laguna Beach office!

OPENING IN SPRING 2013!

LAGUNA
BEACH
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SuStainable DeSign SolutionS 
A local architect is LEED-ing the way for stylish environmental design.

By Somer Flaherty

Looking back on one of his most 
recent works—a project that took two years 
to build—architect Horst Noppenberger 
of Laguna’s Horst Architects beams with 
pride and passion. Known as the Gaddam 
residence, the project took 15 months of 
design work and is set to become one of the 
most sustainable homes in Laguna Beach.

“I find it more interesting when a project 
is meaningful,” Horst says. “My clients came 
to me with a vision to build a home that was 
very sustainable, and it was really a dream 
of the wife’s to have a home that would be 
extremely energy efficient.”  

Horst has always been an ardent 
proponent of sustainable design, but this was 
the first time his firm was working toward 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) certification for a home—in 
particular, he was aiming to achieve the U.S. 
Green Building Council’s highest level of 
certification, LEED Platinum. Here, we catch 
up with the architect to find out more about 
how to make homes greener. 

Laguna Beach Magazine: In Orange County 
there are only a handful of homes that have 
achieved or are designed to achieve LEED 
Platinum status. What makes each home different?

Horst Noppenberger: Every choice has an 
environmental story—whether it’s the Forest 
Stewardship Council-certified flooring, low-
VOC paints, dual-pane insulated glass windows 
and doors [or] drought-tolerant landscaping.

LBM: What role does energy efficiency play 
in the design of the Gaddam residence?

HN: The home incorporates solar panels, 
hydronic radiant floor heating and a high-
efficiency water heater.

LBM: What are some sustainable elements 

that can be incorporated in a home with 
enough planning during the design phase?

HN: Cross-ventilation, which can be helped 
by having a courtyard in a home and eliminates 
much of the need for air conditioning. 
Choosing the right materials can also help to 
heat the home. With the Gaddam residence, 
we used concrete walls that contain 30 percent 
coal ash to utilize thermal mass to help store 
the sun’s heat throughout the day and release 
it at night.

LBM: What other sustainable elements can 
we incorporate in a remodel or new build?

HN: A planted green roof can help reduce 
rainwater runoff and also provide a really 

effective means of insulation. With preplanning 
you can easily incorporate it in a roof ’s design; 
with a remodeled home it is more expensive to 
incorporate, but can usually be done.

LBM: Not many architects have created a 
LEED Platinum designed home—what was the 
biggest challenge?

HN: There is a lot of documentation you 
have to go through during the entire build, 
including both the design and construction 
phase. We worked closely with a Green Rater, 
[LEED-certified person] who provides the 
verification services. The Green Rater is 
involved throughout the design phase and 
throughout the construction process.
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Rendering of the Gaddam residence
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It’s Easy BEIng 
grEEn

The availability of earth-
friendly products is catching 

up to the demand. 
By Somer Flaherty

Creating eco-friendly living spaces feels 
good and it isn’t as hard as you may think. 
Simple choices—all available locally—can 
help create a healthy environment for you 
and your family. LBM

Sprout Chair made of bamboo 
and foreSt StewardShip CounCil 
and rainforeSt allianCe Certified 
materialS, available at Von hemert 
interiors, laguna beach (949-494-6551; 
vonhemertinteriors.com).

SuStainable ebony wood flooring, 
available at eco Surfaces, laguna beach 
(949-715-2444; ecosurface.net).

organiC Cotton 
mattreSS by royal 
pediC, available at Jack 
thomas at home, laguna 
beach (949-715-0026; 
jackthomasathome.com).

SuStainable wood Coffee table 
by manulution, available at green 
Cube, laguna beach (949-494-1550; 
greencubestore.com).

100% reCyCled plaStiC 
planter, available at room and 
board, Santa ana (714-549-
5995; roomandboard.com).
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Yoga, FamilY StYle
An ancient practice draws a new generation of followers.

By Somer Flaherty
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For most yogis, their practices are 
more than just exercise. Many devotees can say 
it has changed their lives profoundly—so it’s 
only natural that they would want to share the 
experience with their kids. Laguna’s Samantha 
Breit started her family-friendly yoga series, called 
the Mindful Octopus, only a little over a year ago, 
and she’s already making a splash within Laguna 
parent circles. Her classes, held at The Resort at 
Pelican Hill, locally at AR4T Gallery and by private 
appointment, are teaching the joys of mindful 
yoga to a new generation of followers. Samantha 
says yoga for families is even more important now 
than ever before because of the fast-paced lifestyle 
many people have. “Yoga really allows that much-
needed time to slow down and honor yourself and 
your feelings,” she says. “Yoga teaches compassion, 
love, kindness, accountability, courage, the list 
goes on.” Here, we sat down with Samantha to find 
out how and why yoga brings families together. 

Laguna Beach Magazine: how can readers first introduce their kids 
to yoga?

Samantha Breit: try a regular kids yoga class and start simply. one of 
the easiest ways for kids to start yoga is to watch their parents practicing, 
and slowly, they’ll pick up on the poses.

LBM: how do you get kids engaged in yoga?
SB: to be engaging it needs to be entertaining. that’s why i like to 

incorporate the storytelling when i teach kids; they really get engaged.
LBM: Why do you think yoga is so important for kids and the whole family? 
SB: it’s not just a physical exercise; it’s also extremely important 

for childhood development skills. it helps kids develop their own self-
awareness and self-esteem. When you are doing yoga with someone it 
builds trust, so it’s great for parents to do with kids.

LBM: how do you teach yoga to young kids?
SB: adults have made yoga more competitive and more complicated, 

so i like to teach kids by telling stories. i then ask the kids to retell the 
story doing yoga poses. they aren’t only benefiting from the physical but 
from the message in the story. telling the story while we do yoga also 
helps with attention span. it’s my secret ingredient.

LBM: Do the skills developed in kids yoga classes help outside of the studio?
SB: absolutely, especially with concentration, which is valuable at school.
LBM: at what ages can kids start yoga?
SB: My program starts at age 3, but you can practice yoga with your 

baby. have the baby watch you and they will start to imitate you. if 
possible, have kids practice within their age group, such as ages 3 to 5 
and ages 6 to 10.

LBM: What is your favorite part about teaching families?
SB: When the kids say they don’t want to leave or ask their parents 

if they can come back the next day. yoga is just so natural for children, 
and it’s great to know i created a place where they can enjoy it.
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Family-Friendly 
yoga gear

These active products for parents and their 
kids make time on the mat fun.

By Somer Flaherty

Yoga isn’t just for adults, and it doesn’t have to be 
relegated to a studio. Spend quality time with the family 
getting active at home. Turn on music and have the 
kids practice their best cobras, half moons and lotus 
poses. Need a little help getting in the yogi mood? These 
products will have you saying “ohm” in no time. LBM

“A Girl’S Guide To FiTTiNG iN FiTNeSS,” 
available at laguna Beach Books (949-494-4779; 
lagunabeachbooks.com).

eco-FrieNdlY YoGA mAT BY 
mANdukA, available at YogaWorks, 
laguna Beach (949-415-0955; 
yogaworks.com).

AcTive TANk BY BeYoNd YoGA, available at 
ritual Yoga Arts, laguna Beach (949-715-7005; 
ritualyogaarts.com).

GlASS ANd SilicoNe 
WATer BoTTle BY Bkr, 
available at YogaWorks, 
laguna Beach (949-415-
0955; yogaworks.com).

YoGA STrAp BY YoGi ToeS, available at Beyond Hot Yoga, laguna Niguel 
(949-443-6080; beyondhotyoga.com).
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Haute treasure Hunter
For local vintage shop owner Rachiel Macalistaire, the oldest fashions are also the newest. 

By Ashley Breeding

Upon entering The Groves Antique Market at Irvine’s Great 
Park, vintage guru Rachiel Macalistaire is immediately drawn to a jade-
green, crescent hobo bag at the very first booth. It’s her favorite color, and 
it’s a good price. She quickly pulls a bundle of cash she keeps tucked beneath 
her ruffled, plaid shirt and pays the vendor.

“The first really great thing that’s a good price, I buy,” she says. “It opens 
up the flea market mojo and just loosens up the purse strings!” 

A science and math teacher by day, Rachiel is also a stylist who has lent 
her talents to the pages of home and style magazines. She spun this second 
love into a supplementary career when she opened Macalistaire at 1850 
(macalistaire1850.com) three years ago. 

Located in Laguna’s village, the shop is a trove of vintage treasures—
from peacoats to petticoats, and everything to layer in between. In a 
town abundant with fashion-forward (and eco-friendly) women and 
men who demand to stand out, there’s no shortage of clientele coming 
to her for one-of-a-kind finds. One side of the shop is dedicated to all 
things fashion; the other to furniture, art and obscure objects. And it’s 
not just locals the store attracts: “I have designers come to me looking 
for inspiration for their collections,” Rachiel says. “A buyer from Louis 
Vuitton recently bought 12 handbags.”

While on this recent flea market adventure with Rachiel, we scored her 
top tips for shopping vintage.  

Rachiel Macalistaire shows off some of the wares in her Laguna Beach shop.
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Laguna Beach Magazine: To what do you credit 
your affinity for vintage pieces and antiques?

Rachiel Macalistaire: Growing up, we didn’t 
have any money, so I’d go to garage sales with 
my mom and buy things out of necessity. At the 
time, I envied my friends who had things that 
were new and matched, but I eventually came 
to appreciate these older things. Vintage is really 
evocative of periods of the past—it’s a way to 
connect with history. I would love to be able to 
travel back in time … but surrounding myself 
with old things is the second best thing.

LBM: What classifies an item as “vintage?”
RM: Twenty years or older.  
LBM: What time periods have the most allure?
RM: I’m drawn to movements ... when fashion 

mirrored the times—like the unconstrained, free-
flowing dresses of the 1960s that [represented] 
women’s liberation. My mom used to wear these 
long, gorgeous dresses from the ’40s and a 
couple of scarves around her head. … She was 
this total hippie. I look at pictures now and think, 
“Wow, what was happening then?”

LBM: What tips can you provide for the 
novice shopper?

RM: Purchases should be things that speak 
to you and that you’ll use over time—a fancy 
evening clutch, jewelry or a classic coat. The 
same goes for decor: Think accessories and 
collections (pottery, vintage wine bottles, pins) 
that are conversation starters. With clothing, you 
must try everything on—a vintage size 12, for 
instance, will typically fit a size 8 or 6. 

LBM: Recycling aside, what are some other 
benefits of buying vintage?

RM: Most pieces are high quality with 
amazing attention to detail—and no one else is 
going to have it. But something to be prepared 
for: Vintage is more delicate, so your outfit 
could come undone. I’ve been known to go 
to a wedding and have all the buttons fly off a 
dress—I always keep an extra outfit!

LBM: What are some current trends from 
decades past?

RM: Military, high-waisted shorts, large round 
sunglasses, 1980s dresses, denim jackets—and 
turquoise jewelry is one that keeps coming back.

LBM: Which flea markets do you frequent?
RM: Fairfax on Melrose, Irvine, Rose Bowl, 

Santa Monica, Long Beach and local community 
colleges that have great markets every weekend. 

LBM: What’s the strangest request you’ve had 
from a customer?

RM: Someone came in looking for portraits. 
… They collected them … of just random 
people. LBM

simple
lifestyle for men & women

European Men’s and Women’s clothing and accessories, 
as well as, Fine Quality Home Textiles and Accessories.

Now Open in Laguna Beach

460 South Coast Highway, Laguna Beach, CA 92651 
949.494.8100

WWW.SHopATSiMpLE.CoM
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Back in the 1990s I went on a date with 
a German guy named Sven who ran for our 
Olympic track team. This was during Carl Lewis’ 
day, so I glossed over the fact that his German-
ness didn’t seem very legal or fair. Cozying up to 
him meant a chance at meeting Carl—the fastest 
and hottest guy in the world at the time. 

I met Sven at a restaurant in LA that took me 
2.5 hours to get to. I didn’t really mind because it 
gave me time to plan what I was going to wear in 
Sydney during the camera pan, teary eyed from 
my soon-to-be boyfriend’s medal triumph—
Carl’s or Sven’s.

When I arrived, Sven was waiting for me at 
a table, along with his … mother. “Probably a 
German thing,” I told myself, and I glided up to 
the table undeterred. 

“Don’t vorry,” he said. “She doesn’t speak 
Enklish.” 

I smiled and shook her hand.
Soon she began to ask Sven, in German, 

questions to ask me.
“Cat or dok?” Sven translated over appetizers.
“What?” I asked.
“My mom vants to know vich you prefer—she 

tinks it tells a lot about a person.”
“Well, I like both,” I told him. And her.
I could tell by her grimace that she didn’t 

like my answer.
“She tinks you’re washy-washy.”
“Oh,” I said, and smiled at her with a little 

shrug. “It’s actually wishy-washy.”
She eventually lost interest in me after learning 

I had no fortune, fame or hunting skills, so Sven 
and I continued our date getting to know each 
other a little better. Sorry, him a little better. But 
with Sydney around the corner and an Olympic 
track team Christmas party invite on the tip of 
his tongue, I wasn’t about to interrupt.

Let’s fast forward to the Christmas party, where 
I actually did meet Carl Lewis and Sven actually 

Date With an 
Olympian

VIDEO
OCinSite digs deeper into the soft underbelly 

of coastal Orange County and brings the pages 
of Laguna Beach Magazine to life. We’ve even 
got it on video.

BLOGS
Sneak a peek behind that proverbial “orange 

curtain” and check in with our intrepid crew of 
bloggers for posts that are useful, entertaining 
and often provocative and inspiring.

GET CAUGHT UP IN THE ACTION
People come from all over the world to 

enjoy coastal Orange County and its many 
offerings. In addition to its innate beauty and 
playground appeal, OC is home to a keen, 
active and fun-loving citizenry. In other words, 
we like to keep busy, and the fact is, there’s no 
shortage of things to do around here. From the 
philanthropic to the hedonistic, the eclectic to 
the annual, OCinSite has the line on the gigs 
that other media entities just don’t get. So check 
out our CALENDAR (OCinSite.com/calendar). 
Events and happenings are being added every 
day. Or sign up for The Weekly Lineup, and 
have the latest crop of affairs delivered right to 
your email inbox.

By Sugar Mama

did stop talking about himself. There I was, all 
aglitter, surrounded by world-class athletes with 
an affinity for beer bongs and bimbos, when Carl 
came right up to me and asked if I was the girl 
with Sven.

Beaming, but noncommittal, I said, “Sorta.”
“He told me to tell you that he left with someone 

else and that you need to find a ride home.”
And with that, Carl left.
Had I been able to run at half the speed or 

distance the rest of this party could, I would 
have laced up some sneakers and run the 
60-something miles from LA to Orange County. 
Unfortunately, I had to take an hour-long, $100 
cab ride home instead.

We all know what happened to Carl’s career 
after that, and no one has even heard of Sven 
today. While I can’t claim that any of this was 
my doing, I can say that you don’t have to be an 
Olympian to know what it feels like to win. LBM



Never pay more than you need for a brand new or a Certified Pre-owned 
Audi….guaranteed.

Call 877-477-6434 

445 E. Pacific Coast Highway, Newport Beach, CA
www.audiusa.com/newport-beach  |  An Audi A8 Flagship Dealership.
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“I wasn’t thinking about art as a career,” Dave Hobrecht says 
from behind a small reception desk at his gallery in north Laguna. Well into 
his 30s before he was making enough money to drop his day job, it’s clear 
Dave intends to make the most of his artistic calling. First impressions defy 
the artistic stereotype—he’s too affable, too clean-cut, too grounded. But 
does any accomplished creative fit convention? “It was a hobby,” he continues, 
“something I loved doing.” 

The paintings on display look like giant, stylized black-and-white 
photographs. Norman Rockwell is an obvious source of inspiration. There’s a 
lot of activity, even in the backgrounds—as if each scene holds more than one 
story. For the observer, the imagery conveys a palpable sense of adventure and 
high drama.

Dave’s work exhibits a deft eye for detail. But rather than jumping to 
categorize his style as a late entry to the photorealist movement that was 
popular during the Cold War era—artists like Cynthia Poole, who painted 
the Mars chocolate bar and other food packaging—there’s an equal pull to 
acknowledge the influence of modern graphic novels. 

Dave Hobrecht at his gallery in north Laguna

swinging 
for the 
fences
Dave Hobrecht combines his lifelong passions 
to carve out a unique niche in the art world.
By Bruce Porter
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“The perfect Day”

“Kobe or Kg?”

The artist earned his own bio page on the menu at 
the Tap Shack and Tap house restaurants, where his 
artwork adorns the walls.

Dave’s charcoal and pastels

After all, most of his subjects could have 
been lifted from the pages of Sports Illustrated. 
Kirk Gibson’s walk-off home run in the World 
Series, Tony Hawk skating a quiet neighborhood 
pool with the relaxed confidence of a contest 
final, Smokin’ Joe Frazier fending off a vicious 
Muhammad Ali blow at the “Thrilla in 
Manila”—all are captured at precisely the right 
moment in time. 

On Display
“We feature about 35 pieces at both our 

locations,” restaurateur Jeremy Foti proudly 
announces. His sports bars, the Tap Shack in 
Newport and the Tap House in Huntington 
Beach, have entire walls showcasing Hobrecht 
art. “We have an 8.5-foot Kobe Bryant that one 
person offered a substantial amount to buy right 
off the wall.” On his own initiative, Jeremy added 
a Dave Hobrecht biography page to his menus 
to answer patrons’ frequent curiosity about the 
unique sports art.

“I have some Stephen Holland paintings,” 
he adds, referencing another highly regarded 
sports artist, “but they don’t compare.” For his 
home, Jeremy commissioned several original 

Watch the video on 
OCinSite.com!

works from Dave, including one of baseball 
pitcher Nolan Ryan with his entire family 
strategically blended into the stadium crowd. 
“I really like what Dave does. It has a look I’ve 
never seen before.”

layers UpOn layers
“My method is a little different,” Dave says. “I 

can paint with oils and acrylics, but I’ve always 
loved charcoal.” He explains that, on its own, 
charcoal is too grainy. After sandpapering pastels 
into a fine dust, he mixes them with charcoal, 
and then uses a series of customized brushes to 
achieve the desired shade. For large paintings, 
Dave paints on canvas; for smaller ones, he uses 
durable hot-pressed watercolor paper glued to a 
flat wood backing.

He begins with a pencil sketch of shapes and 
outlines. “It looks like trash at the beginning,” 
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Dave creates layer by layer, taking up to 120 hours to complete one piece of artwork.

he jokes. “[There are] tons of color base-coats 
and all these shapes. Then I do a whole layer of 
cutting things out with my erasers.” Although 
from a distance the paintings project a certain 
photographic quality, a closer examination 
reveals the extent to which creative license is 
taken with the lighting.

Original paintings can take up to 120 hours 
to complete. “The reason my originals take so 
long is that you have to build up layers,” he 
explains. “You can’t just take black paint to go 
over a black section.”

Artist by Accident
Dave’s technique and style are almost entirely 

self-taught. In grade school, like many boys 
growing up in the beach cities, all he wanted to 

do was play baseball and surf. On his first day 
of summer between grade and high school, 
however, Dave was hit by a car. His parents 
wondered if he would live through the night.

“It knocked a couple weeks out of me, so 
I don’t remember a lot about the accident,” he 
muses. “I was laid up for a long time.” With a 
body cast up to his waist and a dire prognosis 
of a permanent limp, Dave had a lot of time for 
board games and drawing. “My mom loaded me 
up with baseball cards and art supplies.”

Still, it would be years later before Dave would 
explore the possibility of making a living from his 
art. In college he was a business major. “I took one 
art class,” he recalls. “It was a horrible experience.”

He describes being at constant loggerheads 
with the instructor, who deemed his work too 

structured. Despite it being one of those courses 
in which merely turning in the assignments is 
usually enough to get an A, Dave managed to 
irritate the instructor into giving him a C. “It’s 
pretty funny,” he says. “I’d like to talk to him now, 
see what he thinks.”

After graduating from USC, he went to work 
for his father’s automotive accessories company, 
but as he says, “Selling auto parts just wasn’t 
for me.” In 2002, he called Surfer Magazine and 
said he wanted to be their new cartoonist. The 
editor agreed to run one of his cartoons, and if it 
received a positive response, he’d do another. “I 
did it for two years,” he remembers. “Didn’t make 
much money, but I loved it.”

Between cartoons for the magazine, Dave quietly 
began painting, developing the technique he now 
has down to a science. He submitted “Tree,” a 
66-inch canvas of a pristine wave viewed from a 
tropical vantage point, to The Surfer’s Journal.

On the day the issue came out, a woman called 
from Hawaii and offered to buy the painting. “I 
loved that painting, and didn’t want to sell it,” 
Dave says. “I threw out a number that [was high 
enough that] I thought she’d say no.” She agreed 
without hesitation. 

Around the time of his first major sale, 
commissioned works began pouring in. The 
USC football team asked Dave to do a painting. 
He captured UCLA basketball legend Bill Walton 
grabbing a fiercely contested rebound, who was 
so impressed that not only did he agree to sign 
the work, but he soon became Dave’s business 
partner. In 2011, Bill introduced Dave to 
Newport Beach investment bankers who went on 
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to provide the capital to open his Laguna Beach 
gallery, Hobrecht Sports Art. 

“What would take me to a new level was when 
I called Topps baseball cards,” Dave explains. 
It took some effort to get in contact with the 
decision makers, but he has since positioned 
himself as one of the select few artists who 
provide the famous trading card company with 
original art.

Topps mails 25 to 50 small, blank sketch cards 
at a time for Dave to paint portraits of athletes 
and entertainment personalities. They take 
his black-and-white drawings, colorize them 
digitally, and randomly insert them into retail 
packaging. On Ebay, Dave’s trading cards go for 
upwards of $500 each.

“He kind of gets it,” says Clay Luraschi, a 
Topps marketing executive. “He’s got one of 
those very distinctive styles. He understands 
what collectors like.”

Beyond the Canvas
Dave’s latest projects combine an element 

of the playing surface itself into his art. For a 
Derek Jeter painting, he ground earth from the 
new Yankee Stadium infield into the paint using 
a mortar and pestle. “This stuff is great to work 
with,” Dave says of the red dirt. “It’s got a clay-ish 
feel to it.”

For other paintings, Dave has incorporated 
turf from the Del Mar horse racing track, sand 
from Hawaii’s Pipeline beach, and bunker dirt 
from historic golf courses, all in the name of 
bringing some fun into his work. As compared to 
his trademark black and white, the result of this 

new technique is warmer, sepia tones.
Despite earning overwhelming popular 

acclaim, the contemporary art world has been 
slow to give Dave its seal of approval. “I sell my 
work to stadiums instead of museums,” Dave 
explains, clearly taking it all in his relaxed 
stride. “If you go outside that boundary, you’re 
more likely [to be called] a sellout. Go ahead 
and label me a sellout, just as long as I get to 
paint what I love.”

A rigorous schedule of 16-hour days, 
virtually seven days a week, doesn’t keep Dave, 
41, from enjoying other, equally important 
aspects of his life. A single father of three—two 
daughters and a son—he drops his adolescent 
kids off at school every day and always gets 
home in time to prepare their dinner and help 

out with homework. 
“That’s why I drink all that coffee,” he exclaims. 

“I’m backlogged a ton, so I can’t lighten up. But I 
make myself go to bed at midnight, so I can wake 
up the next day and do it again. I’m a fanatic, but 
I don’t get burned out.”

Now fully recovered from his life-changing 
car accident, Dave also finds the time to enjoy 
his new home in Laguna. “I grew up surfing, 
and there are some good spots around here. I 
love getting into the water.”

He mentions hiking in the canyons and 
exploring the tidepools, but it’s the community 
toward which he is particularly affectionate. “I 
love the art feel around here,” he says. “The 
people are so creative, so nice. Laguna has a 
great vibe—I don’t see myself ever leaving.” LBM

“Tony gwynn”

Dave’s “Steve Smith” and corresponding TOppS 

national chicle card
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For this issue, we found ourselves with two 
themes we liked so much, we just couldn’t 
decide—so we combined them and found they 
worked perfectly together. Families love visiting 
Pacific Marine Mammal Center, and the center 
helps pinniped victims of environmental 
issues; local families are living the green 
life and seeking out low- or no-emission 
transportation; plus, we meet some of Laguna’s 
multi-generational families who help make the 
city what it is today. Enjoy!

Green
& family issue

46. living the green life
Local families are taking sustainability 
to the next level.

By Karlee Prazak

52. getting Around green
From golf carts to biking, many Laguna 
residents are finding earth-friendly 
alternatives to the traditional car or SUV.

By Sharael Kolberg 

56. deeply rooted
Laguna’s multi-generational families 
recount the histories, memories and 
changes that they’ve seen through 
decades of living here.

By Cheryl Pruett

60. StorieS of SurvivAl 
Pacific Marine Mammal Center helps 
heal and protect the seals and sea lions of 
California’s coastal communities. 

By J.P. Freeman and Allison Hata

APRIL/MAY 2013: SPECIAL FEATURES



Spring 
Clean.
Do it GREEN!
Donate items for re-use.

www.ReStoreOC.org | Donation Hotline: (714) 434-6202

 � Appliances � Doors � Windows � Hardware � Lighting � Bath & Plumbing � Tile � Paint � Carpeting � Counters � Kitchen Cabinets � & more!

UP TO 50% OFF RETAIL PRICES! 
NEW ITEMS ARRIVE EVERYDAY |  OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

SANTA ANA 
1400 S. Village Way

Mon - Sat: 9 am - 6 pm 
Sun: 10 am - 5 pm

GARDEN GROVE 
12827 Harbor Blvd. 

Mon - Fri: 9 am - 8 pm  
Sat: 9 am - 6 pm | Sun: 11 am - 5 pm

R E C Y C L E .  R E U S E .  R E D U C E .  R E B U I L D .

How does ReStore work? Items are
donated by local individuals and companies. You buy
them at ReStore’s low prices and keep items out of
our landfills. Proceeds from the sale of items are
used to build more affordable homes for families
in Orange County. Donate for re-use today!

� DROP OFF
at OC ReStore location nearest you!

� PICK-UP
Call or email for pick-up! (714) 434-6202
or donationhotline@ReStoreOC.org

www.ReStoreOC.org
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Local families are taking sustainability to the next level.
By Karlee Prazak

The Greene family packs  

“zero trash” school lunches.

Living the Green Life
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Laguna Beach, as a whole, does its best  
to foster sustainable lifestyles. 

Take, for example, the city’s water-saving 
ordinances, enacted to conserve Laguna’s sources 
of potable water that are 100 percent imported 
from the Colorado River and the San Francisco-
San Joaquin Bay/Delta. Or, take into consideration 
the city’s exceptionally high waste diversion rate—
70 percent of Laguna’s waste is diverted because of 
extensive waste management efforts, specifically 
a recycling program that more than 95 percent 
of residents participate in. And, most recently, 
plastics bags were banned on Jan. 1.

There are, however, select groups of people in 
Laguna who aren’t just stopping at this. They are 
committed to leaving the smallest carbon footprint 
possible to benefit future generations. 

“Think of our children’s children,” says Laguna 
Beach resident and father Taylor Greene. “[Living 
sustainably] is the only way to maintain a bountiful 
earth in perpetuity. Future generations need to 
know we had the maturity as a species to make this 
transformation happen.”

All The liTTle Things
The Greene family comes off as an average 

south Laguna family—two kids, pet cats and 
two working parents under one roof. But it’s the 
things they do on a daily basis that Taylor says has 
them leaving less of a mark on the environment 
and more of an impact on their community. 
“It’s just shifting one habitat to another, more 
sustainable one,” he explains.

The sustainable shift starts as soon as they wake 

up and run a hot shower. Instead of turning the 
“H” knob first, they run upstairs and push a small 
button in the kitchen that triggers a hot water 
recirculation pump. The pump then redistributes 
the hot and cold water in the pipes, resulting in 
an instantaneous hot shower. “It’s using a little 
electricity,” Taylor explains. “But it’s one of those 
things where you decide water is almost more 
precious than energy in our area.”

From there, it’s the little things like packing 
“zero trash” school lunches with reusable 
containers for children Gavin and Hannali, 
utilizing low-flow toilets and energy-efficient 
laundry machines, turning off irrigation systems 
when the weather permits, composting, using 
reusable shopping bags for at least the past 20 
years, and lighting the house with compact 
fluorescent lights (CFLs) and light-emitting 
diode (LED) bulbs.

But most importantly, Taylor says his family 
takes the extra step to leave the car keys behind for 
Laguna Beach Transit and Public Transportation. 
“It’s kind of what we’ve created; our lifestyle, our 
pace,” Taylor explains. And even Taylor’s children 
do their part in building a better future.

Gavin, 6, and Hannali, 9, both attend El Morro 
Elementary, and every morning they ride the bus 
because, as Taylor says, “The bus is going anyway, 
so it’s better they’re on that than drive another 
car trip and burn that gas.”

The family’s next endeavor is installing a 
water-saving greywater irrigation system that 
reuses household wastewater from baths, sinks 
and laundry for irrigation.

With the touch of a button, a recirculation pump in the greene home 

redistributes hot and cold water, saving energy for hot showers.

LED lights are more energy- and 
cost-efficient than CFLs, the first 
alternative light bulb.
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Sharael Kolberg and daughter (on left) with 

the garden composting class at El Morro

The Hlava family in their backyard, where they plan to plant vegetables, fruit and nut trees.

Less Is More 
The Hlava family couldn’t agree more with 

Taylor when it comes to opting for biking and 
walking to get around town. 

“We’re big urban hikers,” explains Tamara, 
who with the help of her husband Emrich and 
other community members recently worked 
toward implementing a walking path from 
Moulton Meadows Park to Top of the World. 
Their 5-year-old daughter, Adeline, doesn’t 
attend Top of the World Elementary yet, but the 
Hlavas still feel the need to help the community 
see how important it is to give the option of a 
safe walking trail to get to school. 

“Particularly for children, if they can get 
some exercise in the morning, studies have 
proven that they are way more receptive to 
education and to sitting down and learning 
something,” Tamara explains. “Adeline is really 

our inspiration because [we think:] ‘What do we 
want this community to be like for her?’ ”

So recently, the Hlavas took an opportunity 
to reduce their impact even more by purchasing 
a “true small home” that is about 1,200 square 
feet. What makes the house special, though, is 
its location.

The house is southwest facing, which Tamara 
says adds the element of “passive solar,” meaning 
the Hlavas will rarely, if ever, have to heat or cool 
their home due to the unique angles the sun hits 
it throughout the year. This will also help with 
the vegetable gardens and fruit and nut trees 
they have planned for the yard.

“We have made choices to modify our lives 
to be able to do these things,” Emrich explains. 
“There’s some sacrifices. ... We might not live in 
a house as big as we like, but I think the payoffs 
are greater.”

CoMpostIng: A FAMILy MAtter 
Sharael Kolberg and family moved to 

Laguna Beach from San Jose in 2009. While 
living in Northern California, the Kolbergs—
Sharael, her husband Jeff and daughter 
Caitlyn (who was 6 at the time)—made the 
decision to go off the grid and take a break 
from technology for a year. It was in this 
time that Sharael shared her passion for 
gardening with the family. This resulted 
in the Kolbergs discovering the power of 
vermiculture—composting with worms, one 
of the most efficient ways to compost. When 
the time came to make the move to Laguna, 
the moving company refused to take the 
worms. Their reasoning: They don’t move 
“pets.” “So we had this stinky smelly worm 
bin in the back of my car driving down 
here,” Sharael says.

The worms now have a permanent 
home at El Morro Elementary School where 
Sharael, a certified master gardener, works 
as a garden volunteer.

“I thought we can still compost our food 
scraps, but I can use that bin as a teaching 
tool for the kids,” Sharael explains. “So the 
worms are going strong, and now we use that 
compost to take care of the garden boxes at 
the school.”
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A Japanese-style shower cuts down on wasted water. The Keces replaced their lawn with a garden, providing a new family bonding experience and fresh produce. 

The Keces are avid composters. 

From Grass to Gardens
The Keces, who live on Bonn Drive, enlisted 

the help of local sustainability group Transition 
Laguna and used a $250 promotional stipend 
from the Laguna Beach County Water District to 
get rid of their lawn in October 2011, replacing 
it with four large planter boxes. These boxes 
serve to eliminate water previously wasted on 
lawn irrigation, and as a welcomed side effect, 
provided the Keces with a bonding experience—
not to mention fresh produce.

“People are walking by in the neighborhood 
and I have my huge, abundant garden, so I’m 
handing people peppers, and we’re sitting and 
chatting,” Tammy says. “It’s bringing back that 
feeling and sense of community where you’re 
talking to your neighbors.”

To aid the gardening process and increase the 
soil nutrients needed for growth, the Keces are 
avid composters, with their green-and-brown 
layering zone stowed on the side of their house. 
Tammy’s husband, Matthew, says this helped 
turn the gardens into a learning experience for 
the whole family.

“It’s a great feeling when you see the kids going 
there; they get their hands in the soil and they’ve 
got their hands dirty,” he explains. “They can 
appreciate that you plant the seed and you put 

water paired with sun, and after ‘X’ amount of 
weeks or months, it produces something.”

Plus, Tammy says it saves money. “We’re 
buying less and less at the market,” she says. 
“We’ve gotten to the point where we look 
around and, if there’s any bush or plant that 
isn’t a food, we’re taking it out and replacing it.” 

To cut back on water use even more, the Keces 
also use their rain gutters to catch rainwater and 
store it in a tank to use for watering. They’ve also 
installed a Japanese-style shower to cut down on 
water wasted while bathing—inspired from the 
time Tammy and Matthew spent living in Japan. 
The shower combines both a stand-up shower and 
tub, so the idea is to quickly wash your body before 
filling the tub to soak. 

Tammy says she’s gotten so adamant about 
saving water around the house that she even 
occasionally gets flack from the kids while 
doing the dishes. “They’ll come over and 
say, ‘Oh you’re wasting water!’ ” Tammy says. 
“They’re on it, but that’s what I wanted for the 
family—first of all, to have fun together and to 
be able to grow food and cook together. That 
is the easiest thing families can do together, 
and you get so much out of it [including] the 
awareness now about how everything we do 
makes an impact.”
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Green House
Making an impact was the first thing on Max 

and Maria Isles’ minds when the two, who both 
studied environmental sciences, began preparing to 
move into their one-story, two-bedroom house on 
Seaview Street. From the graveled driveway (which 
permits more water absorption into the ground as 
opposed to the sewer) to the zero-volatile organic 
compound paints on their walls, the Isles family, 
including son Brandon, 12, focuses on embracing 
the green lifestyle.

“We’ve kind of always been into [sustainability] 
and the idea that if you’re not sacrificing anything, 
you’re not having a hard life; it’s just that normally 
we’re so, so wasteful,” Max says. “To me that just 
doesn’t feel right.”

It started with the installation of denim insulation 
in the roof and cellulose (which is basically tightly 
packed, recycled newspaper) in the walls. This 
keeps the house cool in the summers (the Isles don’t 
have an air conditioner) and cuts down on heating 

costs in the winter. Then came the small touches 
such as CFL and LED lights and smart strips that 
control electronics, so when the main console 
powers off, it also cuts off power to connected 
devices. These efforts do more for the family than 
just cut back on their carbon footprint; Max says 
their conscientious electricity use has resulted in a 
mere $25-per-month electricity bill.

More changes came, including to their one 
bathroom, where they’ve installed a water 
recirculation pump. Max says the process of 
creating a sustainable house was done without any 
specific method. “From when we moved in, we were 
like, ‘Well, we’re going to try to keep stuff relatively 
natural in here’—energy-efficient appliances, low 
flow this … [and] as you learn new little tricks you 
add them into the mix.”

Tricks such as using a water filtration tap for 
drinking water or Max’s tried-and-true fix to turn 
a 1.6-gallon toilet into a 1.2-gallon: an ordinary red 
brick. Maria also recently switched from the fancy 

countertop compost bins to a regular metal bowl 
because it’s just easier to manage.

Outside, the Isles’ yard has been transformed 
into a green dream. They have three planter boxes 
in the backyard area with 19 fruit and nut trees as 
well as edible plants. Their vermiculture is tucked 
away in a corner of the yard and stored in up-cycled 
waste management bins that Max cut the bottoms 
from and drilled holes into to create compost-ready 
bins. All of this is maintained by water supplied 
from a combination of their greywater and rain 
catchment systems. Max stores up to 900 gallons of 
rainwater on his property for irrigation purposes, 
which usually lasts him throughout July—a few 
short months before California starts seeing more 
rain again.

“The reason I do it is because I worry about 
our future as a race,” Max says. “It’s not to save 
the planet—the planet would be a lot better off 
without us. We’re just trying to save our own 
hides; that’s what we’re trying to do.” LBM

Zero-volatile organic compound paint from ganahl lumber

placing a brick in the toilet tank reduces water use.

The Isles family stores up to 900 gallons of rainwater in a catchment system in the 

backyard. Their yard includes 19 fruit and nut trees among other edible plants. 
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When it comes to getting around town, rather than 
driving a car, more Lagunans are considering alternative modes 
of transportation these days—more specifi cally, alternatives that 
have less of a negative impact on the environment. The carbon 
dioxide that cars emit can lead to air pollution and climate change. 

In addition, fossil fuels like petroleum are nonrenewable energy 
resources and are being depleted at an alarming rate. From benefi ts 
that range from fi nancial and environmental to even physical 
and social, adopting an “alternative” lifestyle may just become 
mainstream soon enough.

Getting Around Green
From golf carts to biking, many Laguna residents are fi nding 

earth-friendly alternatives to the traditional car or SUV.
By Sharael Kolberg | Illustration by Jenn Prewitt | Photos by Jody Tiongco
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Traveling by bike
When Laguna Beach resident Les Miklosy has somewhere to go, unlike 

most of us, he doesn’t hop in his car. He jumps on his bike instead. “I prefer 
riding two wheels to four,” Les says. “Laguna Beach is my hometown, and 
I chose a car-free lifestyle in order to demonstrate that one can still be 
mobile but carry a light carbon footprint.”

With a home at Top of the World, this is no easy task. For Les, every 
bike ride to town means a 1,800-foot climb to get back home. “I’m nearly 
60 years old but in the best physical shape of my life. Riding a bike beats 
the blues and is a lot of fun.”

Not only is it great exercise but also Les says that it is also a social 
interaction tool. He claims that cars are cages and cause social isolation. 
“Riding a bike gives the rider access to neighbors you would never meet 
when driving a car,” Les says. He has met about a dozen neighbors along 
his route that he now stops and chats with regularly. “None of this would 
have happened had I been driving a car past,” he adds.

Les’ bike is outfitted with panniers big enough to carry books, 
computer equipment or even groceries, so most of his errands can be 
done with his bike (although he does have a car for bigger trips). Plus, 
he doesn’t have to worry about fees for a license, registration, insurance, 
smog inspection, car maintenance or gas.

Les’ only complaint with riding a bike in Laguna Beach is that he 
feels city policy is not pro-bike or pro-pedestrian. “Despite years of 
trying and thousands of dollars spent on traffic consultants, the city 
is unable to solve the mobility, parking and business problems,” he 
says. “Riding a bike instead of a car solves all three by simply choosing 
alternative transportation.”

The city does have a Complete Streets Task Force whose goal is to support 
a healthy prosperous community with safe, friendly, beautiful streets, 
walkways and bikeways that meet all the needs of our residents and visitors. 
In December 2011, the city designated a bike route with signage and painted 
shared lane markings on Ledroit, Hillcrest and Cypress in north Laguna 
that is intended to be a parallel alternative to Coast Highway. The city also 
recently spent $15,000 for additional bike racks around town. 

Walking The ToWn
Most people think walking around town to get errands 

done takes too much time. But Laguna resident Stacey 
Rollings says that it can actually be faster than driving 
because you don’t have to sit in traffic or search for a 
parking space. She typically walks about 20 miles a week. 
Her walk includes trips to the post office, the bank, the 
grocery store or to YogaWorks. She always has a reusable 
bag in her purse for any shopping she needs to do along 
the way.

“If more people walked, we’d have reduced noise and 
congestion,” Stacey says. “And people would be able to interact 
on their routes. They would shop and dine more locally.”

Not only does Stacey enjoy the ease of walking but she 
also reaps the benefits of physical exercise and relishes the 
fact that it causes her to slow down and appreciate the 
town. “I enjoy looking at the changes people are making to 
their homes and gardens,” Stacey says. “And I get to meet 
other pedestrians and their dogs.” 

Stacey does caution that you have to be a defensive 
walker and keep an eye out for cars and bikes, especially 
when crossing streets. Planning your route in advance 
might also be smart since Stacey says the sidewalks in town 
are sometimes overgrown or blocked, and sometimes they 
just aren’t there (e.g., Coast Highway between Nyes Place 
and Ruby’s Diner). With the city having allocated $200,000 
for city sidewalk repairs in 2012-13, hopefully this will 
improve pedestrian safety and traffic.

Although Stacey does own a car, she has put fewer than 
65,000 miles on it over the last 12 years. Follow in her 
footsteps—literally—and stop putting the pedal to the 
metal. “It’s great to get out and smell the fresh air,” she says. 
“We have beautiful weather and scenery, and it’s easy to 
make it a habit.” 
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Golf Cart ConvenienCe
Getting around town doesn’t have to be boring. Heidi Draper and her 

family choose to make getting around their North Laguna neighborhood 
enjoyable by driving a golf cart. They use it as much as they can. Typically 
they’ll take it out for things like going to their son’s flag football practice, 
the local beaches, the farmers market, out to dinner, shopping or running 
errands. Her husband Mark even puts his stand-up paddleboard on top 
since the golf cart is easy to park at the beach.

“The golf cart is much more fun to be in than a closed up car,” Heidi 
says. “It gives me a little vacation-type feeling right here in my own 
neighborhood. Our EZ-GO electric golf cart only goes 18 miles per hours 
at max speed, so it prevents speeding around town and provides more of 
a ‘cruise and enjoy’ mentality.” 

The golf cart is not only environmentally friendly but it also makes 
finding parking in the summer a lot easier. Not to mention that Heidi’s 
kids (ages 7 and 9) also enjoy the ride.

The downsides of using a golf cart for transportation are that you can 
only go certain distances (about six hours before it needs to be recharged) 
and drive on “golf cart approved” streets. It also must be made “street 
legal,” which requires seat belts, lights, correct DMV permits, registration 
and insurance.

Heidi says her family is also passionate about walking or bicycling 
whenever possible versus driving. “The golf cart feels like an extension of 
that,” she says. Mark also goes green by commuting to work from Laguna 
Beach to Newport Center by bike most days of the week. On his “off ” 
days, he travels to work in his Toyota Prius hybrid, which averages 45 
miles per gallon.

For the Draper family, the pros outweigh the cons when it comes to 
their open-air golf cart. “I think it’s great for the environment,” Heidi 
says. “It keeps you from speeding around town, reduces traffic and 
parking congestion, keeps you smiling and happy.”

SCootinG around 
Another easy and entertaining way to get around, if 

you’re traveling solo, is to hop on an electric scooter. “It 
makes any trip a fun trip,” says Billy Fried, scooter rider and 
owner of La Vida Laguna. “Scootering in Laguna is extra 
tasty … windy roads, hills and gorgeous views, mature 
landscaping, and on sunny days everything looks especially 
delicious. Plus, I feel like a bloodhound, as I take in so 
many amazing smells.”

When Billy isn’t scooting around town, he rides his bike 
from his north Laguna office. When it’s cold or he has to 
haul bigger loads, he drives his Prius.

Billy says that the biggest danger of driving a scooter, 
however, is that “you can get flattened by a SUV.” But that 
doesn’t stop him from enjoying his scooter. The benefits 
are the gas efficiency, ease of parking and being able to 
navigate through town on busy summer days. He urges 
others to give it a try. 

“I’d say Laguna has more than an opportunity to do the 
right thing by the environment,” Billy continues. “Laguna 
has the will, the means and the obligation. We are deeply 
touched by it, and we are so very privileged to live in this 
marvelous town that we must do everything in our power 
to sustain it for future generations. And that means less 
energy dependence, cleaner air, a healthier, happier and 
tighter community.”
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Smart Driving
Marketed as the “uncar,” the Smart car is an amusing way to still have a 

steering wheel while helping the environment. Stephen Jacobs and Frank 
Schaffer, owners of Stephen Frank Garden & Home, say they don’t really 
think of their Smart car (known as a Smart Fortwo) as a car but as a fun 
alternative mode of transportation. 

“We were looking for a car that was easy to maneuver, easy to park 
and good for the environment,” Stephen says. “Oh, and it had to be a 
convertible. What we didn’t expect was a car that was enjoyable to drive 
as well as being great for the environment.”

The newest convertible Smart car, the Passion Cabriolet, not only gets 
great fuel economy with 38 miles per gallon but is also up to 85 percent 
recyclable. Smart cars are certified by the Environmental Protection Agency 
as SmartWay certified vehicles, which helps consumers identify cleaner, more 
fuel efficient cars and trucks to help reduce the amount of smog, respiratory 
illnesses and climate change.

Although the car can only fit two people maximum, Stephen says that there 
is plenty of storage space. “We’ve never had a problem carrying everything 
home after one of our stock-up runs to Costco,” he says. One thing is for 
sure, with a Smart car, parking is a breeze. Stephen says they have found some 
unusual and nontraditional spots. 

The best part is that since Smart cars are not all too common, Stephen and 
Frank’s car is recognized around town. “We love that so many people in town 
recognize the Stephen Frank Garden & Home logo on the side of the car and 
honk and wave when we zip by,” Stephen says.

Plug anD go
Want to ditch the gas altogether? Try an electric vehicle. 

They emit no pollutants from the tailpipe into the air, 
so they’re better for the environment and our health. In 
addition, not using gas reduces the impact on precious 
fossil fuels. This car does not require engine oil, so there is 
less runoff into our ocean. 

Laguna Beach has embraced this green mode of 
transportation by installing two electric vehicle charging 
stations in 2011. Located in the Laguna Canyon parking 
lot adjacent to Forest Avenue, visitors can enjoy the quaint 
village section of town or walk to Main Beach while 
waiting for their cars to recharge before heading back 
home. Parking is free, but there is a four-hour time limit 
to charge.

Being green doesn’t have to be hard. Even making 
small changes can make a big difference. Why not walk 
to the park with your kids, ride your bike to the post 
office or carpool to lunch? If you can’t make an everyday 
commitment to green your transportation, once a month 
or once a week is a good start—and you’ll more than likely 
have fun and feel good about it, too. LBM

Watch the video on 
OCinSite.com!
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DEEPLY 
ROOTED

Laguna’s multigenerational families 
recount the histories, memories and 

changes they’ve seen through decades 
of living here.

By Cheryl Pruett

Hotel Laguna circa the 1880s, where Elmer Jahraus opened a cigar shop in 1902

Whether you’ve lived in Laguna Beach for years or are visiting for the 
fi rst time, it’s easy to see that this city is hard to leave. And that’s especially true 
of Laguna’s most well-known multigenerational families—those who have made 
this city their home for decades and, in some cases, more than a century. For these 
families, staying in Laguna goes beyond the allure of a beautiful seaside village; it’s 
the origin of their histories. And while over the decades buildings have changed and 
demographics have shifted, these families have stayed grounded.

“[Laguna has] an amazing root system,” says Erica Brauer Jones, 39, whose great-
grandfather Anton Duke Kluewer owned Laguna’s fi rst liquor store on Glenneyre 
Street. “The town means a lot to me. You have to have some kind of roots.” Erica 
has the distinction of being born in Laguna Beach—at a home in Bluebird Canyon. 
Growing up in Laguna, she has a family history that includes nearly everyone from 
her father to brother going to Thurston Middle School. She lives here with her 
husband and two sons, Cameron, 13, and Carter, 11.

The list of multigenerational families in Laguna Beach is long and fi lled with 
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The Jahrauses’ Cliff Drive home in the 1960s

The Jahraus family in 1999

names many locals would recognize. The Abels, 
the Jahrauses, the Williamses and the Kluewers. 
And that’s only the short list. Almost all of the 
multigenerational families of Laguna Beach 
know one another and are linked in many ways—
attending the same schools throughout the 
generations, working for one another’s businesses 
or simply watching out for one another. 

“There’s a sense of history and belonging that 
I like,” says fourth-generation Lagunan William 
Jahraus, 27, son of Joe Jahraus, 64, and nephew 
of Jeff Jahraus, 61, all Laguna residents. “Laguna 
actually has a downtown. There’s a sense of 
camaraderie in Laguna Beach High School 
students and locals who are around for ages.” 

The Jahraus’ history began in 1902 when Jeff 
and Joe’s great-grandfather Elmer Jahraus came 
to Laguna Beach and opened a cigar factory. Later, 
Elmer’s son, Joseph (Jeff and Joe’s grandfather), 
founded Laguna Beach Lumber Co. in 1912. 
Joseph’s son Richard then took over the family 
business until his sons Jeff and Joe bought the 
company in the 1980s. In 2001, it was sold to Ganahl 
Lumber Co. According to city records, an estimated 
90 percent of the older buildings in Laguna were 
built from wood from the family’s company. 

When Elmer first arrived in 1902, there were 
about only 11 permanent families living in town. 
Elmer, who made cigars in the original Hotel 

Laguna, was also the first realtor in the town, 
selling lots along Cliff Drive. In 1929, Elmer was 
instrumental in saving what was to become Heisler 
Park. When developer Howard Heisler decided to 
go back on his promise to dedicate the land as a 
park, Elmer stepped in with a lawsuit and won. 
Ultimately, the land became Heisler Park. 

Jeff and Joe’s father, Richard, now 88, was born 
in 1925 in Laguna Beach and still lives on Cliff 
Drive in a home he built in 1977 on the site of 
the original 1912 family home. The Jahrauses 
have owned land in Laguna Beach for more 
than 100 years, including the residential land 
on Cliff Drive—the site of the original Jahraus’ 
family home in 1912—and the land downtown 
on Forest Avenue, where the old Laguna Beach 
Lumber Co. used to be.

Richard remembers when he was in his 50s—
more than 30 years ago—the good times he 
had swimming in the ocean, diving for abalone, 
spearing halibut and rowing his dory up and 
down the coast. Jeff Jahraus also remembers when 
the family moved into the original Cliff Drive 
house in 1952 (before it was rebuilt in 1977). 
“My grandfather still had a house up on Top of 
the World,” Jeff says. “My father thought about 
moving there, but it [had] no piped water. It was 
like going out in the country.” That’s when Old 
Top of the World was totally open, he recalls.

 E.E. Real Estate founder Elmer Jahraus was the first Realtor in town (photo circa 1910-13).

Jeff Jahraus says, “Family roots and lots of 
friends keep us in Laguna.” 

A VillAge Feel
Charles “Charlie” K. Williams, an architect, 

is part of double multigenerational families in 
Laguna Beach. Born at South Coast Hospital 
(now Mission Hospital), the 38-year-old Charlie 
met his wife Sarah Golden in junior high school 
in Laguna. Sarah’s mother, Jane Golden, who lives 
in town, and Charlie’s father, Charlie D. Williams, 
62, of Williams Construction, play big roles in 
family life in this multi-multigenerational family.

“For me, I always opt to live in a true small 
town,” says the younger Charlie. “It takes a 
village to raise a child; I’ve always taken that 
to heart. I’m a product of that. I have had the 
opportunity to be raised by a village. It played 
an instrumental role in my life. My kids still 
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benefit from the village atmosphere—there’s a 
certain amount of safety. It’s more than just you 
watching out for your kids.”

Charlie also believes that another thing 
that sums up Laguna is its diversity—people, 
buildings and economic status. He believes his 
father, Charlie D. Williams, epitomizes a Laguna 
spirit through the homes he built, the help he 
provided during the Bluebird landslide and even 
his work at the Pacific Marine Mammal Center, 
where he did a lot of the most recent renovation 
work, including the new pools.

Next are the Abels, whose family roots date 
back to 1937. Carl “Pop” Abel, a wood carver 
and antique dealer, left a legacy that has grown 
more than 76 years. Generations of more Abels 
have enhanced the legacy, including Chris and 
Mogens Abel; Gregg Abel, son of Chris; and Lea 
Abel-Stone and Tristan Abel, Gregg’s daughter 
and son, who are all Laguna residents.

Since 1935, several generations of Abels 
have left their mark on Laguna through 
signage, architecture and art forms from glass 
to furniture to jewelry. “Our family heritage, 
of course, keeps us here,” says Lea, 32, who 
received her bachelor’s degree from Laguna 
College of Art & Design, a building designed 
by her grandfather Chris Abel with Fred Briggs. 
“And, of course, art. We are all artists.”  

Examples of the Abels’ art can still be seen 
around town, including signs by Mogens Abel. 
One such sign can be found at the Chamber of 
Commerce. “If you see a carved sign with gold 

Carl “Pop” Abel was a local wood carver.

Abel signs are still seen around town today.

leaf, you’ll know it’s Pop’s work or Mogens’, and 
now my brother Tristan,” Lea says.

Gregg Abel’s father, Chris Abel, designed the 
Lumberyard building, a Laguna Beach landmark, 
into the Ivy House. Gregg, now 65, then did the 
remodel of the Ivy House into the Lumberyard 
Restaurant as well as designed the stunning 
craftsman-style Victoria Street home, Villa Bella 
Mare, which is only an example of his renowned 
work in Laguna Beach.

“It’s the little things that make you say, I’m 
related to something special,” she continues. 
The “little things” include sharing a common 
connection with her grandfather, Chris, who was 
class president at Laguna Beach High School in 
1943, with Lea following in his footsteps in 1998.

“Being part of a multigenerational family 
strengthens Laguna’s appeal,” she adds. “We are 
still friends with people from my class of 1998.”  

Big Changes
For families like Lea’s, who have been rooted 

in Laguna for more than seven decades, it’s 
inevitable that they would see changes happening 
in the city they love. 

“I don’t see anything I don’t like,” Gregg Abel 
says. “Laguna Beach still embraces its roots and 
history. The town is so generous.” He applauds 
the addition of the Laguna College of Art & 
Design, which he helped design and from which 
Lea graduated. 

“We are trying to get the city and all boards 
to embrace businesses,” says Gregg, a Chamber 
of Commerce board member and member of the 
Government Affairs Committee.

Charlie K. Williams remembers when the 
beloved Acords Market was around before it 

Photo from 1937, when the Abel family settled in Laguna Beach
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Four generations of the Kluewer family in Laguna, present day

Sarah (Golden) Williams, Charlie K. Williams and family
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closed in 1997. “That was a big part of our lives,” 
he recalls. “We used to shop there daily and had a 
relationship with the butcher, who would set aside 
a pork chop he thought we’d like, then bill us later.”

Charlie also notes changes such as Laguna’s 
nightlife. “It didn’t extend past downtown [when 
I grew up here]. Now it extends to the HIP 
District and South Laguna. ... I like what they’ve 
done to the HIP District. It’s sort of become the 
locals’ area. Downtown serves more tourists.”

William Jahraus says that more tourists 
pouring in is a both a curse and a blessing. “If 
Laguna wasn’t so beautiful, we wouldn’t have the 
tourists, and business would suffer,” he says.

Charlie K. Williams adds, “It goes back to 
diversity. No matter what changes, we coexist. 
Laguna has stayed pretty true to its heart.”

Linda Kluewer Brauer, 63, is the mother of 
Erica Brauer Jones, and has lived in Laguna for 
about 55 years. Over the years, she believes that 
Laguna has gone overboard with change. “It 
seems like everyone is in it for money,” she says. 
“The town takes itself too seriously, referring to 
too many rules and regulations. The town needs 
to lighten up, go back to the good old days and 
treat people with kindness.”

Linda is the daughter of Anthony “Whitey” 
Kluewer, who graduated from Laguna Beach High 
School in 1935 and became involved in city politics 
in the 1940s when he ran for mayor. Linda follows 
in her father’s footsteps by remaining active in 
the community with Soroptimist International of 
Laguna, a women’s organization. 

Charlie K. Williams recalls that the many 
changes came after the fire of October 1993. 
He says his immediate family was relatively 
unaffected, with the exception of his great aunt 

and uncle who lost their home on Buena Vista. He 
saw several families leave after the fire, followed by 
a shift in demographics.

“There was a big influx of money,” he says. 
“People either were forced to sell or made the 
choice to sell and leave. Then the money came 
in—higher-income families, that is. It brought 
good things but also challenges.”

Erica Brauer Jones adds, “The change can be 
seen in the mentalities of people who come in 
to take over and build giant homes. It’s not the 
way it was. It’s a different mentality that makes 
it hard for people who have been here for years 
and have family here. People from here are more 
real, more genuine. It’s family, it’s friends, it’s the 
structure of this town.” 

Jeff Jahraus misses the quiet of old Laguna. 

“During the winter when I was a kid, it was very 
quiet, and you knew everyone that was walking 
around the town,” he says. He also owns a home 
in a small Colorado town of about 1,000, where 
he spends about 3.5 months out of the year. 
There, he says he’s able to recapture Laguna’s 
quieter times. He adds, however, he would never 
leave permanently or sell his home on Jasmine 
Street, where he’s lived since 1976. 

“It was a wonderful time to live when I was 
growing up … a wonderful little village,” says 
Linda, whose ties go back to working at the Hotel 
Laguna when the police knew the families so well 
that they’d give you a ride home if you were out 
too late. 

In the end, despite new faces and buildings, 
the multigenerational families continue to honor 
their storied pasts by staying true to what they’ve 
always known and loved about this city—the 
small-town feeling where people know and take 
care of one another. 

For example, Lea Abel-Stone believes in staying 
involved with the town through charity work, 
including volunteering at the Friendship Shelter. 
The Williamses believe in watching out for 
friends by keeping an eye open for one another’s 
kids, and the Abels won’t ever give up family 
breakfasts on Wednesday mornings, which have 
been a tradition for more than 40 years.

For families that have lived here for decades—
before big-brand stores started cropping up on 
Forest Avenue—what they fondly remember, 
and believe still exists today, is the special kinship 
between those that have grown up in Laguna. As 
Charlie K. Williams says, “No matter where you 
go, there’s a hello.” LBM
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The Pacifi c Marine Mammal Center helps heal and protect the seals 
and sea lions of California’s coastal communities. 

By J.P. Freeman and Allison Hata | Photos by Wendy Saewert

Stories of Survival

Snickers, a northern fur seal, 
takes a lap in the pool.
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Safe removal from the beach is just the first 
step on a long road to recovery for animals at 
the PMMC. Sea lions, seals and other marine 
mammals, rescued from the beaches along the 
Orange County coast—from Seal Beach to San 
Onofre—are often suffering from a variety 
of maladies, including tarred coats, debris 
embedded in their bodies, dehydration and other 
illnesses and injuries. 

Kirsten and the rest of the staff at  PMMC 
care for the animals under a unique rescue, 
rehabilitation and release model, all in effort 
to return them to their natural habitat. For 
Moonbeam, the program took a bit longer than 
usual, but she was a fighter, Kirsten says—the 
highest compliment you can pay a wild animal. 

“Feistiness means you know they’re going 

aries was rescued in front of The ritz-carlton, laguna niguel.

to make it out in the wild,” Kirsten explains, 
recalling an incident when Moonbeam had her 
full attitude on display and lifted a portable 
fence at the center. Crowned “Most Vocal of 
2008,” Moonbeam’s lively personality and 
determination to eat on her own had workers 
and volunteers at the PMMC captivated. Six 
months after her rescue, in September 2008, 
she was released into the wild at a robust 261 
pounds—and Kirsten knew that the seal would 
be more than capable to fend for herself and 
compete for food and territory. 

Each animal taken in by the PMMC has its 
own story of survival and a distinct personality 
to match. Here, meet just a few of the current 
and former patients that the PMMC is returning 
back to nature. 

Moonbeam, rescued at a malnourished 58 pounds, was released at 

crescent bay six months later at a robust 261 pounds.

northern fur seal pup, Oso, at 12 pounds

PuPPing SeaSon
A rare occurrence for the PMMC, workers 

were called to Dana Point on Nov. 15, 2012 to 
rescue a northern fur seal, which are much more 
common in Northern California and higher 
along the coast all the way to Alaska. Found in 
the rocks by the jetty on the harbor side, Oso was 
only a 4-month-old pup when rescued, suffering 
from malnutrition and dehydration. 

Also unusual was a rescue in June 2012: Sage, 
a California sea lion, was just a couple of days 
old when she was rescued at North Crescent Bay 
after being separated from her mother. Eight 
months old at the time of this article, Sage was 
hand-reared by humans and frightened of others 
of her kind at first. A stuffed animal that she loves 
was used to throw into the pool in order to help 

Standing a safe distance away, a group of onlookers watched 

rescue workers as they carefully secured a stranded elephant seal on one 

of the local beaches in Laguna. Kirsten Sedlick, one of the Pacific Marine 

Mammal Center (PMMC) animal care supervisors on site during the 

rescue, was inspired by the observers’ tie-dye apparel and dubbed the 

small pinniped Moonbeam. Malnourished—the smallest elephant seal 

saved that year—and with tar on her body, Moonbeam was only a couple 

months old and below her birth weight at 58 pounds. 
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teach her how to swim. 
Oso and Sage now share a pen, where Oso most 

definitely thinks he’s the boss. “He likes to chase 
[Sage] around,” Kirsten says, adding that Oso is 
usually just having fun. “If he’s in the pool, he’ll 
kick her out.” 

Although the PMMC’s goal is to eventually 
release animals back into the wild because Sage 
suffered from maternal separation at such a young 
age, she is considered “non-releasable” and will 
soon be placed at a zoo or aquarium. Although 
unavoidable in Sage’s case, for animals rescued and 
in hopes of being released, affection or attachment 
to humans is not to be encouraged by workers, 
volunteers or visitors, as they are wild animals and 
should remain as such to succeed once released. 
The pups can be adorable, but those who work at 
the PMMC keep their distance from the animals 
by using herding boards and avoiding eye contact 
and verbalization. 

Spring to summer is the busiest time of year 
for the PMMC, as it relates to “pupping season” 
when pups are delivered in the wild. Each species 
has its own pupping season: elephant seals from 
December to February; harbor seals from March to 
April; seal lions from late spring to early summer.  

For the first 24 to 48 hours of their rehabilitation, 
the pups receive a mixture of Pedialyte, Karo syrup, 
vitamins and minerals, which replenishes fluids 
and nutrition levels. All pups are fed through a 
feeding tube rather than a bottle to help minimize 
human interaction. Malnourished pups also 

Before and after: Cornelius and Lora Lynn, going through recovery in the nursery; healthy again and playing in the pools

receive formula every three to four hours when 
they first arrive to increase their weight. Later 
on, ground up fish will be added to make a “fish 
smoothie.” When healthier, they will consume 
whole fish three to four times a day. 

Friends Forever
Although this was not the case with Oso 

and Sage, sometimes penmates become 
inseparable friends. Cornelius and Lora Lynn, 
California sea lion pups found just a few 
weeks apart in early 2010, became fast friends 
when sharing a pen. 

One of the many pups that endured the 
2009/2010 El Nino storm, Cornelius was just 
skin and bones (33 pounds) when he was found 
huddled underneath the San Clemente Pier. He 
was sent to the ICU where he spent several weeks 
being tube-fed and underwent fluid therapy, 
temperature checks and vital sign monitoring 
with what the PMMC staff members described 
as a quiet determination. A survivor, Cornelius 
ate his first whole fish just one month after 
his rescue and found companionship with the 
strong-willed Lora Lynn. 

“They were closer than I’ve seen any of our 
other animals get,” says Wendy Saewert, an 
animal care team leader at the PMMC. “They 
would holler and holler, and bark and bark, 
until we would put them back together again. 
They were very gentle with each other. They had 
to be constantly touching.”

PMMC needs Your HelP
This season, a record number of sea 

lion pups are being found stranded on local 
beaches in need of medical attention. The 
Pacific Marine Mammal Center (PMMC), the 
only nonprofit in OC licensed to retrieve and 
care for the animals, has declared a state of 
emergency for the organization and issued a 
call to action for the public’s help. 

Here are a few ways you can assist the 
PMMC in the safe rescue of sea lions, seals 
and other animals: Keep a safe distance 
of at least 50 yards from the animal; do not 
approach the animal and keep other humans 
and animals from approaching as well; do not 
attempt to get the animal back into the ocean, 
pour water on the animal or feed the animal; 
call the PMMC immediately at 949-494-3050 
to report the animal’s description and location.
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J.D. and his ladies were released together at Crescent Bay.

Segway was rescued at 40 pounds with a severe 

injury to her neck. 

Wendy recalls how playful the two animals were 
with each other: Lora Lynn was the “quiet one,” 
and Cornelius took on the role of the protector, 
chasing birds away from their pen, she says. 

When Cornelius began to show signs of 
curiosity and energy, the team knew he was ready 
to be released. At 65 pounds, more than double 
his weight when he was brought in, Cornelius 
was released on April 25, 2010. Of course, the 
bond that Lora Lynn and Cornelius shared 
couldn’t be broken, even after recovery. 

“The two were so close that we had to release 
them from the same kennel,” Wendy says. 

A LAdies’ MAn
J.D.—named after actor James Dean—was 

another animal with a fierce protective side. 
Rescued in late 2009, the 130-pound sea lion 
arrived with a facial laceration and possible eye 
injury due to a fishing line wrapped around 
his jaw. Despite the extent of his injuries, he 
recovered with a grace and quiet determination 
that encouraged the staff to introduce him to a 
sea lion pup, Segway. 

“[J.D.] took the younger ones under his wings, 
so to speak,” says Michele Hunter, director of 
animal care at the PMMC. 

Segway, a small 40-pound sea lion recovering 
from a large cut around her neck, arrived at 
the center just one month before J.D. Though 
her wound was extensive and she began her 
stay in the heated ICU, after just one week she 
was sitting up and reaching to peek over the 
nursery’s Dutch door. 

When J.D. was well enough to be granted 
swim time in a pool, Segway was just one 
pen over. The PMMC crew says the two took 
immediate notice of each other in a friendly 
manner, so they were introduced—the ability 
to interact with other sea lions is an important 
part of a patient’s rehabilitation process. J.D. 
and Segway spent the initial moments touching 
muzzles, swimming side by side and laying 
along the pool’s edge, and in the following 
weeks became inseparable. 

The two girl sea lion pups he was most 
protective of were Segway and Laura. Outside 
in the pool pen, he would circle around Segway 

and Laura protectively. “When it came to eating, 
he made sure they ate first,” Wendy says. 

J.D., a sub-adult male sea lion of approximately 
4 to 5 years, would lean up against the fence that 
separated him from the pups, trying to be as 
close as possible, Michele recalls.  If the pups 
got rambunctious, J.D. would calm them down. 

Wendy also remembers J.D.’s personality:  
“He was quite protective—usually him on the 
bottom and all the pups on top of him,” she 
says. “Almost like a J.D. dog-pile sandwich.” 

When all three animals were released on the 
same day, J.D. waited to make sure the girls, 
Segway and Laura, went first, and stayed with 
them, keeping them together until they reached 
the ocean, Wendy says.          

As of early April, there were nearly 150 animals 
at the PMMC, the vast majority California sea 
lions. The average rehab stay is two to four 
months, though others, like Moonbeam, do 
remain longer until the staff decides they’re 
ready to be released. 

“We love being in Laguna Beach,” Kirsten says. 
“Our volunteers are the backbone of the center; 
we couldn’t do without them. We couldn’t do 
without the support of our community.” As long 
as you hear the distinct barks of sea lions echo 
through the canyon, the PMMC’s work isn’t 
done—the staff and volunteers work tirelessly 
behind the scenes, both day and night, to ensure 
that all rescued animals can have a safe and 
happy life in their natural habitat. LBM
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Sapphire silk flounce top, 
$2,450, silk flare pant, $950, 
and earrings in metal, blue 
resin and crystals, $1,050, all 
at Gucci, South Coast Plaza. 



Model: Katelyn Pascavis, la Models; Hair and MaKeuP: 
Martin cHristoPHer using Mac cosMetics,  

MartinMaKeuP.coM; digital tecH: JoHn teicHert;
FasHion assistant: darian roberge; sailboat:  

newPort beacH sailing cHarters,  
sailnewPortbeacH.coM

Sail into 
Spring

Spring StyleS inSpire adventure 
with bold colorS, Striking patternS 

and a daSh of whimSy. 

PhotograPher: DaviD Jakle
Fashion Director: Julie French
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Silk fringe dress with sequins, 
$1,280, and suede shoes, $780, 
at Barbara Bui, South Coast Plaza. 
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cut-out dress, $12,000, 
suede bolero, $2,695, 
headband, $595, and 
suede shoes with acrylic 
wedge, $1,195, all at 
Donna Karan new york, 
south coast plaza. 
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Leather jacket, $495, and pant, $375, both at 
Emporio Armani, South Coast Plaza. 
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Fringe vest, $1,335, silk top, $930, 
pant, $810, and beaded necklace, 
$2,475, all by Brunello Cucinelli; 
shoes, $595, by Chloe; all available  
at Neiman Marcus, Fashion Island. 
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Lanterns & 
Fushia

The  
Wedding

Top 
10 

Simple and chic is one trend that 

never goes out of style, as seen 

at this wedding at seven-degrees.
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Recent wedding trends offer couples looking to marry in Laguna more  
options than ever for creating the event of their dreams.

By Lisa Marie Hart

Far from classic interpretations of “something old, something new, something borrowed, 
something blue,” today’s brides are seeking out-of-the-box inspiration to fulfill the traditional wedding adage 
and work out the details of their big day. From brooch bouquets to vintage mailboxes for cards, couples can 
plan completely unique weddings after exploring the latest trends with just a click of a mouse.   

“With the advent of ‘idea’ websites such as Pinterest, brides are able to see what is happening in the 
wedding industry as it occurs, and are more creative than ever,” says Tivoli Terrace manager Patrick Walker.

“Pinterest remains a huge source for inspiration and clever ideas, and it will only continue to grow in 2013,” 
adds Kat Lawrence, catering manager at Surf & Sand Resort. The resort’s weddings team has even started its 
own board dedicated to beachfront wedding ideas.

While Pinterest fuels the bridal imaginations of women everywhere, Laguna Beach couples—even those 
who love pinning images—have a signature style and definite ideas about the big day that are all their own.

“One trend we are loving is simple and chic,” says Sarah Lawson, Hotel Laguna director of sales and 
marketing. “[Laguna Beach] brides are definitely taking the less-is-more approach, adapting a simple elegance 
as opposed to the over-the-top grandeur of years past.” 

More than anything, Laguna couples are sentimental—they want all of their loved ones at the wedding 
(not just an edited list). Add a signature cocktail and you’ve uncovered the recipe for today’s modern Laguna 
Beach wedding. 

Seven-degrees decked out with fuchsia and lanternsIdea websites like pinterest help inspire brides (above: la casa del camino). 
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THE MORE THE MERRIER
Weddings increasingly feature more love all 

around, as evidenced by infl ating guest lists and 
larger bridal parties. Not only is the average 
wedding size at Tivoli Terrace on the rise, for 
example, but bridesmaids and groomsmen are 
also showing up in droves. 

“While two to four bridesmaids is the most 
effi cient, some brides have a hard time keeping it 
under six or even eight,” Patrick says. 

The out-of-town guest count has also grown 
signifi cantly at Laguna Beach venues, including La 
Casa del Camino. Special events manager Melissa 
DeAngelo says the hotel is receiving more requests 
for buy-out packages, which allows couples to take 
over a property and affi x their signature stamp. 

A MULTI-DAY AFFAIR
Almost as a rule, couples are hosting multiple-day 

affairs, says Kelly Odell, catering and sales manager 
at The St. Regis Monarch Beach. “Whether it’s a day 
at the pool followed by a casual rehearsal dinner or 
a festive brunch the day after the wedding, couples 
want the party to last.”

Marketing director Bree Vetere Case at Pacifi c 
Edge Hotel agrees. “[Couples] want guests to have 
a ‘full experience,’ not just a wedding ceremony and 
reception.” This has come to mean not only bigger 
parties, but more of them, along with planned 
activities that showcase the town’s best assets. 

At The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel, yoga with 
the bride and surfi ng lessons for the groomsmen 
are in vogue, as are cooking classes followed 
by lunch for the entire wedding party. In the 
evening, the once customary rehearsal dinner 

has morphed into a sizeable bash, now a welcome 
dinner or cocktail reception for everyone: “[It’s] 
almost like another wedding reception,” Melissa 
says. The post-wedding brunch remains a strong 
preference for many couples.

The multi-day trend works perfectly at unique 
venues like the modern Hotel Seven4one, which 
features 12 rooms surrounding a courtyard with a 
retractable roof, fi replace and living wall. The venue 
is rented only in its entirety, making it perfect for 
intimate weddings.

SAY YES TO THE PETS
Dog-friendly Laguna Beach hotels have made 

it easy and appealing for couples to incorporate a 
beloved canine into the festivities, adding one more 
special name to the guest list. 

“Many of our clients [at Tivoli Terrace] include 
their dogs as part of their ceremony and reception,” 
Patrick says. “Our owner, June Neptune, is a very 
large supporter of animal rights and rescue, so she 
encourages anyone and everyone to include their 
pet as a featured part of their day.” 

Locals and out-of-town couples alike take 
advantage of the town’s animal-friendly mindset, 
often fi xing a silk tie or fresh fl ower to their four 
legged friends’ collars to honor the occasion in style.

COLOR COORDINATED
Though emerald green is the Pantone color of 

the year, not every woman sees her bridal fantasies 
rolling out in a traditionally unromantic color. 
In Laguna Beach, neutral colors are making a 
comeback, says catering manager and wedding 
specialist Patty Burns of Montage Laguna Beach, 

Larger bridal parties are one trend, as seen in this wedding at Hotel Laguna. 
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Boasting an outdoor terrace, 
a beautiful indoor dining room, 
and an exciting Sports Bar with 

weekend live entertainment! 

All day dining available from 8:30 a.m. 
with Breakfast, lunch and our Sunset 

Selections Menu served after 5:00p.m. 
offering filet, lobster tail and scallops! 

Game Day specials and Beer Specials 
served Thursday, Friday and Sunday for 

$10.00 with pizza, wings, tacos and nachos! 

OceanView 
Bar & Grill 

Located inside the 
Historic Hotel Laguna

425 S. CoAST HiGHwAy 
LAGunA BeACH, CA 92651

949.494.1151 
www.ovbarandgrill.com 

dining@hotellaguna.com 
www.hotellaguna.com

 facebook.com/hotellaguna

 @Hotel_Laguna and @oceanViewBG
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bridal shoes of the season are all aglitter.

Style me Pretty
from form-fitting dresses to 

fabulous accessories, laguna brides 
have the inside knowledge on the 
latest fashion trends. 

though many women don’t mind 
feeling like a princess for a day, the 
traditional full-skirted ball gown has 
fallen out of favor at laguna Beach’s 
most glamorous wedding ceremonies. 

“Bridal fashion is keeping with close 
silhouettes and more figure-flaunting 
styles,” says Kelly odell, catering 
and sales manager at the st. regis 
Monarch Beach resort. 

Bree Vetere Case, marketing 
director at Pacific edge Hotel agrees. 
“We are seeing simpler gown designs, 
with the bride’s focus being on her 
accessories.” 

sassy belts and shoes, contrasting 
sashes and long veils all make a 
statement that’s more sophisticated 
than Cinderella.

a secondary fashion trend shows 
brides’ flexibility and a genuine desire 
for bridesmaids to be comfortable 
while expressing their personalities. 

“alternating dress colors for 
bridesmaids is a growing trend due 
to the increase in bridal party size,” 
says Patrick Walker, manager of tivoli 
terrace. “not every bridesmaid can 
agree on color, cut or style.” 

t h e  a r t  o f  j e w e l r y

1153 South Coast Hwy, Laguna Beach (1/2 Block north 
of Pottery Place) www.lanceheck.com | 949.494.3299

 rock her world. 

Exclusive Designs        

The Best Diamond Prices

LanceHeck_LBM22.indd   1 5/25/11   9:18 AM
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Surf & Sand Resort has seen grand wedding parties and an array of wedding activities. Pets are welcome at Tivoli Terrace.
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Vintage rustic decor is popular at Hotel Laguna.

buzzwords for eco-conscious brides and grooms 
looking to leave a smaller footprint. This planet-
saving thinking ties into the less-is-more concept, 
though simple in Laguna Beach never means 
skimping on style. Dora Wexell, executive director 
of seven-degrees, has created installations with 
hanging moss, air plants and old crates, and she 
raises reusable succulents for centerpieces and decor. 

Using technology such as photo projectors also 
simplifies decor. “If the [couple] met in New York 
City, for instance, we can project the city skyline on 
the wall,” Dora says. 

Savory and Sweet
“I love that couples are starting to prioritize 

food,” Kelly says. “The dining experience is such an 
important part of the wedding, which sometimes 
gets overlooked because people focus more on the 
flowers and decor. But food directly impacts the 
guest experience.”

Flavorful hits include grilled cheese sandwiches 
as late-night snacks at The St. Regis Monarch Beach 
and clambakes, California barbecues and food 
trucks at Montage. Couples are also clamoring for 
live culinary action, such as the Pacific Edge Hotel 

citing sweet champagnes, pale pinks, soft greens 
and off-whites as the palette for 2013. Couples are 
coordinating their colors with venues, and bolder 
brides trend toward deep purples, greens and shades 
of orange at La Casa del Camino and bright shades 
of fuchsia, teal and yellow at Pacific Edge Hotel.

ruStic romance
Playing off the neutral color trend, Laguna Beach 

couples have put their own spin on rustic, vintage-
inspired weddings. Whether stringing lanterns or 
blending family antiques into centerpieces, many 
are going the “do-it-yourself route,” Melissa says. 

For some brides, this means transforming La 
Casa del Camino into a charming farmhouse, 
complete with Mason jars and burlap runners 
adorning the tables; for others, it could be as simple 
as incorporating elements of lace and shabby chic 
accents. Kat at Surf & Sand has even helped beach-
casual couples host upscale picnics as an authentic 
Laguna touch on the reception. 

At Montage Laguna Beach, couples can opt for 
already-done, vintage-inspired setups. Fashion-
forward brides at The St. Regis Monarch Beach have 
been batting their eyelashes under retro birdcage 
veils and long traditional veils, which subtly 
transport the ceremony to another place and time. 

Simply Green
Green is not only a color to consider for 2013; 

it’s also a state of living for many local couples. 
Recyclable, repurposed and sustainable are 
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dinner and s’mores dessert stations with the chef.
On the sweet side, cupcakes and candy stations 

have held their recent edge over three- and four-tier 
wedding cakes at many venues. The St. Regis wows 
couples with nitrogen ice cream and its signature 
macaron bar, while at The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna 
Niguel, wedding guests appreciate a cookies and 
milk turn-down to close out the evening.

A SplASh of CoCktAil Culture
Signature cocktails and cocktail receptions have 

become as essential to Laguna Beach as ice to scotch 
on the rocks. Inspired at least in part by pop culture’s 
renewed interest in retro drinks and cocktail parties 
(think “Mad Men”), the trend is in full swing.

“The signature cocktail provides a mixed 
drink that is hosted, fun and ties into the overall 
theme,” Patrick says. “With a simple reworking of 
the name, a vodka cranberry can quickly become 
a ‘Big Kiss,’ which is a fun way to add style to your 
reception without adding too much work to an 
already busy bride’s plate.” 

Taking it a step further, his and hers signature 
cocktails at La Casa del Camino are a personalized 
twist. Pacific Edge and Hotel Laguna have also 
been creating cocktail hour menus of small-bite 
finger foods versus sit-down dinners or buffets. 

New trAditioNS
Couples are finding more ways to connect 

with their loved ones on their big day, such as by 
booking a family lounge at Montage. 

They’re also finding ways for family and close 

new traditions include photo booth fun.
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confection stations are a sweet trend at The St. regis Monarch beach resort.

friends to play a bigger role at the wedding. 
“[At Pacific Edge Hotel], they are considering 
different unity ceremonies such as the unity 
sand, unity candle and even a customized unity 
flower ceremony,” Bree says. 

Integrated details that tell the story of the 
bride and groom’s courtship are also growing 
in popularity, as are lighthearted photo booths. 
“They’re being used as more of a guest book now, 
with messages for the couple and fun costumes,” 
says Fernanda Jaime, senior sales manager of 
catering at The Ritz-Carlton. 

live from lAguNA BeACh
One old wedding trend returns with sounds 

of live music. The pros at Hotel Laguna predict 
2013 to be the year of the live band. Across the 

board, couples are opting for acoustic ceremony 
music and an energetic band for the reception. 

Couples relish the chance to literally build their 
own band, Dora says. Entertainment companies 
across Southern California offer  pools of local 
talent that specialize in capturing the sound of a 
specific era, such as the 1960s or the 1980s.

“Brides and grooms still love a live band 
during dinner and to open up the dance floor, 
but a disc jockey often comes in to play at least 
for the last hour of the evening,” Fernanda adds. 

In addition to these latest trends and themes, 
local venues are prepared for any emerging trends 
and are happy to add any personal touches for 
couples that choose Laguna Beach as their dream 
wedding destination. LBM
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Sonoran adventure
Outdoor adventures are just as much a draw to the Phoenix-Scottsdale  

area as the famed golf, spas and spring training. 
By Micaela Myers

Located a half-day’s drive or short, one-hour direct 
flight from John Wayne Airport, the Phoenix-Scottsdale area makes 
for a perfect desert escape from Orange County. While Phoenix is 
the country’s most populous state capital at nearly 1.5 million, the 
smaller resort town of Scottsdale is the destination of choice for 

many desert-lovers looking for a getaway. Golf remains one of the 
main attractions, with nearly 200 golf courses offered locally, while 
others partake in some rest and relaxation in Scottsdale’s spas—the 
city is known for having one of the highest numbers of destination 
spas per capita, as well as some of the country’s most luxurious spas 
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and top wellness practitioners. 
In addition, the area is increasingly known for 

its plethora of outdoor activities and abundant 
open space. Located in the vast and unique 
Sonoran Desert, Scottsdale boasts 330-plus days 
of sunshine a year and is home to the 21,400-acre 
McDowell Sonoran Preserve, perfect for hiking, 
biking, climbing, horseback riding, rafting, 
fishing, bird-watching and more.

Hitting tHe trails
The skies are wide open and blue, framed by 

striking mountains. The Sonoran Desert, which 
stretches from Arizona down into Mexico, is a 

magical place with its towering saguaro found 
only in the Sonoran. These iconic cacti only 
grow “arms” when they reach 50 to 100 years old. 
They can reach 50 feet tall and live between 150 
and 200 years. This special desert ecosystem is 
bursting with unique flora and fauna, and because 
Scottsdale has so much open space, there are 
countless ways to get out and explore nature. 

The Scottsdale area is home to 320 miles of 
trails, 60 of which are in the McDowell Sonoran 
Preserve. Head out to hike or mountain bike in the 
early morning to view the most animals as well as 
beat the heat. Keep a special eye on the blooming 
and fruiting plants, which attract birds and 

butterflies. You may even spot a desert tortoise, 
which can grow up to 14 inches long and live up 
to 40 years. 

Those seeking a tougher challenge can go 
vertical, with more than 200 named climbs in 
the preserve under a variety of difficulty ratings. 
The desert isn’t all dry either. The Verde, Upper 
Salt and Lower Salt rivers make for great rafting, 
kayaking, canoeing, fishing and tubing. There are 
also six lakes within an hour’s drive. 

If you don’t want to go it alone, sign up for 
a naturalist-led hike, or climb, bike or hit the 
waters with an outfitter. Several area outfitters 
offer horseback riding as well, for a true western 
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experience and a great vantage point for viewing 
the Sonoran Desert. 

FLYING HIGH
Ready to take a hot air balloon ride? The 

Phoenix-Scottsdale area offers great weather 
for taking off and enjoying sunrise views of 
the valley and mountains, with several hot air 
balloon companies to choose from. Those who 
are afraid of heights may be surprised that 
the hot air balloon experience is so slow and 
smooth—almost like fl oating—that most people 
aren’t scared at all, and fi nd the adventure truly 
rewarding. To celebrate a successful voyage, 
participants end the ride with a Champagne 
toast and breakfast as the balloon is packed away. 

Balloons aren’t the only way to take to the 
skies in Scottsdale; visitors can also book a 
seaplane adventure to see the Native American 
cliff dwellings, take a helicopter tour to the 
Grand Canyon’s South Rim, or try a powered 
parachute experience. 

While golfi ng, spas and Cactus League baseball 
spring training are all great reasons to visit the 
Phoenix-Scottsdale area, coastal Orange County 
residents who enjoy the outdoors will fi nd the 
natural adventures yet another reason to head 
east. Whether climbing, fl ying, taking a Jeep 
tour or any adventure in between, the singular 
Sonoran Desert transports visitors to a western 
landscape just made for outdoor play. 

To learn more about the activities mentioned 
here, visit experiencescottsdale.com. 

A hot air balloon ride is a great way to take in 
Arizona’s magnifi cent views. 
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THIS MONTH’S SPECIALS*:
TWO FABULOUS OFFERS ON 
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY!
HydrAfACIAL: The gentle & effective instant 
repair solution for all skin types, infusing health  
& radiance! $159 (reg. $225)

vEINgOgH: Fast, painless treatment of small 
spider veins on face & legs. Get rid of unsightly 
vascular lesions caused by sun damage. 
$175 (reg. $249)

*offer good thru May  25, 2013 with Dr. Ross 
or one of our trained estheticians.

Kathyrn Ross, MD, FACG

Located at the Village Faire Shops – Free parking available  

1100 S. Coast Highway • Ste. 212 • Laguna Beach 92651

Call for Appointment: 949-632-8087

We are a Medical and 
Wellness Center.

            We offer:

Aesthetic and Skin  
Care treatments

Lab Testing

IV Nutrition for 
chemical imbalance

immune system 
enhancement

weight loss aid
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WHERE TO DINE
Many of Scottsdale’s resorts feature celebrated 

restaurants by star chefs. La Hacienda by Richard 
Sandoval at the Fairmont Scottsdale Princess was 
voted the No. 1 Mexican Restaurant in Arizona 
(Ranking Arizona, 2012). The restaurant features a 
tequila bar with more than 200 varieties to go with 
its delicious, indigenous ingredient-driven Mexican 
cuisine. The resort is also home to Bourbon Steak 
by acclaimed chef Michael Mina, offering natural, 
organic and hormone-free cuts of beef, slow-
poached and fi nished over the wood-burning grill 
(fairmont.com/scottsdale/dining).

Experience Native American culture at Kai 
Restaurant at Sheraton Wild Horse Pass Resort 
& Spa, where Chef de Cuisine Joshua Johnson 
uses local ingredients from the Gila River Indian 
Community to capture the essence of the Pima and 
Maricopa tribes. (wildhorsepassresort.com)

With a long list of awards, Quiessence 
Restaurant at the Farm at South Mountain 
is famous for its daily menus featuring 
contemporary American cuisine focused on 
seasonality. (quiessencerestaurant.com)

Partake in the well-known and well-celebrated 
hybrid cuisine of chef Vincent Guerithault at 
Vincent on Camelback, where the French-trained 
chef combines classic techniques with the fl avors 
of the Southwest. (vincentsoncamelback.com)

Visit Zagat (zagat.com) to preview more of the 
area’s top restaurants. 

Bourbon Steak’s tartare, Fairmont Scottsdale Princess

Founded in 2009, The Newport 
Academy Day School offers a 
sanctuary of support and an idyllic 
learning environment for students to 
attend high school.

Led by Master’s Level, Credentialed 
Teachers, The Newport Academy 
Day School offers a fully accredited 
curriculum and high school 
diplomas in partnership with the 
Orange County Department of 
Education. By providing a clean and 
sober environment coupled with a 
caring and passionate staff, The 
Newport Academy Day School 
develops a sense of purpose and 
love of learning that will lead 
students to fulfilling and
purposeful lives.

For more information on how you 
can ensure that your child attends 
school in a drug-free environment, 
visit us at 
www.newportacademydayschool.com
or call us anytime at 
866.382.6651.

Listen to what our alumni 
have to say – 
www.newportacademy.com/videos/ 

First class is FREE 
for new students (locals only)

First month of 
unlimited classes for $79 
(40 classes per week to choose from)

Class ered: 
Vinyasa Flow, Gentle Yoga,  
Ashtanga, Jivamukti Yoga, 

Kundalini, Meditation
       Iyengar & Pilates

RitualYogaArts.com
1390 S. Coast Highway, Laguna Beach 

~ 949.715.7005 ~ info@ritualyogaarts.com
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Where to Stay
The Phoenix-Scottsdale area is home to dozens of 

award-winning and stunning hotels and resorts. While the 
choices are virtually endless, here are a few standouts to 
get you started: 

Fairmont Scottsdale Princess: Situated on 65 acres, 
the AAA Five-Diamond Fairmont Scottsdale Princess is 
an oasis in the desert, offering 649 oversized guest rooms, 
five swimming pools, a kid’s program, four award-winning 
restaurants, state-of-the-art meeting facilities and a brand 
new spa concept: Well & Being at Willow Stream. For those 
who come to golf, the resort is adjacent to two 18-hole 
championship golf courses, including the Stadium Course, 
home to the PGA Tour’s Waste Management Phoenix Open 
and named one of the “Top 10 Public Golf Courses in 
Arizona” by Golf Digest. (scottsdaleprincess.com)

Sanctuary Camelback Mountain Resort and Spa: 
Luxurious mountain and spa casitas offer awesome 
views at this 53-acre, AAA Four-Diamond resort, 
which features an Asian-inspired spa experience, 
dining by “Iron Chef America” winner Beau MacMillan 
at Elements, plus swimming, tennis and hiking. 
(sanctuaryoncamelback.com)

Four Seasons Resort Scottsdale at Troon North: Relax 
in a one- or two-story adobe casita, enjoy one of three 
restaurants, or head to the spa for a customized, signature 
treatment at this 210-room resort nestled at the foothills of 
Pinnacle Peak. (fourseasons.com/scottsdale)

FireSky Resort & Spa: Experience the four elements 
at FireSky, a resort designed to create a magical world of 
comfort and beauty near Old Town Scottsdale, where you 
can shop, visit local galleries, dine, hit the nightclubs and 
more. Or, take a short trip to see Cactus League spring 
training; Scottsdale Stadium, the official San Francisco 
Giants spring training facility, is located just 10 minutes 
away (cactusleague.com). Back at the resort, enjoy dining, 
spa treatments or a poolside cocktail. (fireskyresort.com)

ViSiting talieSin WeSt
Those who appreciate architecture 

won’t want to miss a trip to Taliesin West 
(pictured left), the winter home and 
school of Frank Lloyd Wright from 1937 
until his death in 1959. The school is still 
open on the grounds, where architects 
draft and work daily. This architectural 
gem from the master himself is also 
open for tours. (franklloydwright.org) LBM

The Fairmont Scottsdale Princess offers the perfect oasis of relaxation in the desert. 
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OjaiResort.com  905 Country Club Road, Ojai California 93023  p 888.602.5941

The re-creation of you, through activities, inspirations and relaxations as 

endless as the beauty of this city-close escape. Play legendary golf, indulge 

in world-class Spa Ojai, explore natural biking and hiking trails. It’s the art 

of life, and it carries on in every moment you create in the Artist Cottage 

and Apothecary, and in every taste experience in locally-sourced culinary 

options that range from the casual to the acclaimed. 

Activate your mind body and soul.

LIVE AUCTION CONDUCTED BY
ZACK KRONE OF CA COAST AUCTIONS

BENEFICIARIES OF THE EVENT INCLUDE: 
Laguna Beach Seniors, CSP Youth Project, Laguna Beach 
Resource Center, Laguna Board of REALTORS® Charitable 
Assistance Fund, The Artist Fund, First Thursday’s Art Walk, No 
Square Theater, Laguna Beach Live, Laguna Beach Boys & Girls 
Club, and the Laguna Beach High School Scholarship Fund.

LAGUNA BOARD OF REALTORS® 
939 GLENNEYRE ST. LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651 949.497.2474

TIVOLI TOO!
777 LAGUNA CANYON ROAD
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651

THURSDAY MAY 16TH, 2013 
5:00 – 8:30 PM

TICKETS: $40 ADVANCE 
      $45 ON DAY OF EVENT

INCLUDES: TWO DRINK TICKETS 
             & TASTES 

Sponsored by the Laguna Board of REALTORS®, Affiliates’ CHARITABLE ASSISTANCE FUND and Wells Fargo Home Mortgage

LAGUNA’S 18TH ANNUAL

“A TASTE FOR CHARITY”
AND SILENT AUCTION
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BlueBird 
Canyon reBuilt 
The restored Flamingo Road in Bluebird Canyon thrives as 
a sanctuary where wildlife and humans coexist. 

By Sally Eastwood | Illustration by Ken Harris | Photos by Jody Tiongco

BlueBird
Canyon

laguna's haBitat

It’s been almost eight years since the 2005 Bluebird Canyon landslide, which 
destroyed 12 homes and damaged many more. The secluded Flamingo Road bore 
the brunt of the damage: The street had to be completely rebuilt after it literally broke 
into chunks. 

“Only three houses in the cul-de-sac survived,” resident Gary Waldron recalls. 
“Fifty feet from our property line, there was a 30-foot drop off.”

The Vanderveen family was in the midst of a major renovation that was almost 
complete. Everything ground to a halt, and it was years before the family eventually 
moved in, but that hasn’t dampened the love for their chosen home. “We have the 
canyon view, the ocean view and hawks circling overhead,” Sarah Vanderveen says. 

Today, most of the affected hillside remains bare, but following the $35 million 
restoration, a devoted group of individuals and families returned to this haven where 
people and wildlife can coexist. Here, three Flamingo Road residents share what 
they love and why they stayed.
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After moving from the Seattle area, the 
Vanderveen family bought their 1979 home in 
late 2002. 

“It had quite the ‘Miami Vice’ 1980s vibe with 
blinding white stucco,” Sarah says. “Great features, 
but completely outdated.”  

What started as a cosmetic update eventually 
turned into a complete renovation. As work 
progressed and the house was framed, the 
2005 landslide stopped everything in its tracks. 
Ironically, the land the house sat on was stable, 
but the road to get to it was impassable.

The family was renting a small townhouse 
in Laguna at the time, somewhat cramped and 

desperate to move. They eventually found a larger 
rental house, where they stayed for three years 
before they were finally able to move into their 
new home on Flamingo Road. Now, the house is 
light and modern, yet also cozy, with a neutral color 
palette and lots of texture. 

“We wanted something contemporary but with 
a relaxed, beachy feel,” says Sarah, sitting on one 
of two cream slip-covered sofas grouped around 
the fireplace in the living room. Sliding glass doors 
from the open plan living/dining/kitchen area 
disappear into pocket walls, creating a seamless 
indoor-outdoor environment. The dark-stained 
Brazilian ipe wood floors flow from the living area 

onto the deck, expanding the space even further.
The master bedroom and office occupy the 

top floor, with another two bedrooms and 
bathrooms below. Sarah’s favorite spot in the 
house is a three-sided reading nook with library 
shelves, stuffed with books and ornaments, as 
well as a welcoming armchair. 

An exterior courtyard area with a soothing water 
wall lies adjacent to the kitchen, perfect for alfresco 
dining and a safe spot for Topanga the cat to curl 
up and snooze. Steps away, you’re back to the living 
room, drawn to the amazing deck. 

“Everything’s oriented to see the ocean and the 
canyon,” Sarah says. “It’s all about the view.”

FAMILY FACTS: 
David, Sarah, 
Schuyler (18) 
and Willem (15) 
Vanderveen, and 
Topanga the cat. 
Day JOb: David 
is the owner of 
an energy drink 
company and 
a newspaper 
columnist; Sarah is 
a writer and owner of 
an independent book 
publisher. Space: 
4,300 square feet, 
three bedrooms, 
3.5 bathrooms. 
hOuSe TIMelIne: 
built in 1979, 
purchased in late 
2002, renovation 
commenced in 
2003, moved in 
2008. FabulOuS 
FeaTure: The 
upstairs reading 
nook with Japanese 
tansu-inspired dark 
wood shelving.

Modern Makeover
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FAMILY FACTS: Gary Waldron and Carol “Sunny” Foster 
DAY JOB: Gary is managing partner of a law firm; Sunny is a retired attorney. SPACE: 2,300 square feet, two bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms. HOUSE 
TIMELINE: Built in 1961, purchased in 1987, renovated in 2000. FABULOUS FEATURE: The custom-built office features dual desks and bookshelves, 
plus a wall of windows overlooking Bluebird Canyon.

renovated retreat

Crevier Family

Sponsorship Opportunities and Tickets Available NOW!
For More Information: (949) 494-2535 x 103

www.bgclagunabeach.org

AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

Claudia Spates

Nancy Myers Wang      Mindy and Dave Gullen      Kirsten and Bob Whalen   

       Cox Castle & Nicholson LLP      Gallo Corporation      Jaffe Family

13th
Annual
Art of Giving Gala

       

Cirque du
         Xīnzàng
  (Circus of the Heart)      

 Unleash Your Heart May 11, 2013 
  at Montage Laguna Beach  

Betsy and Gary Jenkins            Dorene and Lee Butler 

     Paula Hornbuckle

Phyllis and David Phillips

Go

Click
Family

Foundation
Gold Sponsors

Platinum Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Partners

G E N E R A L  C O N T R A C T O R
CORPORATION

William & Mary Ross Foundation
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Gary Waldron and his wife Carol “Sunny” 
Foster live at the end of the Flamingo Road cul-
de-sac, perched above their neighbors. The home 
is open and perfectly designed for two—but it 
didn’t always look this way.

“I guess you would call it ’60s hippie: paisley 
DayGlo wallpaper and all,” Sunny says. 

In addition to paisley, there was AstroTurf 
surrounding the pool deck; thankfully, neither 
material lasted very long. After a brief cosmetic 
update when they moved in, the couple 
embarked on a complete renovation in 2000, 
which resulted in today’s interpretation of a 
California modern house.

A favorite spot in the home is the office, 
entered via the living room and sharing the same 
high-beamed ceiling. It was purposely designed 
for both Gary and Sunny, incorporating two 
distinct desk areas with views of Bluebird Canyon 
through a wall of windows. “I spend almost all my 
time either in here, or in the TV room when I’m 
home,” Sunny says.

The morning of the landslide, Gary was 
standing in the living room, about to leave for the 
office, when the earth literally moved. Although 
their house was safe, Gary immediately sprang 
into action by calling 911 and helping neighbors 
evacuate. Following the slide, the Waldrons lived 

through another three years of construction as 
the hillside was restored.

Despite all that, the couple loves their home, 
which is well-suited to the Southern California 
climate. “The house has very large eaves and 
overhangs,” Gary says. “In the summer, we’re 
protected from the heat, and in the winter, the 
sun is low enough to provide light and warmth.”  
In addition, there’s a solar water heater on the 
roof that provides all the hot water for the pool 
and photovoltaic panels that render electric 
bills minimal.

“There’s a great camaraderie up here,” Gary 
says. “We went through a lot together.”

Julie Laughton
Specializes in  

Historical Homes,  

Additions  

and New Construction.

“If you can Dream it – I can Build it”

“It all starts with a Good Plan”

Custom Designs are all hand  
drawn by Julie

Julie@JulieLaughton.com  
www.JulieLaughton.com

Cell – 714-305-2861 | Fax – 949-546-0829
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Steve Howard’s residence stands almost 
alone, overlooking the hillside that was once 
dotted with houses. He was in the process of a 
remodel on his original home when it fell 75 feet 
down the hill on the day of the landslide. It was 
six long years before he was finally able to return 
to his home.

“I was the first one to come back up here,” 
Steve recalls. Choosing to rebuild the home was a 
decision he went back and forth on. “I was lucky 
enough to be living in one of the mobile homes 
on Laguna Canyon Road, which helped me to save 
money for the construction,” he says. “But I wasn’t 
sure about being in that situation for a long time.”  

However, once Flamingo Road was reinstated—a 
crucial fire access road for Bluebird Canyon—
Steve made the decision to return to the location 
and build a larger home that would stand the test 
of time. “Laguna Beach is special—like a smaller 
version of La Jolla or Santa Barbara—and the 
neighbors up here are great,” he adds.

 Steve’s new house is a Mediterranean-style  
masterpiece, with cut-stone walls and a clay 
tiled roof. Cascading down the hillside, it makes 
the most of the sweeping canyon and Pacific 
Ocean views. A pool and hot tub on the patio, 
both designed by Steve, create a special setting 
to drink in the beautiful surroundings. 

Inside, the palette is neutral with pops of color 
throughout. The open and airy great room is a 
favorite gathering spot to also take in the views 
and relax. 

“I appreciate the neighborhood and look 
forward to weekends much more now, having 
been through what we did,” Steve explains. 

The tranquility of Bluebird Canyon today 
gives no indication of the turbulent day of the 
landslide and the years of reconstruction that 
followed. Steve, like the other Flamingo Road 
residents, is grateful for the peace and quiet. “I 
want to be home more, now that I have a home,” 
he says. LBM

FAMILY FACTS: Steve 
and Breanna (Steve’s 
adult daughter) 
Howard  
DAY JOB: Steve is 
a pool contractor 
and general 
contractor; Breanna 
is an architecture 
graduate. SPACE: 
3,200 square feet, 
three bedrooms, four 
bathrooms. HOUSE 
TIMELINE: Original 
house built in the 
late 1970s, moved 
in 1998, new house 
completed in late 
2010. FABULOUS 
FEATURE: The 
great room with its 
sweeping ocean and 
canyon views.

Tuscan 2.0
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From quaint beach cottages to luxury hilltop estates, 
Laguna Beach offers some of the best homes, and views, in Orange 
County. On the following pages, we bring you a special section 
dedicated to highlighting some of the top properties on the market 
today. These outstanding homes and properties are represented by 
Laguna Beach’s top Realtors and real estate companies—individuals 
with superior knowledge of the local area and the OC market, all 
dedicated to providing outstanding customer service.   

REAL  ESTATE

Showcase

Tour some of laguna’s Top homes

Pictured on this page: 
Address: 2790 Queda Way, Laguna Beach

Offering price: $2,695,000
Agent: Gloria Jewell, Teles Properties

Contact info: 714-749-7476; gloriajewell@telesproperties.com



Available Properties by Shauna Covington

9 Searidge, Bear Brand Ranch • Laguna nigueL 
$5,450,000  |  9searidge.net

600 Buena Vista • Laguna Beach 
$2,899,000  |  1.5 acre lot with approved plans

1595 Regatta Road • Laguna Beach 
$1,625,000  |  1595regatta.com

#1 Prudential Individual Agent for 
Laguna Beach for the past 7 years

 949 412 8088
www.shaunacovington.com 
shauna@shaunacovington.com

Integrity, Excellence and Personal Service

Shauna IS #1 PrudEntIal agEnt for orangE County 2011 & 2012

Shauna IS #8 PrudEntIal agEnt for north amErICa 2012

 

1045 Park avenue • Laguna Beach 
$1,698,000  |   1045park.net

31752 Mar Vista • Laguna Beach 
$2,899,000  |   31752marvista.net

10 Saint Tropez • Laguna nigueL 
$3,495,000  |  10sainttropez.com



w w w . s u r t e r r e p r o p e r t i e s . c o m

DEBORAH LAMBROS
949.422.3053
dlambros@surterreproperties.com
www.DeborahLambros.com

This Mediterranean-style home offers the highest quality 

craftsmanship and panoramic 180-degree ocean views, with 

a Catalina Island vista perfectly centered over the large infi nity 

saline pool and spa. Features include fi ve bedrooms, three baths 

and professionally landscaped gardens and patio areas on 

an approximately 11,250 square foot lot. Built in 2000, the 

residence boasts approximately 3,200 square feet.  

Offered for $2,795,000

O C E A N  V I E W 
L A G U N A  B E A C H



LAGUNA BEACH
527 Nyes Place
$2,499,000 

An architectural and engineering
masterpiece, this home was designed 
and built by renowned architect, 
Dariouche Showghi, as his family’s 
private residence. Perched above 
Victoria Beach, the surrounding 
hillsides and canyon perfectly frame 
the home’s spectacular ocean view.
The residence boasts three bedrooms,
fi ve bathrooms, an open kitchen, 
offi ce, living room and informal 
living room. Additional features
include an attached two-car garage 
plus additional on-site parking, over
600 square feet of ocean and hillside 
view deck space, an outdoor retreat, 
and approximately 600 square feet 
of built-out storage space – which 
could serve as an art or music studio.

• Three bedrooms
• Five baths
• Approximately 2,572 square feet
• Panoramic ocean views

MARCUS SKENDERIAN
949.295.5758

marcus@surterreproperties.com
www.WelcomeHomeLaguna.com

w w w . s u r t e r r e p r o p e r t i e s . c o m



EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
As the California leader in luxury home sales, Coldwell Banker Previews International® has mastered the art 
of handling fi ne properties. We welcome the opportunity to help you explore your possibilities and a more permanent stay.

Dana Point, California
3 bedrooms, 3.5 baths

$8,995,000

Represented by Tim Smith
949.717.4711

smithgrouprealestate.com



Palm Desert, California
4 bedrooms, 5 baths

$2,150,000

Represented by Terri and Guy Munselle
760.772.2411  |  terriandguy.com

Laguna Beach, California
2 bedrooms, 2.5 baths

$3,880,000

Represented by Connie Maxsenti
714.745.0027  |  cmaxsenti@coldwellbanker.com

Laguna Beach, California
4 bedrooms, 3 baths

$6,850,000

Represented by Donna Pfanner
949.499.8722  |  16northlasenda.com

COLDWELLBANKERPREVIEWS.COM
©2013 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews®, and Coldwell Banker Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. 

Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned By a Subsidiary of NRT LLC. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property provided by seller 
or obtained from public records or other sources, and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals.



presented by georgina jacobson  |  cindi bone  |  natalie raney
949.285.8380  |  georgina@georginajacobson.com  |  georginajacobson.com

©2013 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews®, and Coldwell Banker Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. 
Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned By a Subsidiary of NRT LLC. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property provided by seller 

or obtained from public records or other sources, and the buyer is advised to independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals.

exquisite crystal cove estate
4 Mystique, newport coast  |  www.4Mystique.com

Exquisite Crystal Cove estate with unsurpassed ocean and Harbor vistas from this Crystal Cove estate. Exceptional attention to the finest details. Expansive living and 
dining area with approximate 37-foot floor to ceiling windows capturing spectacular views. Resort-like grounds with infinity edge pool, 10 person spa, putting green and 
several firepits. Fit for the most discerning of  tastes, this showcase property represents the ultimate Crystal Cove residence.



m 949.278.7333
t 949.342.3650
mjohnson@homgroup.com
www.thecoasta lconf identia l . com

HOMGROUP.COM

mike
johnson

32356 south coast highway . laguna beach, california 92651 . 949.494.3600 . www.homgroup.com

mikejohnson 
spec ia l iz ing in coas ta l  proper t ie s

laguna beach $3,375,000 
2352 crestview drive
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This chic Mystic Hills home was made for entertaining with telescoping doors that disappear allowing the interior and exterior spaces to unite as one.  Gorgeous slate 
flooring throughout main level and French Oak hardwood floors on lower level.  Three bedrooms, three baths and office on main level, gracious master suite with 
steam shower, retreat, wine cellar and wet bar on lower level.  Separate ocean view bedroom and bath currently used as a gym, would make for an inspiring artist’s 
studio or guest quarters.  

Inspiring Views to Renew the Spirit and Enrich the Soul...



Gloria Jewell: California Real Estate DRE # 00810998 
©2013 Teles Properties, Inc. Teles Properties is a registered trademark. Teles Properties, Inc. does not guarantee accuracy of square footage, lot size, room count, building permit status or any other information 

concerning the condition or features of the property provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other sources. Buyer is advised to independently verify accuracy of the information.

GLORIAJEWELL
Defining Excellence in Luxury Real Estate 

714.749.7476  |  gloria@jewell.net

Sexy salt water pool and spa looking over the ocean and gracious patio areas for entertaining, getting lost in a good book or small intimate gatherings. Amazing   
panoramic white water, Main Beach, Catalina sunsets and sparkling city light views are enjoyed from this chic lower Mystic Hills home!  Nestled on a coveted 
cul-de-sac street, this home offers the best of both worlds, breathtaking views and a short stroll to downtown shops, galleries and cafes, Farmers market and beach.      
1274AnacapaWay.com  

Magical Mystic Hills   |  3bd 4ba  |  Guest Quarters  |  Offered at $2,695,000



Jim Ardery & Diane C annon
DRE# 00576041

949.887.3823
DRE# 172500755

  949.230.1200

Over 34 Years of Experience

Serving Laguna Beach, Newport Beach  & South County

Named To Prudential Real Estate’s Chairman’s Circle - Diamond 

w w w . L B H o m e B u y i n g . c o m 
An independently owned and operated member of BRER Affi liates Inc.

CRYSTAL COVE HOME         $2,350,000
Absolutely gorgeous single family detached home, with four bedrooms, family 
room, and office. The family room with informal dining area, center island 
with breakfast bar. Beautiful wrap around yard with large entertainment patios 
with huge outdoor fireplace. 

OCEAN VIEWS IN WOODS COVE $2,245,000
Large home with four bedrooms, three and one half baths, family room and 
huge bonus room. Amazing super large kitchen with all the best appliances. 
Large lot, almost 7,000 square feet, flat and very useable with huge patio.

LUXURY NORTH LAGUNA CONDO $2,895,000
The only true Luxury condominium building in North Laguna. Almost 
oceanfront with good ocean and Heisler Park views, minutes from 
restaurants, markets and shops. Two master bedrooms, each with their own 
baths, family room, formal dining room and it’s own private large wrap 
around covered entertaining patios and grass yard.

DRAMATIC KOI POND ENTRY  $11,995,000
Emerald Bay state of the art home...Recently completed on a large street to 
street lot, with 7,000 SQ. FT. of living space, 5Br, 6.5Ba. Pool, elevator, 
and two family rooms, seven car subterranean garage...One of the best 
homes ever built in Emerald Bay.

Work with a real estate broker who knows laguna beach real estate better than any one...
34 Years of selling Laguna Beach, past owner of two successful Laguna real estate o�  ces

Resident and homeowner in Laguna for 35 years. Top award winner and top producer every year.

Call someone you can trust to know the market and handle your property better than anyone...

Jim Ardery & Diane Cannon 

SOLD

Top Award Winner Chairman’s Circle - Diamond 2012
Prudential’s Top Coastal Team



Tim Smith  
949-717-4711

CA DRE # 01346878 
tim@timsmithgroup.com 

Coldwell Banker Previews International 

www.smithgrouprealestate.com  

Who You Work With Matters

#1 Coldwell Banker Previews International Team from Orange County to the Desert for the Third Straight Year

Price: $8,995,000
Custom guard-gated Bear Brand Ranch estate 
offers 11 bedrooms, 12 bathrooms, dramatic 
theater, gourmet kitchen, library, wine room,  
resort-style yard with pool & cabana, game room, 
elevator, multiple balconies and panoramic views 
of the ocean, city lights and sunsets.

 3 InspIratIon, Laguna nIgueL

Price: $7,995,000
This 4-bedroom, 5-bath custom-built Ocean Ridge 
estate offers a sophisticated Mediterranean living 
environment, complete with limestone, marble, and 
walnut flooring, two-story ceilings, elegant detailing 
and stunning Pacific Ocean and city light views.

33 Bay, Laguna Beach

Price: $8,599,000
Offering over 7,600 sq. ft. of sublime elements 
and amenities, this Crystal Cove 5 bedroom 
plus office, 6.5 bath estate provides the optimal 
setting to enjoy the natural surroundings. Every 
major space has a window or entrance to the 
courtyard and with every window comes a 
view of the ocean just beyond the coastal hills 
including fabulous views of the sparkling pool.

3 currents, newport coast

Price: $2,499,000
Gorgeous single-story ocean-view home in 
North Laguna Beach. Newly remodeled, this 
4 bed, 3 bath property offers extreme privacy 
yet is still just a short stroll to the beach and 
downtown.

495 wIndsor, Laguna Beach

Price: $8,895,000
Known affectionately as the Capo Beach Glass House, this 
Robert Quigley designed masterpiece sits directly on the 
sand in Capistrano Bay, featuring a sweeping oceanfront 
panorama, two-story ceilings, an exquisite glass pavilion 
and inviting juxtaposition of expansive windows and 
concrete walls.

35545 Beach, dana poInt

Price: $4,699,000
Located on a prime lot in Laguna Beach, this private 
custom estate boasting spectacular unobstructed ocean 
and city lights views emulates southern California living 
at its finest. Amazing location is just a 10-minute stroll to 
Main Beach and the charming downtown area.

586 MystIc, Laguna Beach

©2012 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker®, Previews®, and Coldwell Banker Previews International® are registered trademarks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. Equal Housing Opportunity.  
Owned And Operated By NRT LLC. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property provided by seller or obtained from public records or other sources, and the buyer 
is advised to independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals.

www.smithgrouprealestate.com



Choose a mortgage to match.
Experience a world of choice with Jumbo Loans from Union Bank®.

When it comes to larger loans, your options can be limited. At Union Bank, we broaden your choices 
and offer our most competitive rates on larger home loans.1

Whether you’re buying or refinancing, we make our best options available to you:

Variety of Loan Programs—have more choices with an assortment of fixed- or 
fixed/adjustable-rate jumbo loan programs up to $5 million.

Zero Point Options—reduce your out-of-pocket expenses at closing, and still get a great rate 
on your mortgage.

Interest-Only Payment Option—make lower monthly payments and maximize your potential 
tax deduction. (Consult a professional tax advisor.) 2

Portfolio Lender—receive specialized underwriting on the most complex mortgages 
and consideration of loan amounts above $5 million, case by case.

Get personalized service and great rates with a Jumbo Loan.

1 Loans subject to credit and collateral approval. Financing available for collateral located in CA, OR, or WA. Restrictions may apply. Terms and conditions subject to change.
2 With an interest-only mortgage payment, you will not pay down the loan’s principal balance during the interest-only period. Once the interest-only period ends, your payments

will increase to pay back the principal and interest. Rates are subject to increase over the life of the loan. Contact your mortgage consultant to determine what your payments
might be once the interest-only period ends. 

©2013 Union Bank, N.A. 

You found your dream home.

Ron Majorino
NMLS ID #334532
949-294-3513
ron.majorino@unionbank.com

David Blain
NMLS ID #315969
949-463-6269
david.blain@unionbank.com

AJ Simon
NMLS ID #788030
310-975-9980
aj.simon@unionbank.com



L I V E  B E A U T I F U L L Y ®

© First Team Estates®. All rights 
reserved. This is not intended 
to solicit listed property. If your 
property is currently listed 
for sale with a broker, please 
disregard.

Bill Rolfing
Cell 949.689.4470

Fax 949.497.2154 
wrolfing@aol.com

www.livelaguna.com
DRE LIC # 00706260

 Call Bill for “Open House” Schedule
 Cell 949.689.4470

I. StunnIng WooD & gLaSS aRChItECtuRE – Laguna BEaCh $1,295,000
This custom family home offers three bedrooms, three baths, large family room and separate office. The spacious interiors are accented with a new kitchen and 
patio presenting ocean and valley views. Walk to schools, parks and hiking trails. The large wooded lot is just minutes drive to the beach and town.

II. FIVE aCRE EStatE – Laguna BEaCh $3,500,000
A majestic 6000 square foot residence on 5+ acres with ocean and valley vistas as far as the eye can see. The spacious, sunlit interiors include a professional kitchen, 
5 bedrooms, 2 dens, 6 baths and a gym. An adjacent out-building add to the 10 garages with workshops, storage and several multi-purpose areas. Room for pool 
and orchard. Truly unique, the Ranch is within walking distance to schools, parks, tennis, trails and a short drive to the beach.

III. SEa CLIFF CottagE $1,195,000
Located in a secluded cul de sac just across from the 
ocean bluff, the home is comprised of a stunning 1 
bedroom and 1 bath main residence and a lower 
level guest quarters.

IV. VICtoRIa BEaCh $1,395,000
Classic beach cottage within brief walk to 
picturesque Victoria Beach. Ocean and hillside 
views

V. South Laguna $1,195,000
Laguna charmer with separate guest quarters on 
large lot. Ocean views and just five minute walk to 
the beach.

In Escrow In Escrow New Listing



Judy Blossom Listings

An independently owned and operated broker member of BRER Affiliates Inc. Prudential, the Prudential logo and the Rock  
symbol are registered service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions 
worldwide. Used under license with no other affiliation of Prudential. Equal Housing Opportunity. 
Designed/Printed By One Step Services 1-888-587-5301.  © Copyright, all rights reserved.  CA DRE #00614494

30812 South Coast Highway • Laguna Beach, CA 92651

Judy Blossom
949-295-6577
judyblossom@pruoc.com
www.3archbayhome.com

32 South La Senda, Laguna Beach  |  Three Arch Bay Oceanfront  |  $6,200,000

32086 Coast Hwy, 
Laguna Beach

JUST SOLD

216 Monarch Bay, Dana Point
 $5900/month, 3 Bedroom, 3 Bath

Monarch Bay single level

23512 Seaward Isle, 
Dana Point  |  Niguel Shores

JUST SOLD

21 North Stonington, Laguna Beach
$5,500/month, 3 Bedroom, 3 Bath

Upper Three Arch Bay



Laguna Coast Rentals

387 Jasmine St. Laguna Beach $2,199,000
North Laguna Charmer with Ocean Views.

4 Bdrm + 3 Bath, plus 1 Bdrm Apt.  2,853 sq.ft.

20 Monarch Beach Resort $3,500,000
Exclusive St. Regis Resort Seavilla 

4 Bdrm + 4 Bath & Office 3,311 sq.ft.

31711 Seacliff Dr., Laguna Beach $3,500,000
Ocean Front, turn-key “Luxury Rental”.

2 Bdrms + 3 Baths. 2,000 sq.ft.

4 Surfspray, Newport Coast $3,250,000
Crystal Cove, Ocean View “Vacation Rental”

5 Bdrms + 6 Baths. 3,750 sq.ft.

15 Blue Lagoon, Victoria Beach $1,590,000
Ocean Front, Resort Community w/ Pool & Tennis.

2 Bdrm + 2 Baths. 1,500 sq.ft.

32025 Virginia Way, Laguna Beach $1,450,000
Panoramic Ocean Views, Across from Tortuva 

Beach. 3 Bdrm + 4 Baths. 1,965 sq.ft.

2570 Queda Way, Laguna Beach—Inquire 
for price Coastline Views overlooking Victoria 

Beach. 4 Bdrms + 4 Baths. 3,000 sq.ft

337 Hawthorne, Laguna Beach $1,210,000
Ocean View Short Sale, steps to Divers Cove.

3 Bdrm + 3 Baths. 1,500 sq.ft.

20 Scenic Bluff, Crystal Cove $50,000/mo
Five-star Luxury Rental with Ocean View, Pool. 4 

Bdrm, 6 Bath, plus office and bonus/media room.

2015 Ocean Way, Laguna Beach $7,900,000
Ocean Front, Wood’s Cove. Direct Beach Access.

3 Bdrms + Guestroom/Den. 3,000 sq.ft.

5 Saint Francis, Dana Point $1,150,000
Ocean View Luxury “Vacation Rental”. 

2 Bdrm + 2 Bath. 1,700 sq.ft.

1137 Marine, North Laguna $45,000/mo
Ocean Front Vacation Retreat with Jacuzzi/Spa, 5 

Bdrms, 3 Baths, 5,000 sq.ft.

Montage Resort Villa, Laguna Beach  $6,399,000 
Private Villa at Montage Resort & Spa, 
3 Bdrms + 3 Baths, Resort Amenities

175/177 Dumond Dr., Victoria Beach $5,000,000
Spectacular Contemporary Duplex - Steps from 

Sand. 3 Bdrm + 3 Baths. 3,200 sq.ft.

174 Nyes Place, Victoria Beach $921,925
Ocean View, Darling “Vacation Cottage”. 

1 Bdrm + 1 Bath. 1,044 sq.ft.

Montage Resort Villa, Laguna Beach $30,000/mo
Turn-key Luxury Rental at Montage Resort, 

3 Bdrms + 3 Baths, Pools/Spa & Fitness Center

Cynthia Ayers, Broker
Direct: 949-494-0490
CynthiaAyers@cox.net
Lic. 01070654

Cathy Porter, Realtor
Direct: 949-212-9898
Cathypre@ cox.net
Lic. 01276776

www.LagunaCoastRealEstate.com

OUR UNIQUE, GLOBAL MARKETING BRINGS RESULTS.
WE HAVE RENTERS WHO ARE NOW BUYERS!  AND BUYERS ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR COASTAL HOMES.

LAGUNA BEACH • MONARCH BEACH • LAGUNA NIGUEL • DANA POINT • NEWPORT COAST
COASTAL SALES ~ LUXURY RENTALS

LUXURY RENTAL

Now LUXURY RENTAL

LUXURY RENTAL LUXURY RENTAL

Now LUXURY RENTAL

LUXURY RENTAL foR sALE LUXURY RENTAL foR sALE

soLdsoLdsoLdsoLd

iN EsCRowiN EsCRow iN EsCRow iN 17 dAYs

Laguna Coast Real Estate

follow us:
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AmericAn
BJ’s Pizza and Grill 
280 S. coast Hwy.; 949-494-3802; 
bjsrestaurants.com  
The deck on laGuna Beach 
627 Sleepy Hollow Ln.; 949-494-670; 
deckonlaguna.com
Broadway 
328 Glenneyre St.; 949-715-8234; 
broadwaybyamarsantana.com
The cliff resTauranT 
577 S. coast Hwy.; 949-494-1956;  
thecliffrestaurant.com  
hennessey’s Tavern 
 213 Ocean Ave.; 949-494-2743 
lumBeryard
384 Forest Ave.; 949-715-3900;   
lblumberyard.com
remark’s
853 Laguna canyon rd.; 949-715-8700; 
remarkslagunabeach.com

ruBy’s diner 
30622 coast Hwy.; 949-497-7829; rubys.com  
sPlashes resTauranT and Bar 
1555 S. coast Hwy. at Surf & Sand resort;  
949-497-4477; surfandsandresort.com 
sTonehill Tavern 
One monarch Beach resort; 
949-234-3405; stregismb.com 
Tommy Bahama Bar & Grill 
400 S. coast Hwy.; 949-376-6886; 
tommybahama.com
Tivoli Terrace 
650 Laguna canyon rd.; 949-494-9650; 
tivoliterrace.com 
Tivoli Too! 
650 Laguna canyon rd.; 949-494-6044; 
tivoli-too.com 
urTh caffé 
(Opening summer/fall)  
308 n. coast Hwy.

BeLGiAn
Brussels BisTro 
222 Forest Ave.; 949-376-7955; 
brusselsbistro.com 

cALiFOrniA cOntempOrAry
230 foresT avenue 
230 Forest Ave.; 949-494-2545;  
230forestavenue.com 
370 common
370 Glenneyre St..; 949-494-8686;  
370common.com
cafe anasTasia  
460 Ocean Ave.; 949-497-8903 
Blue laGuna  
696 S. coast Hwy.; 949-376-2583; 
bluelagunaoc.com 
cafe zoolu  
860 Glenneyre St.; 949-494-6825; 
cafezoolu.com 

Taste of  
the Town
A restaurant resource for dining out in Laguna Beach

AmericAn | BeLGiAn
cALiFOrniA cOnTemPOrArY 

cAriBBeAn | cHineSe 
cOnTinenTAL | FrencH

GLOBAL cUiSine | iTALiAn 
meDiTerrAneAn | meXicAn 

SeAFOOD | STeAK 
SPeciALTY | SUSHi 
THAi | VeGeTAriAn

two years ago, mark Depalma shut down the kitchen at 
mark’s restaurant to spend more time with his family and, 
consequently, return to the catering business which he had 
originally parted from to open the restaurant. now, after two 
years of vacancy, he has reopened the restaurant under the 
name remark’s, an apt recreation thought up by his 11-year-
old daughter. “i always drove my daughter to the Boys 
and Girls club, and she kept saying ‘re-open … re-marks’ 
and i thought, ‘that’s actually pretty catchy,’ ” he explains. 
“people love the name.”

Since its reopening in December, remark’s has garnered 
rave reviews from customers who enjoy the array of small 
plates ranging from chicken curry to fried green tomatoes. 
Since he chose to open in the off-season, mark says, “it 
can only get better from here.” A lunch menu and Sunday 
brunch are planned for the peak season; for now, mark is 
happy with boasting the 4.5 stars (out of a possible five) 
remark’s has earned on opentable.com, a website you can 
use to make reservations and share your experience. —K.P.   

ReMark-able Reopening

remark’s on Laguna canyon road
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Breakfast sat-sun 9am-11:30am 
Lunch Daily 11:30am-2:30pm

happy hour Mon.-fri. 3-5pm 
1/2 Off All Mojitos, Beer, Wine & Well Drinks

1289 S. Coast Hwy, Laguna Beach, Ca 92651
949.497.2446  |   rooftoplagunabeach.com   

1287 South Coast Highway, Laguna Beach, Ca 92651
949.376.9718  |  kyabis t ro.com   

5 4 0  S .  C o a s t  H w y  # 2 0 0 ,  L a g u n a  B e a c h ,  C A  9 2 6 51

9 4 9 . 715 . 4 5 0 0   |   h o u s e o f b i g f i s h . c o m    

fresh fish, 

ocean views,  

Bar, & over 

70 icy Brews

Grilled 

Filet 

Mignon

All  

Small Plates 

Menu 

with over 60 

Menu Items

214 Ocean Avenue, Laguna Beach, Ca 92651
949.494.3027  |  marineroomtavern.com   

Hawaiian 

Ahi Poke

Lobster 

Mac & 

Cheese

Happy Hour
Mon-Fri  3-6:30pm
$3 DOmestiC Beers

$4 WeLLs Drinks
$4 impOrts

$4 HOuse Wine

Live  
entertainment
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Mare Culinary Lounge is there for nights when 
you need a little of this and a little of that: some artsy Laguna 
surroundings infused with some hip LA vibes; some service that 
makes you feel at home with some menu items that transport 
you overseas; something savory followed by something sweet. 

Walk into the contemporary Italian restaurant, and you’re 
greeted with a “bella” or “signore” and shown to your seat 
among sleek white tables and circular lighting fixtures, all 
enveloped in ambient blue lighting. “It is more like an LA or 
Miami lounge,” says owner and chef Alessandro Pirozzi, who 
also owns Cucina Alessa. The vogue dining area is not without 
whimsy: Miscellaneous doorknobs adorn walls and a projector 
displays a piece of video art near the lounge piano.

While the decor is contemporary and the menu inventive, 
chef Alessandro adds, “Almost everything is still homemade.” 
His simple philosophy of freshly crafting food in-house shines 
through in each meticulously constructed dish.

A meal at Mare is not to be rushed, so after a flute of prosecco 
try one or four of Alessandro’s appetizers. The olive fritte and 
stuffed sweet peppers are a contrasting pair of salty and sweet 

dishes to share, while the polpo Mediterranean and branzino 
may feature the most delicate use of seafood in town. The polpo 
(octopus) is served as a carpaccio seasoned with black Sicilian lava 
salt and baby capers, and the branzino is sea bass that has been so 
thinly shaved it cooks on the hot dish on which it is served. 

Next, discover the chef’s love affair with pasta. The limoncello 
radiatori, the restaurant’s signature pasta, is served with lobster 
tail, shallots, pinot grigio and lemon sauce. The ravioli d’aragosta 
also features lobster, along with fennel, a sherry reduction and 
vodka cream sauce. For a dish rich in umami, the veal osso buco 
agnolotti contains mushrooms and a brown butter sage sauce. 
The menu may sound like unfriendly territory for vegetarians, 
but the staff is happy to subtract meat from almost any dish. 

The chef’s take on filet mignon is not easy to pass up. Served 
on a wooden cutting board, the 8-ounce steak is another study in 
contrasts: The savory center cut is topped with amarena cherries 
and a port wine reduction, making each bite decadently satisfying. 

Top off with the tart lemon cream custard, an elegant dessert 
served in a martini glass. Leave sated, until the next night you 
need a little of this and a little of that. LBM

Contemporary Cool
Chef Alessandro Pirozzi presents a stylish lounge and divine  

dishes at Mare Culinary Lounge.
By Linda Domingo | Photos by Jody Tiongco

DINE | marE culINary louNgE

Mare CuLinary 
Lounge
696 S. Coast Hwy.; 
949-715-9581; 
mareculinarylounge.com

Hours: Sunday – 
Thursday, 7 a.m. to 12 
a.m.; Friday and Saturday, 
7 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PriCe: $12 - $26 
(entrees) 

TiP: Happy hour 
is 2 to 7 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. to 
close, daily. Enjoy 
deals on wines, 
cocktails, select 
appetizers and 
pizzas.

Limoncello radiatori, served with lobster, shallots, pinot grigio and lemon saucePeppadew peppers stuffed with goat cheese, walnuts and basil

Mare Culinary Lounge interior



In Southern Italy, making pizza is an art form handed down through the 
generations. “Pizzaiolis,” or pizza makers, use very specific ingredients 

and methods to create the unique and delicious flavors of neapolitan pizza. 
When neapolitan Pizzeria & Birreria opened in Laguna Beach this past 
november, the authentic art of pizza making arrived in Orange County. The 
restaurant combines fresh California ingredients with a passion for producing 
delectable pizzas that uphold the culinary traditions of naples. Laguna Beach is 
home to the foods of nEApolitan; Where the “legend himself ” is “hands on” in 
the house making  and overseeing the pizza.

As true pizza lovers know, great pies start with the dough. neapolitan uses 
unbleached, 00 fine flour imported from Italy to mold its wide variety of pies. 
Pizza sauce is made from organic California tomatoes originating from a seed 
from San Marzano, Italy’s famous tomato growing region. The fresh mozzarella 
is handmade daily by a California master cheese artisan. Sicilian oregano 
and cold-pressed olive oil shipped directly from napa round out the authentic 
and carefully selected ingredients. A Stefano Ferrara napoli wood-fired oven, 
crafted from the volcanic stone of Mount Vesuvius, bakes the pizzas at 900 
degrees, ensuring perfectly crisp crusts. 

In addition to the variety of pizzas available, the restaurant’s menu, which 
changes often to highlight foods in season, includes salads and small plates. 
Organic kale salad, Sicilian all-natural Jidori wings and slow-roasted Duroc pork 
belly are some of the signature dishes and specialties on the menu. At lunchtime, 
panini sandwiches are also served. 

Hand-crafted local beers complement the pizzas and dishes. To experience 
one example of a great flavor combination at neapolitan, try the prosciutto 
pizza with a Bootlegger’s Black Phoenix Chipotle Coffee Stout. Of course, wine 
is always a perfect match with Italian foods and the extensive list of carefully 
chosen Italian and California glasses and bottles is sure to please even the 
most selective oenophile. The restaurant also serves several creative cocktails 
perfect for sipping at its hand-formed cement bar or at the communal table in 
the bar, where lingering and socializing are invited.  

The restaurant has both indoor and outdoor seating. Designed in urban chic by 
LID Design Collaborative, it features polished cement floors, Tolix steel chairs and 
industrial lighting indoors. Outside, picnic tables made from steel and reclaimed 
barn wood line the patio. 

Wherever you decide to sit when visiting neapolitan Pizzeria & Birreria, you are 
sure to experience the finest California pizza made in true neapolitan style.  

Open noon to 10 p.m. daily.

31542 S. Coast Hwy 
Laguna Beach CA

949.499.4531   nealaguna.com 

ArtisAn PizzA, 
MAde froM scrAtch, 

Using orgAnic, All nAtUrAl, 
fArM to tAble ingredients At 
this AUthentic itAliAn eAtery. 
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It’s a sunny day, the beach is just across the street,  
and you’re sitting on the patio of GG’s Bistro under a big 
umbrella. Hande Gundogar, one of the owners, is warmly sharing 
her favorites from the extensive Italian-Mediterranean menu, and 
you’re wishing you could stay all day, munching from the meze 
platter and drinking ice cold Efes Turkish beer. 

This was the scene on our recent visit to GG’s. Hande is one of 
four owners, who include her husband Bulent, his brother Ragip, 
and Ragip’s wife Franceska. The fact that GG’s is owned and run 
by a family makes it extra special. Their warmth and care for the 
quality comes through in every aspect of the restaurant. 

GG’s recently celebrated its eighth anniversary in Laguna with 
a party for all and a facelift of the interior area, showcasing art and 
accessories from Turkey. The restaurant also introduced a gluten-
free menu, complete with gluten-free pastas and pita bread.

For our meal, we started off with the meze platter, a favorite 
featuring a selection of borek (a fried and filled savory pastry), 
pilaki (Turkish meze), dolmas (stuffed grape leaves), feta cheese, 
eggplant salad, hummus and pita bread. This could be a meal 
in and of itself, and makes a great starter larger groups. GG’s 

salads contain fresh produce and complement the meze platter 
well. Salads can be topped with additions like shrimp, and as a 
vegetarian I enjoyed the spinach salad with strawberries, nuts and 
Gorgonzola cheese. My main course was the fettuccini Alfredo 
with mushrooms in a creamy garlic and Parmesan cheese sauce. 
I’m not normally a fettuccini Alfredo fan because I find it too rich, 
but this dish was perfect—flavorful without being heavy. 

Meat lovers will enjoy traditional favorites like kofte (minced 
lamb meatballs with herbs) and ali nazik—charbroiled, seasoned 
ground beef skewers served on eggplant puree with rice pilaf. 
Seafood is also abundant on GG’s menu. Try a generous serving 
of the grilled sea bass served with rice, spinach and rosemary red 
potatoes. For dessert, you can go traditional with natural Turkish 
ice cream (much less sugary than our American version) and 
baklava, or choose from the many other sweet selections like 
molten chocolate souffle, creme brulee or tiramisu.

There’s no doubt GG’s has good food, and that food is 
complemented by warm hospitality and inviting cafe charm. This 
winning recipe should ensure GG’s is around for many more 
anniversaries here in Laguna. LBM

Cafe Charm
GG’s Bistro continues to impress with its welcoming hospitality and  

delicious Mediterranean fare. 
By Micaela Myers | Photos by Jody Tiongco

DINE | GG’s BIstro

GG’s Bistro
540 S. Coast Hwy., 
Laguna Beach; 949-494-
9306; ggscafebistro.com

Hours: 11:30 a.m. to 
9 p.m. (9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sundays)

Price: $9 - $28 (entrees)

tiP: GG’s features 
a full bar and 
offers happy hour 
Monday through 
Friday from 4 to 
6 p.m. with $5 
wine and cocktails, 
$3 beer and $5 
appetizers. 

GG’s Bistro patio

Shrimp salad Ali nazik
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K’ya Bistro Bar & the rooftop Lounge 
1287 S. Coast Hwy. at Hotel La Casa del 
Camino; 949-376-9718; kyabistro.com; 
rooftoplagunabeach.com 
the Loft 
30801 S. Coast Hwy. at Montage Laguna Beach; 
949-715-6420; montagelagunabeach.com  
Madison square & garden Cafe 
320 N. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-0137; 
madisonsquare.com  
MosaiC Bar and griLLe
30801 S. Coast Hwy. at Montage Laguna Beach; 
949-715-6420; montagelagunabeach.com  
nirvana griLLe 
303-101 Broadway; 949-497-0027;  
nirvanagrille.com 
sundried toMato  
361 Forest Ave.; 949-494-3312; 
thesundriedtomatocafe.com 
taBu griLL 
2892 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-7743; 
tabugrill.com  
the terraCe
425 S. Coast Hwy. at the Hotel Laguna;  
949-494-1151; hotellaguna.com 
the White house restaurant & nightCLuB
340 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-8088; 
whitehouserestaurant.com 
WaterMarC restaurant
448 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-6272; 
watermarcrestaurant.com
 
CAriBBeAN 
eva’s CariBBean KitChen 
31732 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-499-6311; 
evascaribbeankitchen.com 

CHiNeSe
Mandarin King 
1223 N. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-8992 

CoNtiNeNtAL 
dizz’s as is 
2794 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-5250; 
dizzsasis.com

FreNCH
C’est La vie 
373 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-5100; 
cestlavierestaurant.com 
studio 
30801 S. Coast Hwy. at Montage Laguna Beach; 
949-715-6420; studiolagunabeach.com  

 
 

Spices and Spice Blends

Mexican chocolates –  great for eating or making cocoa.
Accessories: tea infusers, teapots, mugs, salt cooking and serving 

platters, recipes, cookbooks and spice racks.
Olive Oils & Balsamic Vinegars

100 loose-leaf teas from around the globe

311 Ocean Ave. Laguna Beach
(formerly 33 degrees Latitude Bookstore)

949.715.9600   spicemerchants.biz
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Global Cuisine
raya 
1 Ritz-Carlton Dr.; 949-240-2000; ritzcarlton.com
Sapphire Laguna reStaurant & pantry 
1200 s. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-9888; 
sapphirelaguna.com 

italian & Pizza
CuCina aLeSSa
234 Forest ave.; 949-497-8222 
gina’S pizza 
610 n. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-4421;  
1100 s. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-4342;  
ginaspizza.com
Mare CuLinary Lounge
696 s. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-9581; 
mareculinarylounge.com
neapoLitan
31542 s. Coast Hwy.; 949-499-4531; 
nealaguna.com

pizza Lounge 
397 s. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-2277; 
pizzalounges.com 
poLina’S SaLerno itaLian reStaurant 
220 beach st.; 949-497-2600 
riStorante ruMari  
1826 s. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-0400; rumari.net 
roMeo CuCina  
249 broadway; 949-497-6627; 
romeocucina.com
ti aMo riStorante 
31727 s. Coast Hwy.; 949-499-5350; 
tiamolagunabeach.com 
z pizza  
30902 Coast Hwy.; 949-499-4949; 
zpizza.com

 

A World of Spices
spice Merchants, a new shop that opened in March in the old latitude 33 location, offers an 

array of spices, herbs and teas from around the globe. owners and locals Paul and Mary Greer are 
the 10th franchisers to open a spice Merchants link, originally started in Michigan. among the 200-
plus spices are house blends such as the surf ’n spice for fish, Hunter’s Game for red meat and 
game, and Voodoo for an extra kick of horseradish and pepper. the shop also carries 100 loose-
leaf teas from various regions, already-infused and pour-it-yourself olive oils (choose your own base 
and add some spices of your choice), as well as accessories such as teapots, mugs and cooking 
platters. (949-715-9600; spicemerchants.biz) —A.B.   

LAgunA CuLinAry ArtS 
Chef MAuriCe BrAzier to 
reCeive top honor 

on May 4, in a private reception 
in anaheim, laguna Culinary arts 
chef Maurice brazier will receive 
the title of commandeur de l’ordre 
du Merite agricole (commander of 
the French Ministry of agriculture) 
from the Consulate General 
of France in los angeles. the 
ranking is the highest possible 
decoration for a French citizen for 
services to agriculture; Maurice 
receives the award for his lifelong 
commitment to promoting French 
culture and cuisine worldwide. 
the chef received the first level of 
the award, chevalier, in 1979, and 
the second level, officier, in 1988. 
the top ranking of commandeur is 
has been held by only 400 people 
since the creation of the order 
by French Minister of agriculture 
Jules Meline in 1883. 

“Maurice is a ‘chef’s chef,’ ” 
says nancy Milby, founder of 
laguna Culinary arts. “[He] is 
well known by all the French 
chefs that are household names, 
such as Paul bocuse, [and] Joel 
Robuchon.” Chef Maurice, who 
began his culinary career at 
just 14 years old, has also been 
appointed one of 100 seats of the 
acadamie Culinaire de France and 
celebrates his 79th birthday in 
May. —L.D.

 More than 200 spice blends are available at spice Merchants.



As soon as you enter Angelina’s Pizzeria Napoletana in Dana Point’s Monarch Bay Plaza, you’ll feel owner Sandro 
Nardone’s passion for creating real Neapolitan pizza. Sandro, who hails from a small town located between Naples 
and Rome, infuses his Italian heritage into his artistically handcrafted pizzas, antipasti dishes and salads. He opened 
the restaurant five months ago.  

“We serve traditional pizza from Naples, where pizza was born,” he says. 
“I use all fresh ingredients. I don’t even own a freezer.”

All ingredients are sourced from Italy, with the exception of organic produce from local farmers. 
The pizza dough, crafted from the finest Italian flour, is made fresh daily. Premium San Marzano tomatoes 
make up the sauce. Imported cured meats, and mozzarella from the famous cheese-making 
region of Campania, are used on the pizzas and in the other dishes. 

Claiming center stage in the restaurant is the red wood-fired oven where Margherita, Caprese, Burrata and other 
red and white pizzas are cooked to perfection in less than two minutes. The high-temperature oven creates a 
classic thin-crust pizza that is perfectly crispy on the outside and soft and fluffy on the inside.

While the pizza and other dishes reflect Italy’s traditional food and cooking 
heritage, the restaurant’s design is decidedly contemporary. The clean lines 
and red and black décor are complemented by poster-sized prints of Al 
Pacino, Frank Sinatra and other Italian-American icons, channeling 
an upscale, urban-Italian style. 

A list of carefully selected Italian and domestic wines and beers 
are available to enjoy with your meal. And following your 
meal, try the restaurant’s signature dessert pizza with apples 
and cinnamon. It is a customer favorite.

“Customers recognize our authenticity and  
come here from far away,” Sandro says. 
“They get real pizza without going to Italy.”

Experience the artisan pizza 
of Naples in an upscale, 
urban-Italian setting.

949.429.1102 
32860 Pacific Coast Hwy, STE 1

Dana Point, CA 92629
angelinaspizzerianapoletana.com

a  n a p o l e t a n a
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This Mother’s Day, The St. Regis Monarch Beach helps you wine and dine mom in the utmost 
luxury. From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Motif Restaurant hosts a special buffet brunch, including fresh 
seafood, gourmet salads, sushi and Asian barbecue, as well as omelets and pancakes, paired with 
unlimited Champagne and sparkling views. Professional photographer Tony Florez will also offer 
complimentary photographs of mom and her family. (Call 949-234-3200 for reservations.) —A.B. 

Motif Restaurant hosts a bountiful Mother’s Day buffet. 

For Mother, With Love 

NeW WiNe TasTiNg RooM
After two years of operating their 

Orange Coast Winery tasting room in an 
industrial area of Newport Beach, Doug 
and Deborah Weins were ready for a new, 
more visible location. The husband and 
wife team found just that in the old John 
L. Blom Photography studio on PCH in 
Corona del Mar. “We’re just really excited 
about the location,” Deborah says. “The 
businesses around us are all going to 
really gel together.”

The new store will have a different vibe 
than the first location, offering a more 
upscale experience, with seated tastings 
and a gift shop featuring hand-picked 
antiques and jewelry. There will also be 
bottles of wine for sale, which they have 
sourced, crushed, aged and bottled 
themselves. But don’t worry, their first 
location, which serves food, will stay open. 
Check orangecoastwinery.com for more 
information on opening dates. —J.A.

MeDiTeRRANeAN
GG’s Bistro 
540-108 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-9306; 
ggscafebistro.com 
Zeytoon Cafe 
412 N. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-9230; 
zeytooncafe.com

MexiCAN
asada 
480 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-5533;  
asadalaguna.com
avila’s el ranChito 
1305 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-376-7040; 
avilaselranchito.com 
Coyote Grill 
31621 Coast Hwy.; 949-499-4033; coyotegrill.tv
laGuna feast 
801 Glenneyre St.; 949-494-0642 
la sirena Grill
347 Mermaid St.; 949-497-8226;  
30862 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-499-2301;  
lasirenagrill.com 
las Brisas 
361 Cliff Dr.; 949-497-5434; 
lasbrisaslagunabeach.com
olamendi’s 
1100 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-4148; 
olamendis.com
papa’s taCo 
31622 Coast Hwy.; 949-499-9822; 
papastacosinc.com
taCo loCo 
640-1B S. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-1635;
tacoloco.net

SeAFOOD
the BeaCh house 
619 Sleepy Hollow Lane; 949-494-9707; 
thebeachhouse.com 
oCeanview Bar & Grill
425 S. Coast Hwy. at Hotel Laguna;  
949-494-1151; ovbarandgrill.com
house of BiG fish & iCe Cold Beer 
540-200 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-4500; 
houseofbigfish.com

SeAFOOD/STeAkS 
enosteak
1 Ritz-Carlton Dr., Dana Point; 949-240-2000; 
ritzcarlton.com
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MARO WOOD GRILL
1915 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-793-4044; 
marowoodgrill.com
MOZAMBIQUE STEAKHOUSE  
1740 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-7100; 
mozambiqueoc.com 
ROCK’N FISH
422 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-497-3113; 
rocknfishlb.com 
STARFISH
30832 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-9200; 
starfishlaguna.com
TEEMU TAVERN
1464 S. Coast Hwy. 
(Opening mid-summer)

SPECIALTY
LAGUNA CULINARY ARTS 
845 Laguna Canyon Rd.; 949-494-4006; 
lagunaculinaryarts.com 

SUSHI
242 CAFE FUSION SUSHI 
242 N. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-2444; 
fusionart.us 
O FINE JAPANESE CUISINE
30872 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-715-5551; 
ofinejapanesecuisine.com 
SAN SHI GO 
1100-303 S. Coast Hwy. (upper level); 
949-494-1551 

THAI
LAGUNA THAI BY THE SEA 
31715 Coast Hwy.; 949-415-0924; 
lagunathai.com
ROYAL THAI CUISINE 
1750 S. Coast Hwy.; 949-494-8424; 
royalthaicuisine.com 
THAI BROS.
238 Laguna Ave.; 949-376-9979; 
thaibroslaguna.com

VEGETARIAN
ZINC CAFE 
350 Ocean Ave.; 949-494-6302 
zinccafe.com LBM

SIP, STAY & PLAYSIP, STAY & PLAY
Enjoy sips and 
snacks, along 

with the best view 
in Laguna. 

Turn your visit into a 
true vacation. Enjoy the 

sounds of the waves 
right under your room.

Enjoy a paddle board 
lesson, complimentary 

beach chairs, a little spa 
session, or a full day in 
your own oceanfront, 

indoor-outdoor cabana.

949.281.5709 
PACIFICEDGEHOTEL.COM

647 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY,  
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651

BASED ON AVAILABILITY.  
RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
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GALLERIES, PLEASE SUBMIT 
YOUR UPCOMING EVENTS IN 
ADVANCE BY EMAILING 
editor@lagunabeachmag.com.

WORK: Imagine the geometric abstraction 
that dominated the early part of the 20th 
century, reconceived for the 21st: color-and-line 
2-D is transformed into a chaotic and textured 
3-D world. There’s some sort of line to be 
drawn between Aníbal’s work and Russian art 
movements that arose in and around the 1917 
revolution. Think constructivism: Vladimir 
Tatlin’s tower, designed but never realized, iron 
and steel spiraling upward, reaching for the 
Bolshevik’s utopian vision. Think suprematism, 
with its ascetic geometry and pure forms that 

strove for the expression of  “pure artistic feeling” 
over any sort of real-world representation.

But even if Aníbal is, like the suprematists, 
striving for pure artistic expression, what, 
exactly, does he paint? Let’s call them abstracted 
architectural landscapes. They’re not quite 
cityscapes because the blueprint structures seem 
to exist without any earthly context, fl oating in 
the stratosphere of his canvas. He also clearly 
draws inspiration from modernist architects, 
specifi cally, according to the artist himself, the 
experimental artist-architect Lebbeus Woods 

(large-scale, free-form, heavy-duty metalwork 
adorns the sides of buildings, like Frank Gehry’s 
Disney Concert Hall but less lucid). Aníbal’s 
works sit somewhere between unapologetic 
austerity and colorful anarchy, artfully rendered 
by an architect’s rational hand.

View Aníbal’s latest paintings, photographs 
and installations in his upcoming solo show, “Out 
of Order,” running at Saltfi neart throughout 
May and June. Stop by for the opening night 
reception on May 2 from 6 – 9 p.m. (949-715-
5554; saltfi neart.com)

“Zona Morpho / Supremat I” 

by Aníbal Catalan

&ga
ARTISTS AND GALLERIES

INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR
Laguna galleries attract talent far beyond the reaches of the canyon road: May alone brings light 

to the works of Mexico City-based Aníbal Catalan and Belgium-born Anja Van Herle. 
Section by Hannah Ostrow

ANÍBAL CATALAN
HOME BASE: Born in Iguala in 

southern Mexico; lives and works in 
Mexico City.

BACKGROUND: trained as an 
architect before delving into studio arts.

MEDIA OF CHOICE: Primarily 
acrylics on canvas, as well as site-
specifi c installations, sculptures, 
photographs, ink drawings and 
renderings created through a variety of 
computer-aided design programs.

PREVIOUSLY SHOWN IN: Los 
Angeles, Mexico City, Ireland, Beijing 
and Seoul.
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AnjA VAn Herle
Home bAse: Belgium, born and raised; 

relocated to LA in 2003.
bAckground: MFA in painting.
mediA of cHoice: Large-scale (up to 5 

feet by 5 feet) acrylics on panel.
PreViously sHown in: New Orleans, 

Beverly Hills, Hawaii, Houston and Brussels.

work: It’s high-gloss, high-glam, highly stylized 
close-range fashion portraiture, although calling 
it portraiture might be misleading because Anja 
doesn’t appear to be painting real women so much 
as characters. It’s as if the models from the height of 
Richard Avedon’s fashion photography have been 
digitized, torn from the covers of 1960s Vogue and 
translated for the Internet era. Think of that iconic 
Avedon photo from a 1965 Bazaar cover, featuring 
Jean Shrimpton with eyelashes that just won’t quit, 
sporting a DayGlo pink headpiece. Now imagine 
that image has been faxed, scanned, compressed 
and Photoshopped until it lost all traces of reality: 
The lips are shinier; the skin is smoother. These 
women have taken on the Mylar sheen of a Jeff 
Koons balloon animal sculpture.

The artist says these portraits seek to capture the 
complexity of human emotion. To some extent, 
despite the shiny, cartoonish aesthetic, the faces in 
Anja’s works are rendered in a vaguely purist light: 
These women are emotionally naked, removed 
from all real-world contexts, in front of blank white 
backdrops, blown up to a larger-than-life scale. Then 
again, it’s hard to look seriously at the supposedly 
ambiguous emotions of women who seem like such 
caricatures; women with frosted lips and sunglasses 
tans, holding diamonds in front of their eyes. Either 
way, it’s an undeniably good time. Catch Anja’s work 
as part of “Lost In Translation,” a two-person show 
at JoAnne Artman Gallery May 15 - June 30. (949-
510-5481; joanneartmangallery.com)

”red lips, Fingertips” by anja Van herle
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GALLERY 
EVENTS

“Roy’s Motel Triptych” by Olivier Pojzman, Townley Gallery

&ga
ARTISTS AND GALLERIES

LGOCA
In April, the Laguna Gallery of Contemporary 

Art spotlights contemporary furniture designer 
Jeremy Grubb, whose woodwork jumps the divide 
between function and art. In May, catch Shaleeka 
Ahuja’s abstract acrylics inspired by Rothko and 
Pollock as well as by the vitality of the artist’s native 
New Delhi. (949-715-9604; lgoca.com)

TOWNLEY GALLERY
Townley’s new group show, “Journey of 

Existence,” features 20 of the gallery’s resident 
artists, including Dale Kobetich, a local ocean 
photographer who works with a hand-built 
camera that shoots underwater and above water 
simultaneously. The show will continue throughout 
2013. (949-218-0903; townleygallery.com)

EXCLUSIVE COLLECTIONS GALLERY
April 20 and 21, Exclusive Collections highlights 

painter Daniel Ryan, whose charming “tree-
scapes” tap into on the mystical spell that nature 
holds over us. (949-715-8747; ecgallery.com)

SALTFINEART
Through the end of April, Saltfi neart is exhibiting 

a new series from Victor Hugo Zayas. “Aire” 
presents a series of paintings as part of the artist’s 
ongoing project, Grid, which is inspired by Los 
Angeles International Airport and the phenomenon 
of fl ight. (949-715-5554; saltfi neart.com)

JOANNE ARTMAN GALLERY
“Seeking Future” will continue through May 

15, with new paintings from Rimi Yang, who 
lives in Santa Monica by way of Ohio and Japan. 

JoAnne Artman Gallery follows up with “Lost in 
Translation,” featuring Anja Van Herle alongside 
Alberto Murillo’s colorful resin abstractions. (949-
510-5481; joanneartmangallery.com) 

PACIFIC EDGE GALLERY
Beginning May 18, Pacifi c Edge Gallery 

presents Jacobus Baas, featuring plein-air 
canvases from the coasts of California, Hawaii 
and Maine. Stop by for the opening reception 
May 19 from 5 to 8 p.m. (949-494-0491; 
pacifi cedgegallery.com)

AR4T
“Microscopic Hinges,” running throughout 

April, features fi ve artists including Russ Pope, 
who brings his lightly macabre visuals back to 
AR4T. In May, “Cloud Hunters,” brings illustrator 
Gomez Bueno and surfer-model-photographer 
Kassia Meador. (949-988-0603; ar4t.com)

CES CONTEMPORARY
“Device,” an exhibition featuring Southern 

California product and accessory designers opens 
April 20 and continues through May 2. Beginning 
May 4, CES presents “White Space,” from Czech 

acrylic-on-linen minimalist painter Ira Svobodová. 
(949-547-1716; cescontemporary.com)

SANDSTONE GALLERY
Throughout April, Sandstone highlights 

conceptual, contemplative landscapes from 
Victoria Porcello as well as new abstract acrylics 
from longtime bronze sculptor Howard Hitchcock. 
(949-497-6775; sandstonegallery.com)

AVRAN ART + DESIGN
Avran welcomes James C. Leonard, whose 

dynamic impasto abstracts have earned him 
distinctions from San Diego’s Museum of Art to 
Miami’s Art Basel. The show will run through June 
5, with wine, hors d’oeuvres and live music from 
6 to 9 p.m. June 2. (949-494-0900; avranart.com)

FINGERHUT GALLERY
 “Hats Off to Dr. Seuss!” features Dr. Seuss’ 

never-before-seen hat collection May 17 to June 
2. The exhibition will show Dr. Seuss’ little-known 
“Secret Art Collection,” estate-authorized works 
adapted from Ted Geisel’s drawings, paintings and 
sculpture, also available for acquisition. (949-376-
6410; fi ngerhutart.com) 
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“The Soul’s reach” by Sheryl Smith Seltzer

Dawson Cole opens loCation 
in palm Desert

Dawson Cole Fine Art has opened a new space in 
Palm Desert, adding to its Laguna Beach and Carm-
el locations. Specializing in contemporary art from 
West Coast masters, the gallery’s showcase artist is 
renowned sculptor Richard MacDonald, whose son 
directs the Laguna Beach and Palm Desert spaces. 
The gallery opened in February with an artist recep-
tion and a Cirque du Soleil-inspired performance, 
in association with works in Richard’s acrobatics se-
ries. Proceeds from the event benefited the nonprof-
it Free Arts for Abused Children. (760-303-4300; 
dawsoncolefineart.com) LBM

artist in resiDenCe program at paCifiC eDge Hotel
The Pacific Edge Hotel has teamed up with Laguna Outreach for Community Arts (LOCA) to launch a 

new Artist in Residence program in which a local artist each month will teach workshops, offer live painting 
demonstrations and exhibit his or her work at the hotel throughout the month.

April welcomes Laguna artist Sheryl Smith Seltzer, who works in monotypes, oil paintings and Conté 
drawings. Sheryl hosted her workshop earlier this month, but her exhibition is on display through May 1.

May brings plein-air painter September McGee, whose work will be on display through June 5. Don’t 
miss the opening night reception May 2 from 4:30 to 6 p.m. The evening’s program boasts a live painting 
demonstration from the artist, a chance to win a free stay at the hotel and the opportunity to sign up for 
September’s workshop. The art class, which takes place May 7 from 6:30 to 8 p.m., will focus on oil pastel 
techniques and capturing ocean sunsets. The $25 registration fee includes wine and a finished work to bring 
home. Advanced registration by phone or online is required. (949-363-4700; locaarts.org)

new gallery 
sHowCases inventive 
Contemporary fresCos

Orange County-based painter Hugo 
Rivera recently celebrated the grand opening 
of his eponymous gallery in a Coast Highway 
space previously occupied by the Hat Box. 

By his own measure, Hugo has a monop-
oly on his medium: contemporary frescos. 
In an attempt to reintegrate the postmod-
ern with its roots, the artist looks back to the medium of Michelangelo, working here with organic 
lime plaster on wood to create expressive works that fuse traditional figure drawing and contem-
porary figuration. 

The Hugo Rivera Gallery features, alongside Hugo’s frescos, abstract mixed media works from Juan 
Z. Cervantes. (949-813-9198; hugorivera.com)

“autumn” by hugo rivera
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My first summer in Laguna Beach was one 
of the best of my life. And it was almost my last.

En route from the Saloon to the Sandpiper, 
I crossed Pacific Coast Highway at the nearest 
crosswalk with flashing yellow lights. Clearly still 
not visible to the oncoming driver—who probably 
also had too many Pinos or was a tourist unfamiliar 
with the lay of the land—I was in the middle of the 
street when the SUV kissed my skirt as it sped by. I 
don’t think the driver even noticed in the rearview 
mirror any sign of the girl he nearly mowed down. 

In addition to traffic congestion, lack of available 
parking spaces and excessive waitlists at our 
favorite local establishments, another bummer 
we can count on every bustling summer season 
is a pedestrian getting hit by a car at one of the 
city’s PCH crosswalks. Sure, pedestrians, too, are 
responsible for their own safety, but the fact that 
we live in a heavy tourist town means we should 
implement the highest level of safety possible.

To this day, I still won’t cross at the yellow 

blinking crosswalks during heavy traffic times, 
but prefer to go only where there are traffic lights 
and illuminated “Walk” signs. This might seem 
neurotic, but I’d rather be the crazy dromophobe 
than the girl who died crossing the road. 

What’s worse is that a few of these crosswalks—at 
Calliope, Brooks and Anita Streets, for instance—
don’t even have blinking lights. I’ve witnessed 
many near-accidents where a surfer, jogger or 
parent pushing a stroller has crossed in front of one 
stopped car, only to have another in the adjacent or 
opposite lane cruise through in complete oblivion. 

So I propose the following: First, the city remodels 
all crosswalks. Instead of yellow flashers (not the 
most effective on a street drenched in sunlight),  
maybe we put in rainbow strobe lights—or orifices 
that spit vertical fountains or eject commissioned 
statues to blockade the pathway (funds for public art 
seem to be aplenty). Or we bring back the colored 
flag system, circa the 1980s, where pedestrians 
would wave a flag as they crossed. We could equip 

students looking for community service hours with 
handheld stop signs and let them serve as crossing 
guards. In all seriousness, though, something must 
be developed—like a more visible light system. 

I also propose we build a pedestrian bridge 
downtown, similar to those found near Aliso Beach; 
at the intersection of PCH and Del Obispo Street 
in Dana Point; and in Newport Beach connecting 
the civic center and park over San Miguel Drive. 
I’m not suggesting a concrete monstrosity that 
overly obstructs the scenic views or fights with the 
area’s aesthetic, but rather one of modest scale that 
reflects the rustic architecture and artistry of the 
town. Consider it another piece of public art.   

What I’d really like to see is a bridge or an 
underground tunnel at every crosswalk (as well as 
one from my front steps to the Wine Gallery). But, 
alas, this is not economically feasible, nor within 
the perimeters of the city’s height limit—so one 
will do, along with additional safety measures at 
the other crosswalks. LBM

We Want to hear from you! is there something you’ve seen in another city that you’d like to see in laguna Beach? Write to us at editor@lagunaBeachmag.com. 

you could Be our next guest columnist. 

why not in laguna? 
A Firebrand Media editor and local dromophobe proposes improved crosswalk safety.

By Ashley Breeding

The author proposes a pedestrian bridge in Laguna Beach, like that in Dana Point.The Oak Street crosswalk needs improved safety.
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MICHAEL GOSSELIN
949.464.3210
mgosselin@surterreproperties.com
www.LagunaBeachRealEstateTeam.com

FRANK HUFNAGEL
949.444.8718
fhufnagel@surterreproperties.com
www.LagunaBeachRealEstateTeam.com

LAGUNA BEACH

Offered for $4,995,000

Designed by Mark Singer and later 

expanded by Brion Jeanette, this 

award-winning home is perfectly 

situated at the end of a serene 

cul-de-sac with breathtaking ocean 

and island views. With approximately 

4,828 square feet of living space, 

this stunning masterpiece includes 

four bedroom suites, two additional 

powder rooms, separate living 

and great rooms, a dedicated 

offi ce, multipurpose room, and an 

attached three-car garage.

www.1280PacificAve.com

LAGUNA BEACH

Offered for $2,895,000

Designed by iconic Laguna Beach 

architect Chris Abel, this inviting and 

comfortable home is located a short

distance from the beach in the coveted 

community of North Laguna. The home 

was built to take full advantage of the 

panoramic ocean views of the coastline, 

Catalina Island and the city lights of 

Laguna Beach. With approximately 

3,450 square feet of living space, the 

open fl oor plan and functional interior 

and exterior spaces encourage both 

casual living and formal entertaining. 

www.319Viejo.com



PAMELA HORTON
949.633.6667

Pamela@PamelaHorton.com

AMANDA HORTON
949.422.6122

Amanda@AmandaHorton.com

PAMELA HORTON & AMANDA HORTON 

LAGUNA BEACH  Offered for $950,000

www.1065SantaAna.com 

YOUR REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS

RECENT TESTIMONIALS

“Our home is listed with Pamela 

 and Amanda, they are doing such

 a great job we’ve referred them

 to our friends.”

“Amanda and Pamela’s marketing

 really impresses us, that’s why we’ve 

 used their services to represent us

 in sales and purchases.”

“No better agents on the planet, 

 for over 19 years Pamela and Amanda 

 have sold properties for several 

 generations of our family.”

LAGUNA BEACH  Offered for $2,699,000 

www.2841Ridge.com

LAGUNA BEACH  Offered for $1,995,000 

www.2505Kilo.com 

LAGUNA BEACH  Offered for $1,799,000 

www.645Fontana.com

LAGUNA BEACH  Offered for $1,199,000

www.1489Regatta.com

LAGUNA BEACH  Offered for $680,000

www.21703OceanVista203.com

www.Hortons InLaguna.com
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mblaguna.comFive Star Service at One Star Drive.

Featured: The 2013 C250 Sport Sedan  
Equipped with Premium 1 Package  

harmon/kardon® Logic 7® Surround-Sound 
System, MP3 Media Interface and 
Hands-Free Bluetooth® Interface

Rare performance. Rare luxury.
Plenty of models to choose from.


